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Abstract
Although the whole century has gone since the First World War, the immediate cause and reasons for its beginning has been again in the centre, not
so much of scientific objective research, but in the centre of contemporary, political changeable relativized research of those who were challengers and those
who were induced. In the order of that aim are the efforts to rename the Sarajevo assassination, which is undoubtedly determined as the direct cause of the
War, into its reason, which essence is much more complex. The real reason for
the beginning of the First World War should be looked for in the confrontation
of the great European and world powers – the process which had lasted at least
half century before the War actually began. Basically there is an expansionism
of two complementary Central European countries: the Austro Hungarian Empire and Germany. The Austro Hungarian Empire, in which the Slavs were majority, had been trying to strengthen the ethnical-political cohesion within its
boundaries, while the foreign political aim was to penetrate to the Aegean port
Salonika at the eastern Mediterranean. Serbia had been perceived as “disruptive factor”, especially after the expansion achieved in the Balkan’s wars. Ger1 Associate professor
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many, since it had united only in the second half of the XIX century, has been
unsatisfied with the established colonial division of the world. It couldn’t be a
concurrent to France, Great Britain and Russia such territorially squeezed in
the Central Europe. Because of that, Germany had decided to take “Drang nach
Osten” as its geopolitical and geoeconomical orientation (“The Bagdad Idea”).
The realization of this plan would represent the continental competition to the
Great Britain marine “The Big Imperial Way” and the cutting the Britain imperia into two parts. In that context, Serbia was identified as “The Gatekeeper
of the Orient” to the British, and to the Germans was the only obstacle on its
“strategic diagonal” from the North Sea to the Persian Gulf. Preparing for the
War, the great powers, in accordance with their own geopolitical and geoeconomical interests, included small countries in their military alliances, which
they formed many years before the 1914.
Keywords: The First World War, geopolitical and geoeconomical reasons,
Great Powers, Serbia.

1. Between the Causes and Motives of War
New terminology and conjoined narratives took special place in
the system of postmodern transformations and the process of building unipolar order. The changes to the meanings of old terms, the appearance of amorphous, mutated and confusing ones, the adaptation of
the terminology to the new reality and the introduction of many, often
tendentiously inaccurate neologisms, were accompanied by attempts
at the “politically correct” (re)interpretation of the past. The interpretation of events depended less and less on the facts, on undisputed historical sources and objective scientific approaches. This was increasingly
influenced by the existing position in the hierarchy of power and the
need to “cleanse the biographies” of the former war perpetrators and
losers, who, in the meantime, had again become not only exemplary
members of the “European family”, but also the fulcrum of the United
States as the global hegemon on its “most essential geopolitical bridgehead on the Eurasian continent” (Bžežinski 2001: 57).
The 100th anniversary of these significant events, on which the attention not only of science and politics, but also of the the media as a
powerful instrument of modern geopolitics is focused, presents a suitable opportunity to plunge back into the past. The centenary of the
beginning of the First World War has again returned the focus of interest onto the reconsideration of the position of its actors, especially that
of the direct instigators and those who rose up to defend themselves.
However, the relations between the powerful countries in 2014 differ
6
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significantly from the balance of power in 1914. Bipolarisation resulted
in most of the former rival forces from the two world wars (excluding Russia) gathering within the same economic-political-military integration (EU-NATO), which personifies Western civilization.3 That
civilisation was and has remained geo-culturally, geo-politically and
geo-economically opposed to Russia, the axle of the Eastern, (Neo)
Byzantine, Orthodox civilization. Membership of the winning Cold
War camp and the new post-cold war constellation provided an opportunity for strengthened Germany, and Austria and Hungary along
with it, to relativize the causes and motives of the First World War in
which they were defeated.
By default, the causes of war are long-standing rivalries and the attempts of one side to change the existing layout of positions in bilateral
or multilateral relations, i.e. on the regional, (trans)continental / (trans)
oceanic or global plane. The causes of war are defined by economic,
military-strategic, political, religious, civic and other interests, and the
main goal has always been, from the primordial community to the information society, the same - the expansion of territory which is governed directly or (in)directly managed. When the conditions are right,
i.e. when conflicting interests reach a critical level of conflict, one teeters on the brink of war, and history shows that the immediate motive
for its outbreak is easily found or provoked. The intention to present
the motive as the cause of war is not just an attempt to revise historical facts, but also multi-dimensional manipulation. To carry out such
an attempt on the example of the First World War one century later is
directed at the amnesty of the true culprits from 1914 (and 1939), and
an attempt to transfer their responsibility onto the Serbian factor, with
the “crowning proof ” that the assassination in Sarajevo was of Serbian
ethnicity. Falsely accused and systematically stigmatized in the West
because of the war-shattered disintegration of Yugoslavia for already
quarter of a century (since the 1990s), Serbs and Serbia have become
the ideal scapegoat for the transfer of such a “guilt complex.” However,
this is only the transitional phase on the path to blaming the “Serbian
patron” and allegedly the real culprit - Russia.

3 The author of the „clash of civilization“ concept S. Huntington has no dilemma that „the
(European) Union conterminous with Western civilization“, and that „NATO is safety
organization of Western civilization“ (see: Huntington 1996: 161).
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2. The Wain Cause of the War: the German Attempt to Change the
Geopolitical and Geo-economical Hierarchy of Power
This superficial and one-sided focus on the causes, motives, course,
outcomes and consequences of World War I leads to a mistaken perception from the standpoint of historiography and a detour from lessons
for the future. The war did start with the Austro-Hungarian military
attack on Serbia, but did not start because of Serbia. Long before 28th
June 1914, it was clear that war was being directly prepared. If the motive had not been the assassination in Sarajevo, then it would have been
another event. The Austro-Hungarian political circles considered the
crisis which occurred after the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
in 1908, and the Second Balkan War in 1913, as missed opportunities.
According to historian M. Ekmečić (member of the Serbian Academy of
Science and Art), Vienna was encouraging and planning the uprising of
the Albanians in Old Serbia for winter 1914 as a pretext for intervention
in Serbia. Furthermore, the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Parliament in March 1914 had one main reason - the smooth commencement of the war. The Government’s takeover of parliamentary competences cleverly suspended any danger of failure to achieve the necessary
two-thirds support of MPs for the declaration of war.
The hegemonic and expansionist intentions of Austria-Hungary in
the Balkans, established by anti-Russian motivated British support as
far back as the Congress of Berlin in 1878, were not in dispute, but they
maintained only a regional character.4 The main cause of the war was
Germany’s intention to change the geopolitical and geo-economic relations at European and global levels, and that of the other major powers to maintain their acquired positions. Compared to other European
adversaries, Germany was facing a major handicap – until the second
half of the 19th century Germany had not carried out or politically experienced the primary integration phase, i.e. was not established as a
unified nation-state. It was only in 1870, when “the chancellor-unifier”
Bismarck succeeded in gathering numerous Germanic states, which
had previously passed through both periods of alliances and mutual
4 Great Britain, as a maritime power, and Russia, as a land power, are geopolitical antipodes,
which had been reflected in very serious rivalry in Eurasia during the XIX century.
Historian Lj. Ristic called that the natural antagonism, because of which the Great Britain
had helped Austria-Hungary in Berlin congress to become „the keeper of the new state
in Balkаns“, especially „ in that part of Balkаns which was unavailable to the British fleet“
(see: Ristić 2014: 507).
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confrontation, around Prussia as its centre of gravity. The newly formed
Germany became a political-territorial “giant in the heart of Europe”,
which fundamentally changed previous geopolitical and geo-economic
relations. Germany showed its political and diplomatic influence very
quickly – already at the Congress of Berlin in 1878 - and later its expansionist intentions.
However, in Western Europe, France and England had established
big and powerful maritime states much earlier. They had also occupied
vast overseas colonies thanks to which they maintained supremacy
on the demographic, economic, trade, military and geopolitical plane.
In the east, although the Russian Empire had not occupied the colonies, through territorial expansion along the Eurasian expanses, it had
reached the Pacific and parts of the American continent (until the sale
of Alaska to the United States in 1867), thus growing into a world “continental giant.” Germany therefore found itself in a geopolitically schizophrenic position: torn between the reality of being a “belated nationstate” and the (self-imposed) ambition to compete with the other major
powers. It would try to change that in two risky ways: firstly, to spread
territorially in Europe where, in turn, it was wedged “between a rock
and a hard place” (Great Britain and France on the one side and Russia
on the other), and secondly, to threaten the colonial status quo, even
though the political map of overseas estate and the imperial routes to it
had already been drawn.
By joining such colonial conquests late, Germany managed to occupy some of what was left outside of what were already quite a large
number of independent states, new de-colonised countries (mostly former Spanish and Portuguese land in Latin America) and the existing,
mostly British and French colonies. The larger areas under German rule
before the First World War were the territories of Togoland, German
Cameroon, German South-West Africa (today Namibia), German East
Africa (now Rwanda, Burundi and the continental part of Tanzania),
and German New Guinea (the northern part of present day Papua New
Guinea). A few more points on the Pacific archipelagos and the Chinese
coast should be added to this. Out of 79.2 million km2, which in the
early years of the 20th century was the total area covered by colonies
in the world, 2.6 million km2 (3.3%) belonged to Germany, which is
only slightly more than that owned by Belgium (2.4 million km2), Portugal (2.1 million km2) and the Netherlands (2 million km2). However,
compared with the British Colonial Empire “where the sun never sets”,
which spread out over 32.7 million km2 (41.3% of the total colonies),
9

French colonies with 11 million km2 (13.9%) and the state territory of
the Russian Empire of 21.8 million km2 - German territory was significantly smaller (Krivokapić 2010: 420).
Germany’s colonies were scattered, disconnected from each other
and very distant from the metropolis, as well as from each other. Their
territories, in the physical-geographical sense, consisted of what were
mainly impassable deserts or rainforests, with almost no internal transport networks, ports or quality connections between the interior and the
coast. Road construction was a very expensive, technically complicated
and slow undertaking, which impeded governance, military control,
economic utilization and trade. The natural resources of the German
colonies could not be compared with the enormous wealth of the Eurasian territory of the Russian Empire or the huge French, and especially
British assets. The smaller and poorer populations of the German colonies did not provide a significant market for the products from the powerful economy in the metropolis. All that could not bring the required
economic effects which would significantly impact on the growth of
the overall power of Germany and the change of the balance of power
among the great powers in its favour. From the standpoint of Germany’s
interests, such a situation was untenable.
Although historically older and territorially larger than Germany,
Austria-Hungary did not have any non-European colonial intents or
ambitions to change the European and global balance of power. Its expansionist ambitions were directed towards the southeast, “the only direction in which the Habsburg Monarchy could prove itself as a great
European power” (Radojević and Dimić 2014: 7). Therefore, Vienna
planned “the little war” in the Balkans for a long time, believing that victory in it would quash their own political problems, soothe the tensions
that shook their ethnically heterogeneous population, discredit Serbia’s
attraction among their own citizens of Serbian origin, complete their
dominance in the Danube region, occupy key positions the rest of the
Balkans (primarily the major geopolitical axis along the Morava-Vardar
valley) and “restore confidence internally and their reputation among
the great powers of Europe” (Radojević and Dimić 2014: 7).
Despite their ethno-geographical similarities, the German states (before unification) and Austria were often adversaries. Moreover, Prussia’s victory in the seven week Prussian-Austrian War5 waged in 1866
5 One group of German states (and Kingdom of Italy) was in alliance with Prussia, the
other in alliance with Austria, and several of German states kept the neutrality. Prussia-
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further strengthened its previous dominant intra-German position and
following the victory over the French in 1870 it became the core of German state integration. However, after the constitution of the AustroHungarian Empire in 1867 and the formation of Germany in 1870, and
especially after the Congress of Berlin in 1878 and the alliance made in
1879, their geopolitical interests became increasingly complementary.
Observed together, before the First World War they held territory of
1.217 million km2, possessed the whole Central European geographical area and formed the inter-maritime “geopolitical curtain” from the
North and Baltic Seas to the Adriatic “bay” of the Mediterranean Sea.
Once the Austro-Hungarians had placed Bosnia and Herzegovina under their control, firstly by the “allowed” occupation in 1878, and then
through the illegal annexation in 1908 (a violation of the Congress of
Berlin’s binding decisions), it became obvious that this was not just Vienna’s further “step forward” in the Balkans, but the realization of the
Pan-German geopolitical Drang nach (Süd)Оsten. The Austro-Hungarian planned “road section” had its departure point in Thessaloniki,
while German ambitions extended much further - to Baghdad and the
Persian Gulf.
3. The Theoretical-conceptual Basis of Germany’s War Goals: From
the Bio-logistical Perception of ‘Life Space’ to the Mitteleuropa Base
of Expansionism
German expansionism and the options for its spatial orientation,
which were supposed to be realized in the First World War, were theoretically-conceptually articulated long before Gavrilo Princip’s shots on
Vidovdan (St. Vitus Day) in 1914. In as far back as the 1840’s, Friedrich
List and Karl Ludwig von Bruck advocated the Germanic establishment
of full mitteleuropa domination.6 Economist F. List believed that Germany needed economic penetration on the East, to where the increasingly stronger, and from the standpoint of national interests senseless
emigration of German paupers, should be (re)directed. Austrian politician K. von Bruck did not advocate the unification of Germany and
Austria, but their strong alliance, by means of which full German domiaustrian war was known also as One – week war, German (civil) war, War of Unification
or War of Brothers (Bruderkrieg).
6 К. Orel said that famous German geographer Carl Ritter was the first who used the term
Mitteleuropa at the beginning of the XIX century (see: Orel 2012: 154)
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nation would also be achieved in the Central European region. Towards
the end of the 19th century anthropo-geographer Friedrich Ratzel laid
the theoretical foundations of Germanic expansionism, based on biologistic (organic) and evolutionistic (Darwinist) principles.
Ratzel and his work are the logical outcome of German physicalgeographical determinism. They are also the product of the historical
and political atmosphere in Europe at that time, and especially the observable “need for geography”. Within the context of German interests,
there were two main reasons for that: first, the Prussian military needs,
and second, the national-integration movement which led to the unification of the fragmented German states into a large, strong and integral
state “in the heart of Europe”. Germany needed geographical knowledge
not only for the formation and functioning of the new, unified state,
but also as “justification” for such hegemonic and imperialistic goals.
In Antropogeographie (first edition 1882) Ratzel developed the basic
principles of unity and reciprocity of nature, population and space. He
saw space exclusively through unity with life, i.e. as “living space” (Lebensraum). The function of living space is to provide food, habitat and
reproduction, therefore, the primordial instinct of every living organism
(humans, nations and states) is to invade spaces and by growing, fight for
space and expand into new areas. De facto, the struggle for space is the
fight for survival, both in nature and international (interstate) relations.
In his main work, Political Geography (Politische Geographie, first
edition 1897), Ratzel highlighted two factors as essential for the constitution of a state - position (die Lage) and space (der Raum). Ratzel applied
biological laws to the phenomenon of state, defining it as “an organism
tied to the soil” (“der Staat als Bodenstandinger Organismus”), and “part
of humanity with part of the soil” (the thesis of “Blood and Soil” - Blut
und Boden). Starting with the premise that “the characteristics of the
state consist of the characteristics of the nation and the characteristics
of the soil” (Ratzel 1903: 4), Ratzel formed two fundamental concepts:
“life energy” (Lebensenergie) and “spatial sense” (Raumsinn). The state,
like all organisms, passes through the stages of life development (cycles)
- youth, maturity and old age. Accordingly, a new state-organism has
the natural right to territorial growth, up to its “natural borders”. Lack of
space and failure to understand the true significance of space leads the
state to risking its life and may result in death. Ratzel considered the expansion of large states as a necessity. Their expansion is achieved at the
expense of small states, just like “superior” nations expand at the expense
12
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of “inferior” ones. The population growth and cultural and civilizational
progress of a nation increase its appetite for ethno-spatial expansion.
By further developing the concept of the state as an organism, in his
article “The laws of the spatial growth of states” Ratzel singled out the
basic principles (seven) of its expansion (Ratzel 1896: 97-107) . He saw
expansion up to “natural borders” as a process leading to the formation
of a small number of macro-political and macro-economic spaces, i.e.
state-continents. Ratzel thus aligned himself alongside the supporters
of the “geopolitics of large regions”, i.e. the idea of “pan-regions” and
the concept of a “global superpower” (Weltmacht). He came to those
conclusions on the basis of the American experience of “a sense of
space” and the occupation of “empty space” conceived by the Monroe
Doctrine. By establishing an analogy and applying the American experience to Germany, Ratzel foresaw the perspective of a great European continental power. However, he also pointed out the role of naval
power in achieving the status of “world superpower” and planetary expansion, emphasising that what some maritime countries had achieved
spontaneously (England, Spain, Holland...), majorly land powers must
achieve consciously and systematically (referring to Germany) (Dugin
2004: 43).
Although Ratzel himself remained consistent in his intellectual-scientific orientation and refrained from digressing into the unstable terrain of the ideological-political and military (mis)use of his theoretical
assumptions, the German political nomenclature of that time eagerly accepted his ideas as the “scientific foundation” of expansionism. An even
bigger contribution to that was made by the Swedish politician, state-legal writer and university professor, Johan Rudolf Kjellén, a scientist who
was the first to use the term geopolitics in 1899. By following Ratzel’s
biologistic concept, he presented the most important thesis in his work,
the State as a Life Form (Staten som Lifsform), which was published in
Stockholm in 1916, but which presented a synthesis of ideas and studies
mostly completed by the beginning of the First World War. Rather than
in Sweden, Kjellén’s book experienced a greater scientific and practical
response in Germany, where it was translated the following year (Der
Staat als Lebensform, Leipzig, 1917) and was used as further, allegedly
neutral proof of the feasibility of German expansionism.
Kjellén had deepened and expanded the theory of the state-organism,
emphasizing that the system of the state consists of several subsystems geopolitics, cratopolitics, ethnopolitics (demopolitics), ecopolitics (eco13

nomic policy) and sociopolitics. He attributed particular importance to
geopolitics - the science of the state as a geographical organism. Accordingly, he underscored territory as a key element of the state and set aside
several of its important characteristics: space, borders, morphography,
position and self-sufficiency. He compared loss of territory with the
loss of a body part (amputation), and considered it more dangerous for
the state than loss of population, which could be easily compensated.
However, that did not mean that the population was an irrelevant factor of the “state organism”. Moreover, Kjellén emphasised the interdependence of the state and demographic processes (number, population
density, natural regeneration, migration...). He particularly emphasized
the phenomenon of national feeling (spirit), which the state must manage, preventing any extremes so as to avoid the situation when national
indifference dominates thus causing “anaemia of the state organism” as
well as the opposite case when a shift towards national euphoria can end
in the “feverish temperature of chauvinism” (Kjellén cites Serbia before
the First World War as an example).7
The creation of large states, in Kjellén’s opinion, is a natural historical
outcome. Their further expansion is nothing but obedience to the “political imperative to increase their space through colonization, merging,
or various conquests” (Kjelen 1923: 119), which does not originate from
“a brutal conquering instinct, but natural, essential growth because of
self-preservation” (Kjelen 1923: 64). What particularly suited German
ambitions was Kjellén’s comparison of the law of gravity in physics,
where the body of a greater mass attracts that of a lesser mass, with the
law of political gravity, where the larger country attracts fewer neighbours. To support that, he used an economic analogy: just as big capital
has an economic tendency to multiply, a big state has the political logic
to spread spatially.
However, big states can also be vulnerable, primarily because of their
delicate position. Taking the example of Germany, Kjellén warned about
it being surrounded by numerous neighbours who kept it under constant concentric pressure, and England which perceived Germany as a
7 Kjelen very biased and according to former and later prejudices as an example standed
out Serbia and suspected of it. He thought that Serbia is “disturbing factor” inserted
between of German allies from Berlin to Persian Gulf, which should be reliable support
for German geopolitical, geostrategical and geoeconomical Southeast expansion. He
contested the right of Serbia and Serbs to national and territorial integration in one “state
organism”, displaying inconsistency in his theoretical assumptions (see: Kjelen 1923:
119).
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permanent adversary which could endanger them if it were to achieve
better naval participation. In this context, he considered the position
of the Netherlands as especially important.8 According to Kjellén, the
position of small states was particularly threatened by “naturally predisposed” pressure from large countries which they were unable to resist
by means of a neutral presence or international legal norms, but only
through a powerful ally and its counter-pressure. Small countries could
survive longer if they were peripheral (Portugal, Norway...) or if they had
a buffer position which originated from a compromise between the great
powers. Kjellén particularly emphasized the “buffer policy in Europe,
primarily in the Balkans” (Kjelen 1923: 70-71), thanks to which, at the
Congress of Berlin in 1878, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria gained independence in order, in the interests of the big Western powers, to prevent
Russia’s penetration towards Constantinople and the Mediterranean.
Although he considered the maritime, thalassocratic type of great
powers out-dated and favoured land-based, telurocratic powers (bearing in mind Germany), Kjellén believed that political instinct (“law”)
justified their aspirations to connect their fragmented estate into “colonial complexes” for transport and geostrategic reasons. Therefore, two
or more colonial powers often laid claim to the same geographical area
or points. This caused conflicts between them, and Kjellén cited the
case of the confrontation between England and Germany regarding the
Middle East concluding that “this geographical conflict was one of the
strongest incentives of the (First) World War” (Kjelen 1923: 59). In his
opinion, the intensive development of overland transport links, which
were rapidly eliminating the advantages of maritime traffic, would contribute to predominantly big land powers overcoming what had been
until then superior maritime ones.
Kjellén did not question the fact that the strength of the great powers
in the early 20th century was based on the vast expanses they governed,
thus he was an advocate of the geopolitical idea of “large regions”. Since
Germany’s adversaries the USA, the UK, France and Russia already had
such units he proposed the formation of one central European “big region”. Its “natural” core and leader would be Germany, which had the
8 Kjelen has classified Netherland in the so-called delta-countries, because of the Rhina
delta confluence control in the Atlantic ocean (the North see). He summarized in a
sentence the extraordinary and far-reaching geopolitical, military-strategic, transport
and trade importance of this area: “England has to consider the German keeping far away
from the Rhine confluence as its mission in life.”
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fundamental quality - “central position” (“Mittellage”). Kjellén’s Central
European pan-territorial vision had two options: a smaller one which
included Germany and Austria-Hungary, with the addition of Poland
(since 1916), and a bigger one which also included the Levant (in the
broader sense) (Stojanović 2011: 60). Conceptually, his idea corresponded to Friedrich Naumann’s earlier Central European idea, elaborated in
1915 in the paradigmatic work Mitteleuropa.
Naumann’s Mitteleuropa idea was based on the necessity of the
German-Austrian-Hungarian alliance and was the result not only of his
perception of relations in Europe in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, but also on far-sighted predictions of the consequences of the initial
results of the war. He estimated that despite being large and populous,
Germany would not be able to dominate the Central European region
alone, and that not only would it fail to come into possession of new
colonies, it would also probably lose those it already had. Therefore, he
advocated that despite their differences the core of the future of Mitteleuropa be formed by Germany and Austria-Hungary, and other regions should join it so that it extended “from the North and Baltic Seas
to the Alps, the Adriatic Sea and the southern border of the Danube
plain” (Naumann 1915: 3). The background to the creation of such an
entity under the German factor was explained by the alleged geographic
predestination, shared cultural model, the need for creation of a single
economic region and the military-alliance necessity. The integrative
“formula” would then outgrow the ethnic and pan-German one, thus
becoming one based on expansional and geopolitical interests. Only the
undisputed control of such a central European “big space” would enable
the Germanic factor first to compete with rival superpowers, and then
to move onto further expansion, thus questioning the existing geopolitical structure of the world.
4. The Great Imperial Road vs. the Baghdad Idea
The ideas of F. Ratzel, R. Kjellén and F. Naumann exemplified the
“climate” that formed in German intellectual and political circles in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. The public was prepared for the upcoming events and warned that they had to act preventively, according
to the rapid transformation of the world. The basic principles of these
processes remained consistent. Among the “exceptions that prove the
rule”, they were based on antagonism between telurocracy (“land pow16
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er”) and thallasocracy (“sea power”), which is considered to be the “first
law of geopolitics” (Dugin 2004: 139), and on expansionist urges which
lead to the formation of alliances in accordance with one or another
geopolitical identity, which falls within the domain of “the second law
of geopolitics” (Dugin 2004: 143). Accordingly, Western, Atlantic, maritime, colonial powers Britain and France (and the United States from
the side-lines) closely monitored the economic development, technological progress, military modernization and geopolitical ambitions
of two continental powers - Germany (“heart of Europe”) and Russia
(“heart of Eurasia”).
In the second half of the 19th century Russia was a major competitor
to British dominance in Asia. Great Britain took particular care that the
Russian expansion in Central Asia did not extend to the Indian Ocean,
and did not cut the belt of its territories along the Asian rim. The metropolis’ sea access to colonies, the control of the key points on the waterways (straits, channels, islands and ports), the speed of navigation and
manoeuvres of the modern navy still outstripped Russian land mobility.
However, despite numerous problems on the internal and external plane
(mainly defeat in the war with Japan, 1904-1905), the industrialization,
transport connections, general modernization and inland geopolitical
power of Russia was advancing rapidly. For the thalassocratic Western
powers, primarily the United Kingdom, that was a “red flag”. The quick
response came not only from politically imperial mechanisms, but also
from their “intellectual logistics”.
The expansion of the railway network in the vast Russian Empire
drew particular attention in London. That fact threatened to fundamentally change the geopolitical and geo-economic status quo. The route of
the Russian railway, which provided the opportunity to rapidly cross the
internal Eurasian vastness, was interpreted as a counterpart and competition to the British waterways, thanks to which they achieved colonial
control of the Eurasian coastal zone. What was particularly alarming
was the Trans-Siberian railway, whose construction began in 1891and
had almost reached completion before the First World War. When completed in 1916, the London strategists interpreted the “pivot” from continental Moscow to the Pacific port of Vladivostok as the “cementing”
of Russian land (Eurasian) dominance and a dangerous telurocratic opposition to the British thallasocratic “Great imperial road”.
It was those same realities which inspired the prominent British geographer, Sir Halford John Mackinder, firstly in a terse lecture at the
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Royal Geographical Society in London in early 1904, and then in an
article entitled “The Geographical Pivot of History” (Mackinder 1904:
427-437)9, to conclude that the area mainly located within Russia’s borders is a pivot area of world history inaccessible to naval forces. Thanks
to it, Russia had the potential to rule the entire world. In the version
from 1919, territorially corrected and conceptually adjusted on the basis of the results of the First World War, Mackinder called “The Pivot
area” “The Heartland” (Mackinder 1919: 106)10. His conception (once
again corrected in 1943, pursuant to certain outcomes of the Second
World War) was de facto the personification of the thalasocratic fear of
losing the advantage in mobility, which may lead to the loss of global
dominance.
Great Britain and France correctly assessed that it was hard to
compete with Russia’s geographical predisposition. Therefore they endeavoured to limit Russia’s power, but to avoid (postpone) direct confrontation with her and to have her as an ally in order to “keep in the
sandwich” the spatially closer and for the existing colonial order more
dangerous and geopolitically more challenging opponent - Germany.
Corresponding to Russia, the German geopolitical identity is traditionally land-based, continental, and telurocratic. In order to get involved
in in the colonial (re)distribution, Germany was making attempts to
transform and develop (also) the maritime dimension of its geopolitical orientation, under the symbolic motto “The Hamburg idea”. However, due to the exceptional British domination on the seas, Germany
was forced to redirect its main geopolitical vector onto the land, to the
telurocratic “Baghdad idea “, i.e. “The diagonal idea” (“Drang nach/
Süd/Osten”). (Map 1)
The Baghdad idea symbolised geopolitical transversal, HamburgBerlin-Vienna-Belgrade-Sofia-Constantinople-Baghdad-Basra, and
its maritime origins would be the North Sea (Atlantic Ocean) and
the Persian Gulf (Indian Ocean) (Pavić 1973: 351-355). It would span
trans-central-Europe, the trans-Balkans, trans-Anatolia and trans9 Contemporary theorists of political geography, geopolitics and geostrategy consider
Mackinder as “the author of the boldest and most revolutionary scheme of interpretation
of political history of the world”, and this paper of his as “the major geopolitical paper in
the history of that discipline” (see: Dugin 2004: 47)
10 Mackinder has put here his famous syllogism which its timeless value proves today:
WHO RULES EAST EUROPE, COMMANDS THE HEARTLAND; WHO RULES THE
HEARTLAND, COMMANDS THE WORLD ISLAND; WHO RULES THE WORLD
ISLAND, COMMANDS THE WORLD.
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Map 1: Competitiveness of the British Great Imperial Road and the
German Baghdad Idea

Mesopotamia, which were supposed to make up the telurocraticaly
projected German interest sphere. From the physical-geographical
point of view, the only significant obstacle would be the Bosphorus,
which was not difficult to cross even at that time (less than 700 meters at its narrowest part).
From the standpoint of Germany’s interests, the only break in the
“chain” of allies was Serbia. In terms of transport, the problem was
the intermittent railway line route, which Germany endeavoured to
complete as soon as possible.11 The intention to establish that railway
“lifeline” was not directed only towards Middle Eastern civilization
centres and oil deposits, but was also based on a deeper geopolitical
and geo-economic goal. By endangering the maritime links to the
“brightest diamond in the British Crown” (India), it would cut the
thalassocratic British colonial empire into two parts - African-Arabian and South Asian-Australian.

11 Germany in 1903, had won a concession from Turkey to extend the route of the railway
through Asia Minor and beyond, through Mesopotamia, to Baghdad (see: Gaćinović
2014: 115) The railway connection was very important for Germany and the the fact that
in the wake of the war (in spring 1914) its German investors intensively discussed it with
Serbian officials, shows that interest, too.
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The Austro-Hungarian interests corresponded with those of Germany and they shared similar methods of implementation. The goal of
Vienna’s obsessive south-eastern expansionist pretensions was Thessaloniki. In the closed conditions of the origins of the Danube waterway
in the Black Sea and the vulnerability of the Adriatic participation due
to increasingly more open Italian pretensions, in the early 20th century,
Austria-Hungary declared this important Aegean port and endpoint
of the Danube-Morava-Vardar directrix of the Pannonia-Balkan area
as the only quality alternative. Although Austria-Hungary had set the
important territorial, international-legal, economic, trade and transport benchmarks of its future south-eastern orientation at the Berlin
Congress, it concretised them after the change of dynasties in Serbia in
1903, when the geopolitical inclination of Serbia was changed from a
telurocratic, more or less pro-German, to a thalassocratic, pro-Western
one. One of the important methods of anti-Serbian policy and the entire operationalization of Austro-Hungarian expansionism was analogous to the German one – the railways.
“The railway issue entailed a network of Balkan railways which
would, through their orientation towards different ports and marine departure points, bring economic, geopolitical and geostrategic advantage
to Austria-Hungary.” (Stepić 2001: 281) It turned out that at the Berlin
Congress the so called Sandzak of Novi Pazar was not left as “inserted
land” and “political isthmus” (Cvijić 1987: 119)12 just to separate the two
recently recognized Serbian states, Montenegro and Serbia, but also to
serve as a corridor to connect the Austro-Hungarian (from the occupied/annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina) and Turkish railways. Benjamin
von Kállay’s early ideas were activated by Aehrenthal’s (Alois Lexa von
Aehrenthal) plan for three rail lines (“Trident”) which would enable not
only south-eastern penetration, but would also ward off competing directions. In addition to the middle branch through the Uvac Valley to
Kosovska Mitrovica (through the so-called. Sandzak of Novi Pazar), the
northern route would also run from Vardiste to Uzice, and the southern
from the Boka Kotorska to Shkoder.
These railways were supposed to bring Austria-Hungary multiple
geopolitical and geo-economic benefits: to facilitate alternative routes of
penetration towards the Aegean and the Adriatic, to link it with Turkey
and Bulgaria as allies in the forthcoming war, to facilitate and accelerate
12 Ј. Cvijic found that after the Berlin Congress in the northwestern part of the old Serbian
named Sandzak of Novi Pazar, which is “wrong, but rooted”.
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the transport of troops and military equipment, to counteract the interests of other forces, primarily Italy and Russia, and to isolate Serbia and
force it to once again become tied, in terms of traffic, trade and politics,
to Austria-Hungary. At the same time projects appeared which would
directly counter the ambitions of a “dual monarchy”. They were mainly
directed towards the historical and geographical territories of Old Serbia and Macedonia, and anticipated the geopolitical intentions and impending conflicts in the two Balkan Wars and the First World War. Such
Austro-Hungarian pretensions were most directly counteracted by the
Serbian “Adriatic Railway” project which would, by its northeast-southwest course from the Danube, through the valleys of Timok, Toplice,
Sitnica, Drim and Bojana to Medova on the Adriatic coast, cut the panGerman expansionist vector (Stepić 2001: 281-282).
Such a geopolitical environment dictated the (pre)war balances of
power and alliances which were made (and broken) in the years before
the Austrio-Hungarian attack on Serbia. With the exception of a few
neutral countries, which were never characterised by higher geo-political, military-strategic and economic importance, the rest of the world
had divided into two blocks. The central powers alliance was formed by
Germany and Austria-Hungary in 1879, shortly after the Berlin Congress. With that they clearly let the other European powers know that
in the impending struggle for the preservation of the previously established order, they would have an integrated central European telurocratic colossus. With Italy joining them in 1882 this became a geopolitically
more respectable, tripartite alliance, with significant participation in the
Mediterranean. By declaring neutrality in 1914 Italy dealt this alliance
a severe blow. However, attracted by territorial promises, Italy crossed
over to the opposite side in 1915. When, in 1914, the Central Powers
were joined by Turkey, which stretched from the Bosphorus and the
Dardanelles to the Persian Gulf, the Suez Canal and the Strait of Bab
el Mandeb, and then in 1915 by Bulgaria, it seemed that the German
“Baghdad idea” was to be achieved. The only remaining “disruptive factor” from Hamburg to Basra was Serbia.
A series of allied agreements between France and Russia from 1891
to 1894 could be considered as the embryos of the second block, the
Entente. This was preceded by the fall of the German Chancellor Bismarck in 1890 and the end of his policy of building a system of alliances
in order to preserve peace and prevent the formation of anti-German
alliances. The previous (secret) alliance with Russia in 1887, based on
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neutrality in case of war, was terminated, and cooperation with AustriaHungary was intensified (Radojević and Dimić 2014: 40). This is why
even then Germany and Austria-Hungary had already been placed in
the geostrategic position “between a rock and a hard place”: on the one
side, the Atlantic, colonial power, France, and on the other the huge land
empire which stretched to the Pacific, Russia. Another alliance, known
as the Entente Cordiale, (L’Entente cordiale), was formed in 1904 by two
previously traditional rivals – France and the United Kingdom. In addition to determining the division of zones of influence in Africa, this alliance also explicitly referred to the joint opposition to increasingly more
powerful Germany. The Anglo-Russian Entente from 1907 completed
a series of bilateral agreements, and the Triple Entente signed between
Russia, France and Great Britain in the same year made it clear that Germany and Austria found themselves surrounded by both sea and land.
This alliance was renamed the Entente in 1914 and along with the three

Map 2: Global position of Entente and Central Powers in the initial phase
of the First World War

great powers (including France and Great Britain’s colonies), a further
22 other independent countries gradually joined, but did not all become
directly militarily engaged. (Map 2)
The rival powers were rapidly preparing for war. The most striking
indicator was the intensive arming and modernizing of their armies.
Germany was at the forefront, increasing the financing of military needs
11 times during the 1870-1914 period (Radojević and Dimić 2014: 43),
and from the beginning of ‘pact mania’, from the 1890s until the begin22
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ning of the First World War, 4 times (Overy 2003: 29). Russia was close
behind along with Great Britain, whose investment in the navy as the
war approached far surpassed the financing of other army branches.
However, even though Germany and Austria-Hungary started the war,
they were significantly weaker than their rival powers. In terms of the
most traditional (“hard”) factors of power, which at that time had a
much greater impact on the outcome of the conflict than today (the
quantity and quality of territory, population, army man power during
peacetime and mobilization, raw materials, economic power), the advantage was on the side of the Entente. Thus, for instance, the three Entente Power states were 19 times larger territorially, and twice as big in
terms of population as the two states which made up the Central Powers. These disparities increased further when taking into consideration
the vast resources of the colonies and countries around the world that
became the Entente’s war allies. Therefore, the geopolitical scenario for
the war was written, the war stage was set, and the main protagonists of
the war allocated their roles. The war could begin. All that was needed
was to find a casus belli.
5. Instead of a Conclusion: ‘Targeting’ Powerless Serbia as the Direct
Instigator of War
Why was Serbia an ideal target for the Central Powers for the start
of the war? Although it experienced an overall growth in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, its geopolitical position was extremely delicate.
Its position at the centre of “The Balkan geopolitical knot” (Stepić 2001:
96-102) of the great powers’ interest vectors, left little room for manoeuvre for the autonomous realization of national interests. The Germanic
actors tolerated Serbia only as a small, helpless and limitedly sovereign
buffer state, deprived of “Piedmont’s” ambition towards other Serbian
areas under “dual monarchy” rule and oriented toward Berlin and Vienna, and in no way towards St. Petersburg, London and/or Paris. Any
other Serbia was perceived as a nuisance, an obstacle and a “stumbling
block”13. After the change of dynasty in 1903 and changes in the orientation of Serbia’s foreign policy, and especially after its victory and territorial expansion in the Balkan Wars, Berlin and Vienna clearly decreed
13 Bismarck (Otto Eduard Leopold von Bismarck) in 1879 has thus characterized the
position the newly independent Serbia and Montenegro in relation to South expansionist
orientation of Austria (see: Radojević and Dimić 2014: 113).
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that “Serbia must die”14. One glance at a map was sufficient to “justify”
the Germanic position - “The Baghdad idea”, i.e. that the “pivot” from
the North Sea to the Persian Gulf was hindered only by Serbia.
The historiography-revisionist thesis that Serbia was a threat and
wanted a war against such powerful opponents as Austria-Hungary and
Germany, even if, hypothetically, the Entente powers incited it, is totally
illogical. Serbia had just emerged from two Balkan wars with huge human losses, economically exhausted and indebted, politically fragile
(scheduled elections), militarily spent (in equipment and weapons) and
with poor, anarchic and ethnically heterogeneous newly attached areas
which were yet to be politically ‘digested’. Conversely, Austria-Hungary
was seeking a reason to start and win a local war in the Balkans in order
to restore the shaken reputation of the great European power, calm the
nationalist movements of the Slavs within its borders and expand by
taking Serbia’s important geo-strategic territory. Germany too, although
it had aspirations of a wider scope and was the “challenger” of the great
powers, also ‘targeted’ Serbia as the only obstacle in the way of achieving
Drang nach (Süd)Osten and the ideal excuse to quickly get involved in
the war. The rule had not changed - if the big powers want a war, they
will find a motive to start one. Could Serbia have avoided war? Did she
have any choice at all?
Vienna and Berlin estimated that Serbia was sufficiently weak to be
unable to offer stronger and lasting resistance alone. It was also geopolitically logical that the other forces would intervene in the conflict and
this was where Germany saw its chance for a change in the existing relations at the time. The key question is whether Serbia acted rationally
and remained nationally responsible when, after 1903, she “rejected a
quarter-century long economic and political attachment to the AustroHungarian Monarchy” (Radojević and Dimić 2014: 7) and turned from
an Austro-Hungarian satellite into a “disruptive factor”. This was no “ordinary” abandonment of pro-German orientation, but an act which was
diametrically opposite to the Serbian geopolitical identity. Serbia, the
Serbs and Serbian territories had always inherited the land geopolitical code (Stepić 2012: 11-40) and were, accordingly, until the fall of the
Obrenovic dynasty compatible with the Germanic power axis, which
was established according to the same geopolitical pattern. That is how
14 “Serbien muß sterbien” was one of many (pre)war anti-Serbs propaganda parols in
Austra-Hungary.
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the geopolitical paradox appeared: in the extremely important Balkans,
the telurocratic Serbian factor took a pro-thalassocratic course. However, what other option did Serbia have - to remain within the Germanic
sphere of interest, acceptable to Berlin and Vienna, only within the borders of the “pre-Kumanovo” state entity, semi-dependent and small, and
always suspected for wanting to be Great?
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In this paper, the author deals with the concept and practice of nation branding, which he perceives as one of the media used to preserve the economic and
political predominance by world’s leading power. In the first part of the paper,
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One of the critical points in the communication of actors on the
international political stage is their positioning. It is the preference of
states for a behavioural model that promotes the importance of image, trust and reputation and situates communication and promotion at the centre of overall strategic thinking (Slavujević 2009: 97). It
is an intention for the recognizable lodging of the subject within the
multi-dimensional sphere of the international economy and politics in
broader terms, or the formulation of such goals and means for their
achievement that make the subject recognizable for its its long-term
development pursuits. In modern political communication, this insis1 Assistant professor
sinisa.atlagic@fpn.bg.ac.rs
2 This article is the result of the work on the project Politički identitet Srbije u regionalnom
i globalnom kontekstu (Political Identity of Serbia in the Regional and Global Context),
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tence on one’s distinction from competitors is termed branding (nation branding). Nation branding is central to the image of a country
or an organisation; it is a premise of their visibility and attractiveness.
For a modern state, it’s a postulate of prosperity, or the achievement of
its long-term economic, but also political and social objectives. In this
paper, we will attempt to answer the question of Serbia’s posture abroad
and of the overall perceptions of the country in foreign publics. The
answer, first of all, warrants a thorough insight into the meaning of the
terms „image“ and „branding“ in politics and then also their links with
other associated terms.
Nation branding and associated concepts: image, identity and
propaganda
The concept of image has been developed within philosophy, individual and social psychology, in communicological research and in
public opinion polls. Its definitions range from the most general ones,
including that given by Lippman in 1922 that image is “a picture of the
political world“ that the individual/voter “has in his head“ (Lipmann
1922). For W. Scott, it represents “a totality of attributes that the person
recognizes (or imagines) when he contemplates an object“ (Scott 1965:
72), while according to D. Nimmo, a political marketing theorist, it is “a
quality concept that people associate with an object, product or person“
(Nimmo 1970: 144). It appears that words such as “picture“ and “perception“ capture in fullest the meaning of this term. Z. Slavujević suggests that it is a perception/picture about a certain object that is at the
same time general and fragmented, structured, or multi-layered and
diffuse (Slavujević 2009: 97). Therefore, it is a peception that does not
capture all but only some features of an object, selected by the subject’s
interests. Although incomplete, image is the overall impression in that
the selected features of an object become its characteristics in general –
it is a ”general qualification”. In addition, it’s a structured, multi-layered
perception with coordinated but variably combined, both in degree
and manner, cognitive, emotional/affective, evaluative and motivational elements. Image is a multi-layered impression also in that it contains
a relatively small set of elements that are in the focus of attention and
a greater number at its periphery. The former are invoked by mention
of the object’s name and the latter by association, through general or
selective message prompts (Ibid.: 98).
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Since the term of „image“ itself lacks sufficient definition, so do
its links with other associated terms. It is most commonly related to
identity, construed in terms of objective features of some phenomenon,
event, collectivity or person (image being a perception of these). Political identity, generaly speaking, is hard to distinguish strictly from social
identity since, like the latter, it represents a complex structure of intertwined components – cultural, territorial, ethnic, socio-demographic
and others. Yet, it is important to view it separately since it is the reflection of a specific sphere in which major social processes are articulated.
Contemporary authors commonly define it through a modern, sovereign state. In simple terms, political identity of individuals and groups is
generally defined by the state they belong to. Considering that humans
can hardly understand something without a picture or perception (a
point of view shared by social psychology, cognitive theory, numerous
political culture theories, voting behaviour theories, etc.), it could be
concluded that subjects in politics in general, and thus also in international relations, communicate by image, or perceptions about phenomena, events and other subjects and that their political persuasion strategies are, in fact, conducive to appropriate image-building. Hence, the
international image–construction by a state, just as the image-building
of a political party, leader or some other political subject, would involve
the creation and dissemination of a specific notion about the objectives
of the state concerned, its activities, organisations, leaders etc. However,
the purpose of the creation and dissemination of this “notion“ is not to
offer basic information about that country that aims to satisfy elementary curiosity of the public audiences in other countries, but rather,
this “notion“ has an explicit and implicit interest structure and agenda
based upon it, with a hint of the possible realisation of these interests,
a notion that persuades in the reality of these possibilities and aims to
frame an intention to engage people in its accomplishment (Ibid.: 178).
This is what M. Butler suggests in his definition of public diplomacy as
a medium for achieving the so-called soft power in modern international relations and global information society.3
3 This former UK Permanent Representative to the European Union defines public diplomacy
as an activity whose main purpose is to “influence opinion in target countries to make it
easier for the British Government, British companies and other British organisations to
achieve their aims“, adding that „the overall image of Britain in the country concerned
is of great importance“, but that the essence of public diplomacy is not reduced to this
„persuasion factor“ (Leonard 2002: 1).
The concept of “soft power“ was introduced in political science and practice by the former
Harvard professor and Pentagon official J. Nye in his book Bound to Lead: The Changing
Nature of American Power. According to this author, in contrast with „hard power“ by
which actors in international politics are induced, by use of military clout or economic
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The observation that images of states in the modern global marketplace function similarly to images of companies and their products led
the guru of nation branding, Simon Anholt, to coin this phrase at the end
of the 20th century. Although, in his own words, the term competitive
identitity “better communicates the fact that managing the reputations
of places has to do with national and regional identity and the politics
and economics of competitiveness...“ (Anholt 2008), nation branding
has prevailed in debates about the positioning of modern states in the
global economic and political marketplace in the last fifteen years or
so. Conceding that: “...we are far from reaching any consensus on what
such an operation might involve...“ (Anholt 2009) he maintains that
“...the need for proper understanding in this area is crucial“ (Anholt
2008). In his reply to remarks that: “such questions about the images
of countries are simply trivial when compared with the harsh facts of
economical survival, and that the whole business of understanding and
managing public perceptions is a luxury that can only be afforded in
times of growth and prosperity“ (Anholt 2009) he argues that: “We live
in a world where perceptions regularly trump reality – the economic
crisis itself is surely proof of that – and today it’s all about the survival
of those perceived to be the fittest.“ (Ibid.) Consistent with the logic of
modern economic and political maketing, he puts public opinion at the
centre of the branding process - “Places get their brands from public
opinion, not from marketers or governments“ (Anholt 2008).
Not only because of its relation to image as proposed, among others,
by Anholt, public opinion, in the context of this paper, is particularly
significant in that it constitutes a link between image, or branding, and
another element of social conscience – values. Unlike public opinion,
which lies at the „periphery“ of public conscience and is subject to
change, values are close to the „core“ and make a very stable part of
public conscience. „Valuable“, or „values“ are referred to as an aspect of
public conscience that has historically and currently gained desirability
in a society. This „desirability“ contributes to the communicological
interaction and social integration of individuals within an appropriate
social group and to the formulation of an interpretative frame in which
they understand and evaluate/appraise reality, developing their attitude
towards occurrences and events. Values, or the underlying conscience
about what is desirable, also facilitate an individual’s adjustment to the
benefit, to act against their will, “soft power“ denotes a country's ability to convince others
to follow it, by using the appeal of its political and cultural values (Nye 1990).
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social reality and help him develop an image or perceptions of reality, including a perception of self and the group he belongs to, but also
perceptions about other social groups and their members (Pantić and
Pavlović 2007: 51).
While the importance of values will be further discussed in this paper, the focus on public opinion remains, given its specific treatment in
debates on the subject. Namely, the unreserved framing of the whole
marketing concept on the idea of “public opinion rule“ sets the ground
for contrasting nation branding with the notion of propaganda and
activities involved. According to most Western authors, unlike propaganda, typically used by political subjects to persuade publics that their
positions are acceptable and their actions justified, marketing offers
the publics what they themselves want done. In other words, while in
propoaganda the public has the status of object, in marketing in has the
status of subject (Slavujević 2009: 97). Therefore, lest they make any
mistake about what used to be known as foreign propaganda and is
today associated in the West with closed, undemocratic and totalitarian societies, the theorists of soft power relinquish the exclusive role of
goverment in nation branding and insist on citizens’ or private business
participation in the promotion of a country abroad.4 The role of private
business is reduced to accessing the international marketplace where
terms are dictated by existing global economic brands, or large companies and financial organizations, mainly US-based.5 In this way, private
business indirectly promotes the country it comes from, while, simultaneously, state governments also attempt to „sell“ their good reputation to these global economic and financial “players“. Both operate in
the global marketplace which functions by the rules of the system that
Eric Louw refers to as the Pax Americana, in which branding is apparently no more than a means of preserving the economic and political
dominance by the United States.

4 Thus, in his answer to the question about what China and Russia don't understand about
soft power, its creator Joseph Nye argues that:„Russia makes the mistake of thinking that
the government is the main instrument of soft power“ (Kosović 2013: 268).
5 At the beginning of the last decade, 108 global economic brands originating from just 14
states were registered in the world, as follows: USA (64), Great Britain (8), Germany (8),
Japan (6), France (5), Switzerland (4), Sweden (3), Italy (3), the Netherlands (2), Korea (1),
Ireland (1), Finland (1), Denmark (1) and Bermuda (1) (Leonard 2002: 176).
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What is Pax Americana?
Е. Louw describes the Pax Americana as a key phenomenon of the
post Cold War world. It is an informal American empire whose tenets
lie in the global capitalist trading system which, in the aftermath of the
Cold War at the end of the 20th century reached across the globe (Louw
2010: 1). Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the US became the
only nation with global hegemonic reach and soft power (”being attractive to others“) is a major contributor to America’s global hegemonic capacities (Ibid.: chap. 10). Louw observes that, while in early 1990’s,
Joseph Nye dealt only with the role of soft power in achieving the US
economic and political goals, ”it did not take long for others to realize
that if soft power was valuable for the USA, then maybe “attractiveness”
was a resource that other nations could also seek to build. This resulted
in a number of governments pouring resources into their public diplomacy machinery with a view to building soft power... It also resulted in
the emergence of an industry of (non-governmental) nation branding
marketing-consultants who now hire themselves out to governments
across the globe as experts in the arts of building attractiveness (Louw
2013: 141). Then, since liberal capitalism became a global hegemon after the fall of the Soviet Union, a vast majority of contemporary states
have no other option but to compete for access to capital, by becoming attractive to investors, bankers, tourists, students etc (Ibid.). Finally,
since the core feature of the Pax Americana is a multilateral system of
global governance, “participation in this system requires all states to
seek partners and allies to promote their objectives in the plethora of
multilateral organizations. This alliance-building work requires the
construction of positive nation brands and attractiveness...” (Ibid.).
Bearing this in mind, the positioning of the former communist bloc
states, including Serbia, in the system of the Pax Americana, or their
direct attractiveness to the United States of America, becomes particularly important for their economic prosperity.
The advocates of nation branding assert that, not only does it contribute to attracting investors, bankers, tourists, students etc., i.e. to the
economic prosperity of a country, but also to its political stability. The
idea that a small-sized, relatively unknown country committed to nation branding, or country with no economic, military or political clout,
should be governed by the marketing principles, is exopounded by S.
Anholt. He states that: „If the world’s governments placed even half
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the value that most wise corporations have earned to place on their
good names, the world would be a safer and quieter place than it is
today“ (Anholt 2008). This is particularly marked in countries like Serbia, with its recent war past. In these cases, the promoters of nation
branding view it as an alternative to political violence. Zala Volcic and
M. Andrejevic echo van Hum’s expectation that “economic competition might replace political violence“6 as well as S. Anholt’s who takes a
step further and „outlines the advantages of an allegedly ‘post-political’
marketplace of nations“7, concluding that the message sent by branding is essentially that the historical forms of national identification and
therefore also cultural identificaton in broader terms are anachronistic
threats to contemporary economic interest. In other words,“the market
can dissolve archaic forms of collective cultural conflict by disaggregating collectives into self-interested individuals and reassembling them
into branded communities.“ (Ibid.) This reassembling into branded
communities, or nation branding, works as a well-known marketing
trick, to accommodate the human need to unite and assemble, but also
the need of a socialized individual to receive incentive and command.
It is how they will respond to the demand of their government for support, as it stokes up patriotism internally so that it could, through the
selective use of national identity elements, appeal to the key actors in
the global marketplace, seek to attract investments and achieve the paramount value – prosperity, their ultimate objective. Therefore, a bare
domestic promotion of the national and its special „packaging“ to target consumers abroad serves the government’s promised fulfillment of
the „shared“, „national interest“ – a better life of every individual. This
is what recent literature on globalisation terms as commercial nationalism, a phenomenon that evidently contributes to the preservation of
existing forms of economic and political preponderance in international relations.
6 „The brand state's use of its history, geography, and ethnic motifs to construct its own
distinct image is a benign campaign that lacks the deep-rooted and often antagonistic sense
of national identity and uniqueness that can accompany nationalism. By marginalizing
nationalist chauvinism, the brand state is contributing greatly to the further pacification of
Europe (Volcic and Andrejevic 2011: 606).
7 The market-based view of the world, on which the theory of place branding is largely
predicated, is an inherently peaceful and humanistic model for the relationships between
nations. It is based on competition, consumer choice and consumer power; and these
concepts are intimately linked to the freedom and power of the individual. For this reason,
it seems far more likely to result in lasting world peace than a statecraft based on territory,
economic power, ideologies, politics or religion. (Anholt 2006: 2).
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Serbia and Pax Americana: Serbia accepted the rules of the game
Serbia’s activities in promoting the country abroad are a good indicator of the above. Mired in civil war and economic troubles of the
1990’s and reputed as a country that insisted on retrograde values of the
crumbled communist bloc, Serbia was unacceptable for membership
in the Pax Americana. It simply did not meet the set criteria. Although
the US and some European countries’ national interests played an important and probably decisive role in this, the negative image of Serbia
cannot be attributed only to them. Already in the early 1990’s, factors
contributing to the shaping of the negative image of Serbia abroad were
identified. Z. Slavujević claims that Serbia was searching for its identity
at the time. Its powerful identification with Yugoslavia was the reason
why it paid virtually no attention to its own identity on which it could
build a global image. In the context of deep changes within Yugoslavia
and the countries of the communist bloc, Croatia and Slovenia were
building their own anti-communist, anti-totalitarian, anti-Yugoslav
identity and image, the image of victims and vulnerable nations in a
centralist and undemocratic system. At the same time, Serbia kept insisting on being the “motherland“, the “legitimate successor of the federation“ and so it absorbed elements of identity and image derived from
the negative traits of the federation – communism, totalitarianism and
centralism... (Slavujević 1992: 83-84). In addition to this, the negative
image of Serbia was exacerbated by the absence of a wide consensus on
fundamental issues as a basis of its identity. Hence, while in developed
Western states, political consensus was usually broader in the sphere of
foreign than of domestic policy, Serbian regime and opposition were
each pursuing a „double-track diplomacy“. Finally, the institutional underdevelopment of the system for the promotion of Serbia abroad and
the lack of any theoretical and empirical research in this area were also
remarkable („Srbija u medijskom ratu“: 81-82).
Today, fifteen years from internal political changes and from the
point when it embraced the rules of the Pax Americana, Serbia ranks
among a large number of countries which, from the global perspective, do not wield economic, political, military, or even soft power.8
However, all governments of Serbia since 2000 have pledged, at least in
principle, their commitment to work on improving the country’s soft
8 For further reading on how big Serbia's soft power is, its bearing points and tendencies that
may lead to its future rise or decline see Kosović 2013: 295 – 322.
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power score in order to achieve the common good – economic prosperity. The ultimate good, or medium chosen for its achievement, has
remained the same – membership in the European Union. It seems
that such developments, the substantial shift in values or the nature of
the promotion of patriotism in internal politics, in preparation for the
“external“ branding of new members in the Pax Americana club, are
clearly resonated in election campaigns conducted in Serbia since the
break-up of Yugoslavia.
In the beginning, the pursuit of economic progress was contingent
on resolving “the nation’s existential issues “ – first on preserving the
state unions that Serbia was a member of and whose parts were populated by Serbs and then by preserving its own territorial integrity. From
1992 onwards, national and state interest yielded a context for all other
issues on the agenda of that and the following year’s election campaign,
not only political in the narrow sense (such as the development of democracy, state organization, rule of law etc.), but also economic and
social issues. The unsucessful promulgation of the ruling party’s conviction that the resolution of the Serbian state and national question
was impending (and the rallying of several opposition parties around
this and several other issues) in a relatively short timeframe, in mid1990’s, initiated a trend of an apparent decline in the importance of
this key issue on the election campaign agendas. Ever since, resolving
people’s conrete needs has been the ackowledged top national interest
and its fulfillment a pledge for securing a better life, as the ultimate
objective. Preservation of the state’s territorial integrity still features
on election campaign agenda, but only as a secondary issue. Thus, in
the 2012 and 2014 parliamentary election campaigns, key issues were
those of economic recovery, standard of living improvement, or unemployment reduction and salary and pension increase. Participants in
these campaign addressed themselves to the so-called rational voter, by
providing him with incentives to vote for those who offered the most
favourable answers to the problems he faced. In the 2012 campaign,
great, emotionally charged national issues were not opened, at least not
until the second round of the presidential elections. Hence, Kosovo remained the „forgotten“ topic. Serbia’s European integration was not a
highest priority issue either for citizens or political party representatives. However, the difference in approach to this topic and the Kosovo issue in the election campaign was that the stance on EU created a
backdrop for all other issues, as their pretext or a genuine precondition
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for overcoming deep economic, financial, social, institutional, political
but also moral crises. Therefore, the pursuit of the national interest is
contingent on an modern and economically strong Serbia within the
EU – a common theme underlying all other issues.
Isn’t a government that wins elections on the basis of these values
prepared for nation branding in a manner described above? Indeed.
Post-2000 Serbia governments would argue that there was no other
option anyway. Opponents of such positioning of Serbia on the international stage see the alternative in economic and political orientation
towards Russia and China. However, they are not represented in the
Serbian parliament today. But, important international developments,
such as the crisis in Ukraine or the question of Serbia-NATO relations,
demonstrate that their position is not so weak, at least not as it may
transpire from the composition of the Serbian parliament. In short,
Serbia, as during the 1990’s, is still facing the lack of a national concensus on fundamental issues as the overall framework for positive
image-building. This is mirrored by public opinion polls showing that
Russia enjoys an overwhelming popularity in Serbia compared to the
EU. Still, Serbian citizens do aspire to the Western living standard and
do not perceive Russia as an economic power figure with a lifestyle that
could feature as an asset for them. For this reason, the overall positive
image of Russia does not seem sufficient for Serbia, both as a society or
as individuals, to „steer“ towards it (Атлагич 2014: 165). The marketbased view of the world with the „free“, or financially powerful individual as portrayed by S. Anholt, is evidently a „recipe“ that works. This
is definitely confirmed also in the case of Serbia. Whether there are
any other worldviews that could seriously challenge the present one
or whether the change of the world hegemon at some point is the only
conceivable scenario is the question that remains to be answered in the
time ahead.
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Abstract
The EU is a major trading power in the world and formally the largest economy. Yet, its security and foreign policy have minor weight in global affairs.
The EU is trying to accommodate its economic interests, partnership with the
USA and the promotion of the global political and economic policies aimed at
the promotion and application of good governance, respect of human rights
and democratisation. Although its documents contain popular proclamations
and articulated aims towards a more assertive presence in world security, it has
achieved modest results in the Middle East and North Africa, where it failed
to provide unified action of its member states. Instead, NATO and the FrancoBritish entante frugale are indirectly taking over the functionality and efficiency
of EU Common Security and Defense Policy in this region.
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Middle East (extended in Sahel) since 2011. In the chain reaction still
ongoing we wanted to examine the security and defense policy of
the major interstate integrated entity vis-à-vis changes in its vicinity.
Common Security and Defense Policy of the EU (CSDP) is essential
part of its overall foreign policy (External action). EU is relatively
new player in the international relations and although many analysts,
particularly from inside the Union, envisaged the coming heavy
weight power of it in international relations, it is still hard to notice
some success of it. World powers hardly can obtain some success if
they fail in neighbouring countries. Analyses of the results of EU in its
neighborhood will answer the questions over its possibility to project
influence as an autonomous pole of power in the world. Hence, we will
try to add some input in the examination of the efficiency of the EU in
the part of its immediate neighborhood, in the Middle East and in the
North Africa (MENA region).
The Southern and Eastern Mediterranean – North Africa and the
Middle East, as the immediate European Union neighborhood are
of the highest importance for the EU security. These regions are a
significant strategic source of raw materials for the Union member’s
economies (source of fossil fuels and of number of ores and minerals),
but they are also markets for services and final products from EU.
Back in 1972, the EEC (forerunner of the EU) underlined that
the countries of Mediterranean basin are of utmost importance to
it, which is why the EEC needs to engage them more. After the first
commercial bilateral agreements in 1969 with the Maghreb countries,
the Commission of the European Communities announced a Global
Mediterranean Policy (GMP) in 1972 (Dagci 2007: 180). It resulted
in the endorsement of a number of agreements: with Israel (May 11,
1975), Tunisia (June 25, 1976), Algeria (April 26, 1976), Morocco (April
27, 1976), Egypt (January 18, 1977), Kingdom of Jordan (January 18,
1977) and with Syria (18.01.1977). The EEC put effort into organizing
the Euro-Arab dialogue in Luxembourg (May 1976), Tunisia (February
1977) and in Brussels (October 1977), which failed to provide significant
outcome. The relations between the ЕЕC and the Arab countries
cooled down after the Camp David accords (1978). Certain progress
was made at the meeting of the ministers of the foreign affairs of the
Western Mediterranean countries in October 10th 1990.
The scheme of the relations between the EU and the Mediterranean
countries was drafted in Cannes (June 1995) and at the first Euro40
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Mediterranean Conference in Barcelona (November 26-28 1995).
Up until the 4th Euromed Foreign Ministers Conference (Marseille
November 2000.), the desire to develop a partnership was repeated in
various documents as well as the wish for encompassing a “just and
comprehensive solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestinian
question (Lisbon European Council 1992: 21);” A partnership
with countries in the region was created in 2005 by establishing the
European Neighborhood Partnership. Despite many agreements, the
Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) did not have a stronger
impact in the larger part of the Middle East (outside the Mediterranean
and in particular – in Iraq, Iran, and the GCC countries). Except for
cooperation with the USA in the economic isolation of Iran and now
Syria, the security policy of the EU in this part of the world is reduced
to participation in Middle East Peace process and sideline role in the
stabilization of Iraq and Libya (and in Mali in Saharan Africa).
Security and Defense Policy of EU
Aside influencing social and political environment, since 1990s,
and in particular with Saint-Malo meeting in 1998, European Union
tends to articulate and eventually materialize military and security
missions as an instrument of stabilization and maintenance of its influence in countries and in regions outside EU.
In the region the EU member countries unlike EU itself, are engaged
in military missions. The interventions in Libya, in Côte d’Ivoire and in
Mali are the latest examples of military missions of EU member states.
Of 33 CSDP missions (Common Security and Defense Policy, before
Lisbon known as ESDP – European security and Defense Policy) in
2010-2014 there were 22 ongoing CSDP missions of which 5 were in
the Middle East (EUJUST LEX - Iraq, EUFOR LIBYA, EUBAM LIBYA,
EUPOL COPPS/Palestinian Territories, EUBAM RAFAH/ Palestinian
Territories (CSDP: Missions and operations 2014).
At the EU summit in Helsinki in the year 1999 headline goal was
the creation of the European Rapid Reaction Force – ERRF consisting
of 60.000 soldiers able to deploy in the theatre of war in 60 days. Fifteen
EU member states decided to establish an armed force for rapid action
(rapid reaction force - RRF) of 60.000 soldiers at the EU Council Meeting in Nice in 2002. The Defense Working Group presented a proposal
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on the 16th of December 2002 to establish an agency which would enable closer cooperation between the EU member states with regards to
arming and security. „The leaders of France, Germany, Belgium and
Luxembourg tried to establish the foundations for an EU military alliance” at the mini summit in April 2003 (EU Security and Defence
Policy: 2011).
In the meantime the analysis of the former Chairman of the North
Atlantic Military Committee by the Chiefs of Defense of NATO, Klaus
Naumann, proved to be more realistic. Naumann claimed in 1999 that
EU won’t be capable to develop structure and logistics for the military
intervention at least until year 2010 (Grevi at all 2009: 72). Projected
number and the structure of the envisaged RRF were downsized to
19.500, and nevertheless even that turned to be out of reach for the EU
(Jović-Lazić and Lađevac 2008: 98).
Finally, since 2007, officially “the EU Battlegroup concept reached
full operational capability on 1 January 2007 and since that date, when
responding to a crisis the EU is able to undertake two rapid-response
deployments of limited duration if so decided by the Council, either as
stand-alone actions or as part of a larger operation (EU Battlegroups,
CSDP 2013).” EU battle group usually consists of 1500 members. France
alone has been able to deploy more than 4000 troops in Mali with the
logistic support of the British Army, so one may expect that EU battle
groups may be effectively deployed if there would be an occasion and
the political will. The EU battle group concept was based on a FrenchBritish-German initiative. Thus „the EU Military Staff (EUMS) developed the battlegroup concept, which was agreed by the EU Military
Committee (EUMC) in June 2004 (EU Battlegroups, CSDP 2013).”
From the initially announced 60.000 RRF, EU ended with officially
having at its disposal from three to four thousand rapidly deployable
soldiers as of 2007. That is at the best 15 times smaller force than ideated in 1999.
In parallel with the initiative for the creation of the ESDP, Defense
working group has suggested in December, 16th 2002 establishment of
the agency that would allow closer cooperation of EU members in the
field of the armaments and common security – EDA European Defense
Agency. „ The leaders of France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg
attempted to lay the groundwork for an EU military alliance. However,
the event was widely seen as divisive and conducive to a two-speed Europe…” is the mark of the mini summit in April 2003 (EU Security and
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Defence Policy: 2011). United Kingdom and France (since 2010) were
criticizing or being passive regarding functioning of the European Defense Agency – EDA (Jones 2011: 47).
EU was struck with the most serious crisis since its inception in
2003. It was centered on the issue of the participation in the Iraqi war
(Second Persian Gulf War). This crisis preceded the elaboration of the
European Security Strategy that was aimed to co-validate and confirm
the European Security and Defense Policy as defined in Saint Malo in
1998 (European Security Strategy – A Secure Europe in a Better World,
2003). Decision of the USA to intervene was taken without the approval of the UNSC and it was followed with opened row inside the EU.
At the moment when tensions were running high due to the Iraqi
war, between France and Germany on the one side and the USA on the
other, French president Jacques Chirac took the opportunity to launch
the first fully autonomous EU military mission (crisis management
operation) outside European continent. He did so, after consultations
with the UN secretary general in May 2003. Effectively it was FrancoGerman operation with small contributions of other EU and non-EU
members. It acted upon the UN mandate based on the SC UN Resolution 1484 of May the 30th 2003, and the first French forces landed in
Ituri (DR Congo) on June 6th, in the French operation Mamba (Security Council Resolution S/RES/1484, 2003). Six days later Council of the European Union adopted decision to lunch the operation
Artemis–transforming the French military operation into French led
EU mission ((Council decision 2003/432/CFSP). Combat troops were
provided by the French (1000 soldiers) and 80 members of the Swedish
army. Germans provided bulk of the engineers (350). Some countries
provided medical, engineer and officer staff. Most of the rest participated through the representatives in the Paris headquarter (Homan
2007: 151-155). This short-time operation (6th June-1st September
2003) must be studied regarding to the specific international situation
and Trans-Atlantic relations in that time frame. It cannot be mentioned
just as the first ESDP military operation. Of course there are number
of authors which continuously present this and many police missions,
missions taken over by NATO after end of hostilities, border management and training as significant CSDP missions as proof of its ability.
Any examination of the EU security policy should emphasize that
even after the Lisbon Treaty (entered into force on December 2009)
this policy is still under primary competence of the member states
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(Foreign and Security Policy 2011). This is officially stated even on the
official internet presentation of the EU and it is also the conclusion of
The Defense Committee of the European Security and Defense Assembly/WEU Assembly, of April 28th 2011 (CSDP: completely dependent
on the political will of the member states 2011). French Ministry of
Defense has the same conclusion (Le ministère de la Défense 2013).
For the understanding of the EU security policy in MENA region it
is important to point out that it is primarily reactive. Hence, it is evolving as a response to the action of the foreign actors, primarily of NATO,
and not as a pro-actively designed enterprise. As said above, this stems
from the fact that security policy is predominantly in the sphere of the
member states policies.
The EU has been constructing Defense policy since 1992 on the basis of the relations between EU, and WEU and NATO, as heightening
of the collaboration with North Atlantic Alliance (The Daedalus European Security WEU 2001). French-British initiative of Saint-Malo (December 1998 when France was not in the NATO command) partially
estranges from that collaboration. British officials have been publicly
denying that Saint-Malo represents any alteration of the WEU-EUNATO course (Ibidem). Saint-Malo initiative had several interpretations and two dimensions (St. Malo I and St. Malo II) of which the
second one was aimed at accentuation of the military cooperation of
British and French (Chafer, аnd Cumming 2010: 1132-3) (Dursun-Ozkanca and Mazzucelli 2011). It envisaged from the beginning common
(bilateral) engagement in Africa. After 12 years these two countries –
created new entente (Entente frugale) and by it they are substantially
crossing outside the framework defined in Saint Malo. Aims of SaintMalo are, is there a need to say, unaccomplished after 15 years. Now the
two countries are employing the cooperation in the military defense
sphere beside of the EU.
Thesis of the reactive policy of the EU is confirmed even with the
fact that The Common Security and Defense Policy – CSDP, prior the
European Security and Defense Policy –ESDP, was inaugurated after
NATO military intervention on FR of Yugoslavia, in Cologne (June
1999). It is established in the framework of the Common Foreign and
Security Policy — CFSP. European security strategy – A Secure Europe in a Better World: EU Security Strategy was adopted in December
2003, after the proposal of the working group headed by Javier Solana
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(Francisco Javier Solana de Madariaga). It represented reaction on the
internal EU crisis, caused by the split over the military intervention in
Iraq, in the year 2003. Solana, former NATO General Secretary was
tasked to lead the EU team on security strategy and its reform (which
resulted in 2008 report) (Report on the Implementation of the European Security Strategy - Providing Security in a Changing World 2008).
This, still valid strategy is confirming transatlantic trends in defining
security and risks for it. Therefore, it considers as the main threats terrorism, proliferation of the WMD and regional conflicts (EU Security
Strategy 2003). Migrations as security issue were not in vogue, back in
2003, despite the largest waves of the immigration in EU countries occurred in the last decade of the 20th century. They are mentioned by
the way in the context of the movement of the population caused by
climate changes (EU Security Strategy 2003: 6). At the pessimistic 30
May 2013 European Security Roundtable and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung Conference “Perspectives for CSDP in the light of the December
2013 EU Council” basic conclusions were that collective defence is still
NATO responsability. As Myrto Hatzigeorgopoulos of ISIS reported,
the participants also “talked about the risk of CSDP disappearing, not
in concept (as it is in the Treaties), but in practice.”(Hatzigeorgopoulos,
2013).
EU approach to Syrian conflict since the inception was reactive following on the USA and Arab League initiatives. EU goal, as it was proclaimed, was to „stop the bloodshed” employing “(i) backing UN and
League attempts to monitor the situation in Syria in an effort to restrain
the Assad government; (ii) putting pressure on Damascus through
sanctions; and (iii) using debates at the Security Council and the wider
UN system to reinforce the case for pressure.” Effect of these policies
may be deduced by answering the second of three test questions, posed
by the Richard Gowan, Senior Policy Fellow at the European Council
on Foreign Relations, regarding whether EU stance may be deemed as
success: “if the economic situation does become intolerable, will Assad
and his opponents finally come to talks or will they escalate to all-out
war?” This question is the most important regarding the EU stated goal
of stopping the violence and preventing an all-out war, which obviously
was not prevented (Gowan 2012). All-out war in Syria endures for more
than three years and several times it threatened to spill-over in Turkey
and in Israel as it did in Iraq and in minor measure in Lebanon.
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EU strategy for MENA region
Official strategy of the EU for the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) still hasn`t been formulated. Yet, there are a number of documents, of academic and expert studies on this issue indicating ideological EU approach. Many documents defining relations between EU and
some MENA country or group of countries have been named strategic
in its title, but mostly are dealing with human rights issues. Thus the site
of the EU Parliament on July 29th 2013 had the notice that “A major
step in enhancing the relations between the EU and Iraq is the EU-Iraq
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement, which will be the overarching framework constituting the legal basis for cooperation. The Agreement is expected to be signed in the first half of 2011.” On the other
hand the EU delegation in Iraq on July 29th 2013 was excpecting this
PCS to be signed “before the end of 2010” (Bilateral agreements: Iraq
2013 and Arab Peninsula, Iraq and Iran 2013).
Latest of the documents defining strategy toward South Mediterranean is A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the
Southern Mediterranean, created as a reaction to changes in the North
Africa in the beginning of the March 2011 (A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern Mediterranean 2011).
Broader document encompassing EU approach to the Middle East
and North Africa is A New Response to a Changing Neighbourhood:
A Review of European Neighbourhood Policy of May 2011. This document was emphasizing concept of deep democracy. It proclaimes that
beyond EU itself and its partners “the ENP should serve as a catalyst for
the wider international community to support democratic change and
economic and social development in the region.” (A New Response to
a Changing Neighbourhood 2011).
Key objectives of the EU in Africa, encompassing the North Africa and therefore the part of the Middle East are, according to official
documents:
-- Promotion of peace and security with conflict prevention and
resolution along with the promotion of all the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) (The Africa-Eu Strategic Partnership:
A Joint Africa-EU Strategy 2007: 2, 3, 5);
-- Unrestrained access to raw materials and markets;
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-- Control of migratory movements, which is still mostly in the
competence of the member states and involves sharp debate on the
issue of national sovereignty and the competencies of the EU bodies.
(now propelled by the migrants crisis) (Janković 2010: 233-4).
EU tend to achieve peaceful borders and peaceful neighborhood
using: а) regional approach: Euro-Mediterranean partnership and
UfM; and with the b) bilateral approach – creation of the belt of the
associated countries in the East and in the South, of which those on the
southern (but also on the Eastern) Mediterranean could progress up to
the Advanced Status (Fischer, Lannon 2011: 3). Hence, as in the case
of the countries aimed to join the Union, Brussels uses the conditionality policy by offering Association Agreement–AA, in some cases even
the Advanced status-AS. Beside that, in the number of documents, EU
envisages the possibility of intervention for the provision of peace and
security.
Strategy of the EU in 2003 recalled the fact that (then) Union was
the largest importer of the energy in the world and that it imports approximately half of the energy it consumes and that this dependency
should be augmented to 70 percent of imported energy by the year
2030. In the march 2011, EU has expressed wishes for democratic, stabile, progressive and peaceful southern Mediterranean (A Partnership
for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern Mediterranean: 2). Unlike the 2003 strategy, A Partnership for Democracy and
Shared Prosperity with the Southern Mediterranean mentions gas and
oil only once conceding just a little space to energy issues. Accent was
on renewable sources of energy and de-carbonization by year 2050
with the perspective of the creation of the common energy market (A
Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern
Mediterranean: 10). While the diminishing trade with Africa and in
the constant trade deficit of EU in international trade outside Europe is
yet no so visible, the grand project of turning Sahara to the provider of
renewable energy by creating enormous solar factories – the Desertec
project – has failed (Desertec abandons Sahara solar power export
dream 2013).
The latest EU strategy repeats old objectives and partly old incentives for the reforms. Namely, the latest mentioned document discusses possibility of the partner countries to revamp the talks for the
integration with the goal of acquiring the Advanced Status (AS) (A
Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern
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Mediterranean: 5). However, since the year 2010 Tunis and Jordan
have been negotiating for the Advanced Status with EU. Tunis was
repeatedly praised by European Commissioner for Enlargement and
European Neighborhood Policy, Štefan Füle. In the letter addressed to
Tunisian authorities on the March 25th 2010, Füle states that „Tunisia
is undoubtedly in a strong position thanks to its economic and social
achievements, and the excellent international cooperation it has with
its partners... Such is the stability of the region that we should be able
to set more ambitious objectives for the medium and long term, both
in our bilateral relations and in regional cooperation... When compared to other Mediterranean partners, Tunisia is very well placed
in most of these areas. However, in some areas more progress is definitely possible and necessary. The challenge is to achieve uniform
progress in all sectors.” Füle has underlined extremely strong investments of EU in Tunis and defined the state of the relations as very
positive. When speaking of the progress in other areas he refers to
human rights and the rule of law (Tunisia and the European Union: a
solid, confident and forward-looking partnership 2010).
Some may be surprised with the claim of Richard Youngs and Ana
Echagüe that Brussels has neglected democracy, economic integrations and even energetic cooperation when it comes to relations with
MENA countries. Only exception, according to these authors, was the
cooperation in the field of the monitoring and control of the migrant
movements — therefore EU is interested mainly in security cooperation (Youngs, and Echagüe 2011: 27, 31). Due to the control of the migrants EU was overlooking the violation of the human rights and the
deficit of equity at the Tunisian presidential elections in 2009, when
Zinedin Ben Ali was elected for the fifth consecutive time. During the
8th meeting of the EU-Tunisia Association Council in May 2010, this
body has decided to form an ad hoc committee “to study the upgrading
of the 1995 association agreement to the “advanced status”. Describing
Tunisia as “an important and reliable partner”, Štefan Füle did not spare
his words again and has said that perspectives for strengthening EUTunisia relations were “excellent” (Tunisia is a strategic opportunity for
the EU 2011).
Since Ben Ali and Hosni Moubarak have lost the power and the
EU from the beginning of the military intervention against Libya was
hoping for the coming end of the leader of the Libyan revolution, in the
EU strategic document of March 2011 is emphasized „A commitment
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to adequately monitored, free and fair elections...” as entry qualification
for the Partnership with the EU (A Partnership for Democracy And
Shared Prosperity with The Southern Mediterranean: 5). Except for the
monitoring of the elections the EU obliges itself to support civil society, political parties, trade unions and associations, democratic reforms
(Ibid)... After the changes in Egypt and the ouster of Ben Ali in Tunisia,
the EU, while waiting for the new elections, has announced through A
Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity, and its follow-up
documents, new policy in the North Africa in three dimensions:
-- Democratic transformation and institution building, with a
particular focus on fundamental freedoms, constitutional reforms,
reform of the judiciary and the fight against corruption
-- A stronger partnership with the people, with specific emphasis
on support to civil society and on enhanced opportunities for
exchanges and people-to-people contacts with a particular focus on
the young
-- Sustainable and inclusive growth and economic development
especially to support to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs),
vocational and educational training, improving health and
education systems and development of the poorer regions (FollowUp to the Joint Communication on a Partnership for Democracy
and Shared Prosperity 2011).
EU and North Africa and the Middle East, cooperation and
problems
EU on the one hand and the Middle East and North Africa on the
other, have a similar population (2010. The MENA region with Turkey
and Mauritania had a population of 463 million EU 501 million). Four
fifth of the already mild increase in EU population is the contribution
of the mechanical flow of immigrants, while the slowly diminishing
rate of the population growth in southern and eastern Mediterranean,
originates entirely from those regions (EUROSTAT 2011). Demographer David Coleman (David Coleman) believes that in order to maintain the proportion of employees and dependents, Europe needs 25
million migrants a year. This, argues Coleman, would lead to drastic
cultural and political changes with possible implications for security
(Dabbs Sciubba J 2008: 122). American research centers of migration
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have suggested in the year 2008 an ideal model to replenish the lack of
population in EU with the surplus population of MENA countries plus
Turkey (Fargues 2008: 29).
Western European countries aside low birth rates have slow or null
economic growth since the beginning of the 21st century. That is one
of the reasons that their share of the world trade is diminishing. Good
example is the EU share in the African trade. In fact in the year 1990,
contemporary EU member states accounted for the 51 percent of the
African commerce while in 2008 their share was only 28 percent. Similar is the case with Turkey. In the same period the Asian share in African trade, mostly due to China and India outpaced the EU with 29
percent of the African commerce. Russian export to Africa has been
growing 25 percent per year in the period 2000-2008 and the Chinese
export grew in the same period 39 percent per year (Schoeman 2011:
38, 39; Olivier 2011: 57). Trade volume between China and the WANA
(West Asia and North Africa, term used by the Chinese to describe 22
Arab states plus Turkey, Israel and Iran) or the Middle East, was $268.9
billion in 2011, with the year-on-year growth of 36.5 percent (Huber
2013: 11). Chinese trade with the sole Arab countries reached “$ 222.4
billion, an increase of 14%, a new record.” (Sino-Arab economic and
trade cooperation is still sustainable development 2013).
The EU has established relations throughout the region through
the Barcelona Process and the Euro-Mediterranean partnership, succeeded by the Union for the Mediterranean, as of July 2008. Apart
from the proclaimed goals of the UfM, the broader aim of the policy
towards the Mediterranean is the creation of Free Trade Zone, which
was anticipated by the Barcelona Process for 2010. This goal was not
achieved whilst the negotiations on delaying its entry into force with
Algeria failed (20th of June 2011.) (EU rejects Algeria proposal to delay
free-trade 2011).
The Union for the Mediterannean
This initiative represents the continuation of the Barcelona Process
– the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (form 1995). The initial founding event of the Union for the Mediterranean was held in Paris in the
13th of July, 2008. Apart from the regional approach in tying the Mediterranean countries to Brussels, the EU also aimed at satisfying the
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ambitions of Turkey for forging a closer bond with the EU whilst not
admitting her to the EU as a full member state. The Republic of Turkey
refused this offer while the initiative was still in the initial phase.
The UfM regularly invites representatives of the Arab League to its
meetings and conferences. The basic aims of the initiate that brings the
EU member states and the Mediterranean states which are not a part
of the EU (27+16), from Monaco to Jordan, pertain to cooperation in:
1) ecology, 2) construction of transport infrastructure, 3) protection
against natural and other disasters 4) planning the development of using solar energy (the Mediterranean solar energy plan), and 5) stimulating small enterprises (Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 2011). The
effects of this initiative following a period of two and a half years are of
lesser importance. The initial version was rejected by Colonel Gaddafi,
who said „We are neither hungry nor thirsty so that you should throw a
bone at us…” . The governments of Turkey and Algeria reacted in more
or less the same way (Siemes 2009: 26). Furthermore, Algeria distanced
itself from the EU Neighborhood Policy and from other means of cooperation with the EU, opting for direct bilateral cooperation with the
EU member states.
The founding declaration of the UfM states that the text remains
susceptible to change due to the disagreement of the Palestinians with
a part of the text calling for support to the Isreali-Palestinian Peace Process in accordance with the Annapolis Process (Janković 2008).” The
absence of any EU and UfM reactions to the Israeli military actions in
the Gaza strip in 2008 and 2009 brought serious doubt into the purposefulness of their regional initiative. In the end, just like the Euro
Med, the UfM and its policies envisaged in A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the Southern Mediterranean leaves
„little hope that these new initiatives are likely to achieve fundamentally better results than their predecessors, and their impact on shaping
reform in the Arab world...” (Kirişci 2012: 2).
One of the core projects of the UfM was The Mediterranean Solar Plan (MSP), described as “a flagship initiative of the Union for the
Mediterranean (UfM)” and “one of the priority projects of the Union
for the Mediterranean (UfM).” It also failed with the mentioned Desertec project (Mediterranean Solar Plan 2012).
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The military and security component
With regards to the security component, it should be noted that the
EU has three smaller missions in the broader region of the Middle East
and North Africa: EUJUST LEX, (the EU Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq), the mission to Iraq from 2005 to December 2013 with 66
members were tasked to train the Iraqi Police, prison guards and court
employees; EUPOL COPPS Police Mission in the West Bank which was
established with 99 mission members in 2006; and the EUBAM Rafah
Mission(The European Union Border Assistance Mission), at the Rafah border crossing between the Palestinian territories and Egypt, with
a team of 8 members. The EUPOL COPPS coach the Palestinian police
on contemporary methods of work. Other contemporary method in
traditional policing was managed by the American Lt. General Keith
Dayton). (Dayton’s mission: A reader’s guide 2011).
Missions in Somalia (around Somalia) and since February in Mali
are located in Sub Saharan Africa.
The involvement of the EU in the Mediterranean was intended to
enable a peaceful environment, which was almost impossible, according to the Strategy from 2003 without the resolution of the Israeli Arab conflict: „The resolution of the Arab-Israeli Conflict is a strategic
priority of Europe. Without that, there is little opportunity to deal with
other problems in the Middle East.” (EU Security Strategy 2003: 13).
Proposals and suggestions from European academics and think tanks
still insisted on the need to resolve the conflict (Álvarez-Ossorio Alvariño 2004). Despite the fact that following vague statement is posted
on the foreign affairs page of the EU “The EU’s objective is a two-state
solution with an independent, democratic, viablePalestinian state living side-by-side with Israel and its other neighbours..”EU regards the
blockade of Gaza as unacceptable (which has lasted for the last few
years) and supports the negotiations with Syria and Lebanon (The EU
and the Middle East Peace Process 2011).
Whilst these are the proclaimed goals of the EU economic pressure
towards Israel is envisaged by denying grants prizes and financial instruments funded by the EU, to the organization and for the activities
in the territories occupied by Israel since June 1967. This application
of new Guidelines for the Israeli entities and their activities although
previously delayed should begin from 2014 (Official Journal of the European Union 2013). But there were even before attempts to influence
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Israel by applying these types of economic sanctions. Even the latest
Guidelines did not produce any change in the position of Israel regarding Judea and Samaria. In fact while“some of the Israeli industries situated in the territories at that time relocated into the pre-1967 Israeli
borders, but at the same time, many Palestinians who used to work for
these industries lost their jobs.” (Munin 2014: 1). EU action even created the situation in which not only Israeli, but also “Palestinian businesses and populations in these areas are not entitled to the benefits of
any of the Association Agreements.” (Ibid.: 4).
It may seem that this differs from the USA policy, but it comes in the
moment that USA is reviving the idea of the Arab-Israeli Peace process.
Other regional policy are aligned with the American as it is in the case
of Iran, Syria, the Hamas and other states and actors on the international scene who oppose the USA. Shortly after the Hamas government
was constituted (March 2006) on the Occupied Territories, the USA
and the EU enforced measures to prevent the supply of aid top Palestine through its elected representatives, apart from the president, under
the condition that he does not cooperate with the Hamas. The EU reestablished the system of supplying aid through the government, since
June 2007 when Abbas proclaimed the minority government formed
by the Fatah by violent means (The EU and the Middle East Peace Process 2011: 36). This is of great significance considering that the EU is
the single largest donor to the Palestinians (European Neighbourhood
Policy 2008). The EU has also reacted towards the sides at war by condemning the Palestinian terrorists for their attack on Jewish seminarists in Jerusalem on the 6th of March 2008 and the rocket attack from
Gaza on one side and the statement of remorse for the civilian victims
in Gaza (over 100 dead) (Declaration by the Presidency 2008).
The EU has, up until now, together with the USA publicly supported
the intentions of the Fatah to return its armed forces to the Gaza strip
(Moran 2008). This kind of public diplomacy has created an additional
rift between the local Arab population and the technocratic government in Ramallah (Palestine Papers 2011).
It is clear today that the EU strategy towards the peace process in the
Middle East has not achieved any significant results, which is the view
of numerous European Analysts and research institutes (Bulut Aymat
2010; Kirişci 2012 from Behr and Nieminen 2010:43). One of the most
perspective analysts from the EU Institute for Security Studies Daniel
Keohane, predicted in the winter of 2012-2011, that NATO might as53

sume an even more important role in the European Neighborhood,
including North Africa and the Middle East, as support to the EU for
stimulating political reforms. Keohane notices that NATO has experience in encouraging others to reform their security sector. Nevertheless, he stated that “in case of a future crisis in the European Neighborhood which would require a military response, if the USA cannot or
refuse to respond, then the EU will most probably have to respond and
not NATO.” (Keohane 2010/2011: 26, 27). Occasion for the fulfillment
of this statement soon emerged in Libya. But the outcome was quite
different than wished by Keohane.
Franco-British entente and the case of Libya
Bilateral defense cooperation between UK and France started with
two agreements signed on November 2nd 2010: 1) on common defense policy and 2) on joint X-Ray and hydrodynamic infrastructures
for nuclear cooperation – more precisely the modeling of the performances of nuclear warheads (Reuters 2012). United Kingdom and the
French Republic are essentially passive regarding the function of EDA
(European Defense Agency – EDA) (Jones 2011: 47). UK has blocked
the establishment of operational headquarters (OHQ) in Brussels for
EU military missions in 2011 having preferential for the bilateral or
NATO arrangements (Rettman 2012). Although France accounts for
some of the most ardent EU integration promoters, in the sphere of the
defense it is opting for the solutions independent of the EU like bilateral cooperation with UK and in minor measure multilateral initiatives
as in recently incepted Weimar Plus (France, Germany, Poland, Spain
and Italy).
When Sarkozy’s France and Great Britain initiated a military cooperation in November 2010 — ‘entente frugale’ — they brought all the
inadequacies of the previous EU common defense policies and joint
military engagement to the surface. This cooperation is not focused on
forging a new European military force. On the contrary, the sole aim of
the initiative is to maintain and strengthen the military capacities of the
sovereign states of France and the United Kingdom with the purpose of
ensuring the continuity in the military influence of these two countries.
Apart from aiming to maintain and strengthen their own military capacities in a period of economic crisis, the Franco-British cooperation
is aimed at forging a partnership with the USA and Germany has, as
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an unreliable partner, been deliberately left out under the excuse that it
has a different political orientation towards the external projection of
force. „The Franco-British cooperation offers no direct path to a more
coherent, rational future for fragmented European defense. Indeed, it
is a project with its own significant challenges.” (Jones 2011: 47). „The
New Entente“ had its first test of cooperation with the USA in Libya in
March 2011. The Libyan war has become the testing ground for European military alliances since the end of the Cold War and that is why
the British Prime Minister, David Cameron and the French President
Nicolas Sarkozy visited Libya together on the 15th of September 2011.
The Center for European Reform published an article in October 2011
in which it called upon the UK and France not to give up on the defense
cooperation at the level of the EU (O’Donnell 2011).
Defense and security cooperation between two countries that had
been allies in the First and Second World War continued even after new
government and new president took office in the France. New French
Minister and the British counterpart signed two new agreements on
the July 24th 2012 for the development of Future Combat Air System,
or FCAS, unmanned air system and on the Watchkeeper – Tactical unmanned air system, which provides the British armed forces with surveillance and reconnaissance (Defence cooperation 2013). As Chatham
House engaged security expert Benoit Gomis observes: “Progress has
been achieved since 2010 at the institutional level. Frequent meetings
and liaison between the two defense ministries, Senior Level Group,
High-Level Working Group and the UK-French Defense Parliamentary Working Group on Defense Cooperation have been held. Preparations for the forthcoming Combined Joint Expeditionary Force in 2016
are being made, with a number of joint military exercises (like Corsican
Lion) already carried out.” (Gomis 2013). Last joint operation is being
made in Mali, were UK was assisting French Army sending 330 personnel (Rusi org). What about Libya?
At the beginning of the crisis, European Union had an obviously
undefined policy towards the intervention in Libya. The EU lifted its
sanctions towards Libya in 2004, when the European Council identified two priority areas of cooperation, both of which were concerned
with internal crisis situations in Libya which had their implications on
the EU: the Benghazi crisis (related to AIDS) and the illegal immigration which impacted the EU via Libya, which is why negotiations were
held in November 2008 regarding a draft Agreement between the EU
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and its member states on one, and Libya on the other side.. During the
entire pre-war period in Libya, this state made it clear that it had no
intention of joining the Union for the Mediterranean or the European
Neighborhood policy.
The EU stance and attitude towards the war in Libya in 2011 represents an ambiguity. The EU initially “expressed concern about the
situation in Libya, harshly condemning that violence and use of force
against civilians and exerting repressive measures against peaceful protesters and called for an immediate stop to the use of force and taking
the legitimate requests of the population into account.” (EU Humanitarian Assistance in Libya 2011). The European Council supported the
implementation of the UN SC Resolution 1970 on the 3rd of March
and readdressed the demand for an immediate stop to the hostilities
and readiness to support the humanitarian efforts under the coordination of the UN on the 17th of March. The same body reached an agreement on the Concept of Crisis Management as a potential response
and means of support to the implementation of the UN SC Resolutions 1970 and 1973 where the European military forces would assist
the representatives of the UN and the evacuation of refugees in the
border regions between Libya and Tunisia and Egypt, on the 24th of
March (Ibid). The statements issued by Catherine Margaret Ashton,
the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy for the European Union, confirming that the EU supports
dialogue (immediately after the commencement of the air campaign
on Libya) and the statement given by Herman Achille Van Rompuy,
the president of the EU Council, saying that the goal of the campaign
in Libya is the change of the regime and France and the UK could not
initiate the campaign without the support of the Council of Ministers
just continued the confusion and ambiguity already present in policy
of the EU. In order to initiate negotiations, Catherine Ashton opened
and EU representative Office in Benghazi on the 22nd of March (the
stronghold of the rebels). Responding to the questions of members of
the European Parliament regarding these contradictions, the president
of the European Commission José Manuel Durão Barroso, stated that it
was impossible to adopt the UN SC Resolution 1973 which affirms the
historical principal responsibility to protect (Nigel Farage 2011) without the support of the EU The European Parliament requested that a
“ no-fly” zone be established over Libya and called for ј „an immediate
end to the brutal dictatorial regime of Colonel Gaddafi” on the 10th
of March 2011 (European Parliament resolution of 10 March 2011).
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Prior to that, the EU considered a military campaign towards the end
of February (UK urges pressure on Gaddafi 2011). Finally, the Council of the EU brought down a decision to draft and design plans and
other essential means and measures for initiating a military campaign
in Libya under the name EUFOR Libya. All of these decisions would
be implemented in the case that the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA requested them from the
EU, as stated in paragraph 5. Nevertheless, the Commander of the Operation was appointed, an Italian Vice Admiral as well as the Operations Headquarters— Rome. The budget of the military mission was
estimated and 7 million 900 thousand Euros over a four month period
over which the goals would be reached (Council Decision 2011/210/
CFSP 2011). Denmark refused to participate in covering the costs of
the mission. Considering that the UN Office did not address a request
and that there was no EU military mission, the readiness of the EU to
initiate the ЕUFOR Libya mission was repeated at the meeting of the
Ministers of Defense of the EU Council on the 3rd of May, should the
UN call upon them (Meeting of EU Chiefs of Defence 2011).
If we bear in mind that the military campaign of France, the UK and
the USA called Operation Odyssey Dawn was already in place since the
19th of March and that NATO took over the command and initiated
the Operation Unified Protector on the 22nd of March, and then all of
the facts listed above seem like a delay. In addition to that, the date of
the Decision (first of April) on bringing down the Decision, add a dose
of humor.
Regardless of the requests of certain European politicians, the EU did
not conduct its first humanitarian intervention so that it could evacuate
its civilian workers in the Libyan Jamahiriya. This was done by some
of the member states because there were hundreds of Special Forces
soldiers from France and the UK already stationed in Libya in February 2011. The New York Times and other global Medias announced on
the 20th of April that the British military advisors and officers in Libya
would be joined by their Italian and French colleagues (Cowell and Somaiya 2011). Towards the end of March, there were reports in the press
on the actions of British SAS Officers in Libya (Defence Correspondent
2011). It was reported at the beginning of March 2011 that members of
the Egyptian Special Forces were active in Libya, that they were arming and training rebels. The 777 Unit was mentioned as it was practicing with the German and American anti/terrorist units (UPI 2011).
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Six members of the British Army Special Forces and two members of
MI6 were caught by one of the rebel groups in Libya at the beginning
of March 2011 (CBSnews 2011). Reporters recognized British Special
Forces in one of the video clips broadcasted by the Qatar Broadcasting
Network Al Jazeera, who they claimed were engaged by private military companies so that the British Army would not officially participate
in the ground campaign (Hughes 2011). Towards the end of the war,
CNN reported that British, French, Jordanian and Qatar Special Forces
took part in the ground operations in Tripoli and other parts of the
country in order to overcome the last efforts of resistance by Gaddafi’s
forces (Starr 2011).
The war in Libya and the EU
Libya is a country with the richest oil resources in North Africa,
which exports oil and gas to Italy and other European countries. As
one of the ten countries with the largest confirmed oil resources of the
highest quality, it primarily supplies Italy, France and other EU member
states. Managing Libyan cured oil resources brings and annual profit of
at least 70 billion dollars. It is important for the control of the supply of
oil&gas and indirectly for the control of the industrial and technological powers that purchase this oil. Italy was the single largest importer
of Libyan oil (376.000 barrels per day) and France, Spain and Austria
were also great importers. Apart from Libya’s key trade partner – Libya,
China also imported oil from Libya despite the fact that it covers only
3% of its needs for oil.
The importance of Libya at the regional level was also reflected in
the bilateral agreement on readmission with Italy under which this
EU member state was able to return illegal immigrants who reached
its shore via Libya. Libya enjoyed an exceptional position in the North
Africa because among other things, it led its internal and foreign policy independently which grouped her among the rare truly sovereign
states in the last 20 years. The Libyan Jamahiriya and Syria are the only
two states in the Union for the Mediterranean which did not sign a Free
Trade Agreement with the EU.
Gaddafi used the oil wealth to force foreign companies to leave the
greatest portion of their income in Libya (the EPSA-4 Agreements —
usually over 90%) if they wished to continue of to conduct research in
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order to exploit. After the sanctions were lifted in 2003, Libya stated
opening up to foreign investments primarily in the energy sector, which
were followed by investments in infrastructure and tourism. The opening of to major iron mines was announced in 2010. The Libyan Oil Corporation retained the best oil resources for itself while the foreign companies had great expenses due to a limited number of minor deposits
(27) compared to the number of wells (approximately 600). Companies
that already had contracts to exploit from 2007 were forced to renegotiate and sign new EPSA-4 agreements under much less favorable terms..
According to Reuters, one of the WikiLeaks files claimed that Gaddafi
and his sons forced western oil companies to pay 1,5 billion dollars
which is the amount Libya paid into the Fund for the victims of Libyan
terrorist from the 1980s. The Italian ENI was compelled to pay a billion
dollars in 2007, to receive a contract until 2042 (Ledwith 2011). On the
other hand, Libya invested in numerous western companies after the
US lifted their sanctions: Repsol (Spain), Edf, Exxon, Siemens, British Petroleum, GlaxoSmithKline, Royal Dutch Shell, bank Standard
Chartered, Vodafone, Pearson, Alcatel Lucent, Chevron, Pfizer, Xerox,
Halliburton и Honeywell (which operates in the military aero-astronautic industry), EADS (the European military industry), Unicredit
(7,8% share of the bank), Nestlé (Courrier International 2011). Libya
invested 100 million Euros in the leading Italian arms manufacturer
Finmeccanica. It was announced at the end of January 2011 that Libya
would buy more shares in the company. Freezing Libyan assets which
are assumingly, freely managed by the states in which Libya invested
(approximately 33 billion dollars, only in the USA) gave the impression
of grand theft. Mahmoud Jibril El-Warfally, the interim Prime Minister
(5 March to 23 October 2011) and head of the National Transitional
Council of the Republic of Libya (the Rebel Government) was marked
as an acceptable leader to lead the Libyan “fighters for democracy” by
the European Parliament in Strasbourg (ALDE 2011). In an article
published by the New York Times on the 12th of May 2011, he commended the USA and the international community for its assistance
and asked for a continuation and intensification of the NATO air raids
as well as increased aid in the protection of civilians. He also called
on the USA to join France, Italy, Qatar and Gambia in their recognition of his Government. After Jibril, (“a political scientist trained at the
University of Pittsburgh”) the interim government elected the electroengineering professor Abdel Rahim Al Kiba, who has been residing in
the USA since 1976 (The New York Times May 5. 2013). On the 22nd
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of August 2011, Richard Hass stated that Libya needs the support of
NATO in order to prevent chaos and a civil war between the various
groups who are aiming to impose their power after Gaddafi (FT Times
August 22. 2011).
Under the auspice of the concern for civilians, the Anglo-French
coalition together with the USA began its air campaign against Libya which turned into a NATO military intervention.. The rebels used
fighter planes, tanks, other heavy and light arms. NATO and EU state
officials publicly announced that their goal was to change the regime.
NATO representatives complained that they could not always distinguish Gaddafi forces from the rebels on the ground which occasionally
caused “collateral damage” by means of destroying rebel tanks. In other
words, NATO anticipated in the civil war in Libya and was assisted politically by the EU during its course. Resolution 1973 made no mention
of protecting rebels, which became NATO’s mission.
Similar to the issue of participating in the intervention, the participation in the “post crisis management” is an issue over which there
were opposing views within the EU, that is, an independent stance and
action of some member states contrary to that of the Union. This is primarily the result of the degree of dependence on oil resources of some
member states: Italy satisfied 22% of its needs from Libya before the
conflict whilst France covered 16% of its needs. If we take the trade exchange into consideration, the predictions, such as the one given by the
then French Minister of Foreign Affairs Laurent Wauquiez, the continued instability on the territory of post-conflict Libya as well as the
unsuccessful reconstruction would imply a new influx of 200-300 000
immigrants in the EU, the motives for engagement in Libya are more
that evident (Conley 2011). The EU member states with the largest
individual engagement were the United Kingdom and France (which
covered ¾ of the total costs of the intervention), Italy, and Turkey, as
the most significant non-EU partner, whilst at the same time, German
engagement lacked significantly in the post-conflict activities.
The EU as a whole, declared to provide support to Libya in the final
phase of the armed conflict between Gaddafi’s loyalists and the rebels
in three priority areas: assistance to the new Government to establish
peace and safety on the territory of the entire state (failed), enabling the
administration of humanitarian aid, and providing assistance in building new institutions (Ibid). The Committee that was supposed to be
tasked with the responsibility for evaluating the reconstruction needs
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in Libya, arrived in Tripoli on the 31st of August 2011, two days after the Humanitarian Bureau was established (ЕU Mission Arrives at
Tripoli 2011). EU services for reconstructing the Libyan Security forces
were offered and sanctions were lifted for 28 of the most important
Libyan companies (EU offers to reform Libyan Security Forces 2011).
A permanent Mission of the EU was opened in Tripoli on the 13th of
November 2011 (eubusiness.com 14 November 2011), while the frozen accounts of the Libyan Central Bank in the European states were
released under an EU Decision on the 21st of December 2011 (eubusiness.com 21 December 2011). In the meanwhile instability, occasional breakthrough of the news from Libya told the story of a destroyed
country with clashing militias, using even heavy weaponry (as in the
Bani Walid siege in October 2012) or factional fighting that is ongoing
living dead people in Tripoli and elsewhere two wars after the NATO
intervention (CNN June 27. 2013).
Another reflection of the EU policy in the region is the fate of the
Italian naval mission Mare Nostrum (2013-2014). It was established after series of tragic shipwrecks in which illegal immigrants directed toward EU costs lost their lives, in particular after the tragedy near Italian
island Lampedusa in which more than 360 people died in Mediterranean. Operation coasted Italy 10 million euros per month (Mare Nostrum 2014). After Italy repeatedly asked for the EU to take charge and
divide the costs, EU declined due to insufficient capabilities. As former
EU justice and home affairs commissioner and current Trade commissioner Cecilia Malmtsröm explains: “We can’t have an operation like
Mare Nostrum when member states continue to shrink their financial
contributions to the EU. We simply don’t have the finances, machinery
and manpower to match an operation like Mare Nostrum, because we
depend on member states for their contribution and we cannot force
them to do so if they don’t want to” (Malta Today 5 November 2014).
Instead EU launched much more limited operation Triton, guarding
only the Italian waters with yearly budget of mere 5 million euro (Frontex Joint Operation ‘Triton’ 2014).
Conclusion
If one can talk about foreign policy of the EU and therefore of
some EU interest, than it is surely stability at the borders, in the first
line for the control of the migratory movements and the energy influx.
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Further pauperization of the population in the Middle East, scarcity
of the potable water, and eventual new wars are whetting new migratory pressures on the EU member states. The continuity and possible
intensification of waves of immigrants would undoubtedly have an
additional impact on the demographic and cultural characteristics of
the local population and potentially, the political culture.
The basic problem that arises between the urge for stability on one
side, and the US’s intent to secure the survival and stability of its ally
– Israel, implies a weakening in Israel’s position in the long term with
the increasing economic and military power of the Islamic states that
surround it. Only a radical change in the Islamic religious practice
amongst the majority of the Islamic population, or the same, amongst
the Jews, would diminish the problem stated above. At the same time,
the antagonism between the urge for ensuring stability and enforcing
Israeli military supremacy, is leading to clash between the interests
of the USA and the EU. This has become more than evident at the
time of the announcement of initiating a Court case against NATO
for the bombing of Serbia. The Jewish Israeli organization Almagor
announced in 2009 that it would pursue a Court case as a reaction to
the Spanish investigation of the Israeli bombing in the Gaza strip in
2002 which resulted in 15 victims (Beck 2009). Clearly this was only
part of the Israeli tactics to stop the initiative in Spain.
The EU has been occupied with the process of economic, legal and
political integrations for over a decade and as of recently, the financial
structural and economic crisis. The problems associated with the coordination of common foreign and defense policy have shed light on
different visions on the development of the EU, especially the UK and
Germany which represent that bearers of these differences. European
Security has not shown any significant improvement even 13 years
after St. Malo, and the formalization of a Anglo-French Alliance has
emphasized the division with regards to security policy as well as the
dependence of the EU on transatlantic structures (such as NATO)
in the areas of defense and security. The air campaign on Libya, regardless of the motives has additionally hampered the EU principals
and enabled the Anglo-American companies to take action in order
to exert control over Libyan energy resources. This would imply a
greater transatlantic influence on the EU in the field ob energy safety.
Due to internal divisions and discrepancies between NATO and EU
policies, the EU has not been engaged in these areas according to its
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nominal potentials so far. For now, EU foreign and especially security
policy shows signs of stagnation.
Bearing everything in mind, we can conclude that EU security policy towards North Africa and the Middle East shows three trends:
-- EU foreign and primarily defense policy outside of the Europe has
failed. Unlike in the south of the Sahara, where occasional successes
have been noted, (partially with the EUNAVFOR mission in the
Somali waters — the number of pirate attacks has increased in the
period 2009-2010 whilst attacks on ships carrying aid in food have
reduced) (Partnership for Peace Review 2011), the EU hasn’t managed
to achieve a position of a significant, not to mention, leading factor in
security policy in the Mediterranean Neighborhood. At present, the
EU remains an economic giant and military dwarf. In other words,
the EU is acting as the political and economic wing of NATO.
-- NATO and other bilateral and multilateral ad hoc initiatives have a
tendency of forming even formal alliances among the EU member
states (as Franco-British Entante), independent and sometime in
direct opposition to the intent of establishing a common defense
and security policy. This is preventing and disabling the EU from
taking a stronger stance and achieving a stronger impact as a
military power and therefore hampering its image as a potential
global player.
-- The EU continues to promote political, legal and social reforms
in compliance with the USA, NATO and international economic
and financial institutions which are increasing the complexity of
economic cooperation with the countries in the region. This has
resulted in a decrease in the share of the EU in trade with the Middle
East and North Africa and given the EU the image of the younger
partner and the ally in the joint action through NATO.
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Abstract
One of views in contemporary research of civil–military relations is the
postmodern view of the role of the military in the post–Cold War period.
Charles H. Moskos et al suggest a typology that is suitable for cross-national research of civil-military relations. These typological trends, used as variables for
assessment along the lines of the modern, late modern, and postmodern paradigm, are: perceived threat; force structure; major mission definitions; media
relations, homosexuals in military; dominant military professionalism; public
attitude toward the military; civilian employees; women’s role; spouse and military; conscientious objection. The subject of the Moskos study were developed
Western countries considered to be “advanced democracies”. We address the
question of whether the typology developed by Moskos can be applied to countries in the process of transition such as the Republic of Serbia and whether the
Serbian Armed Forces belong to the group of postmodern armed forces. With
regard to research in the field of civil- military relations in Serbia and available
data in this paper we analyzed some of the variables, such as: perceived threat;
force structure; major mission definitions; dominant military professionalism;
public attitude toward the military; women’s role and conscientious objection.
For the purposes of this study, we analyzed the literature on civil-military relations, legal documents, reports, survey data, the data provided to us by the
Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Serbia, as well as the research and publications examining modern and late modern armed forces for the purposes
of this study. The analysis of the mentioned documents and literature led us
1 Assistant Professor
vanjarokvic@fb.bg.ac.rs
2 Assistant Professor
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to conclude that the Serbian Armed Forces can be classified as postmodern
armed forces based on a large number of indicators.
Keywords: Serbian Armed Forces, postmodern military, civil-military
relations.

1. A Framework for Considering Civil-Military Relations and the
Postmodern Armed Forces
No research into or analysis of civil-military relations is possible
without referring to such seminal works as Huntington’s and Janowitz’s.
According to Huntington, civil-military relations “is the principal
institutional component of military security policy” (Huntington 1959:
1), and the main focus of civil-military relations is “the relations of the
officer corps to the state” (Huntington 1959: 3). Huntington believes
that the role of the military in society can be explained through the
concept of civilian control, primarily subjective and objective control.
3
Janowitz argued for less separation between the military and society
and according to him, “military profession is more than occupation;
it is a complete style of life” (Janowitz 1960: 175) while civilian control
can only be achieved by integrating soldiers in society because an
officer is “subject to civilian control not only because of the rule of law
and tradition, but also because of self-imposed professional standards
and meaningful integration with civilian values” (Janowitz 1960: 420).
The work of Huntington and Janowitz has been continued in the form
of a search for an ideal type of civil-military relations in developed
democracies through the post-Cold War theories such as Douglas
Bland’s “Unified Theory of Civil-Military Relations” (Bland 1999),
Peter Fever’s “Agency Theory” (Fever 2003), Rebecca Schiff ’s “Theory
of Concordance” (Schiff 1995), Michael Desch’s “Structural Theory”
(Desch 1999), etc.
Additional view in modern research of civil–military relations is
also the postmodern view of the role of the military in the post–Cold
War period. Charles H. Moskos et al. give an account of this approach
in The Postmodern Military: Armed Forces after the Cold War using
3 Subjective civilian control focuses on maximizing civilian power, which means the
maximizing of power of a particular civilian group or groups. Objective civilian
control focuses on maximizing military professionalism and Huntington believes that
maximizing objective civilian control is the best way to achieve effective civil-military
relations (Huntington 1959: 80).
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the following variables in their research: the perceived threat, the force
structure, major missions, dominant military professionalism, the
public attitude toward the military, media relations, civilian employees,
women’s role, homosexuals in miliary, the spouses and the military, and
conscientious objection. Moskos et al. concludes that the postmodern
military is characterized by five significant organizational changes:
the increasing interoperability of civilian and military spheres, both
structurally and culturally; the diminution of differences within the
armed services based on branch of service, rank and combat versus
support roles; the change in military purpose from fighting wars,
to missions that would not be considered military in the traditional
sense; the increased use of military forces in international missions; the
internationalization of the military forces themselves. In the military
context postmodernism has been applied in order to describe the
development of armed forces after the end of the Cold War and the
postmodern armed forces are development construct based upon
observation of the past. The core argument presented in this study is
that the armed forces of Western developed democracies are moving
from modern to postmodern forms of military organization.
Describing the changes in the organization of the military Moskos
et al. argues that over the last 100 years, the ‘‘evolution’’ of military
organization has gone through three distinctive eras starting with
the modern (1900–1945) era, with its focus on enemy invasion, mass
army conscription and defense of the homeland, the late modern
(1945–1990) era, with the nuclear threat, the building of a large
professional army and support of the NATO alliance, to a postmodern
(since 1990) era where the threat is perceived to be subnational (e.g.,
ethnic violence and terrorism), our own force structure is a small
professional army, and the military missions are seen as post–war
conflicts (e.g., peacekeeping and humanitarian) (Table 1) (Moskos et
al. 2000: 1-2).
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Table 1: Armed Forces and Postmodern Society (Moskos et al. 2000: 15)

The subject of this study were developed Western countries considered to be “advanced democracies”. We address the question of whether the typology developed by Moskos can be applied to countries in
the process of transition such as the Republic of Serbia and whether
the Serbian Armed Forces belong to the group of postmodern armed
forces.
In the modern era, Serbia was a monarchy (the Kingdom of Serbia,
The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and then the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia); in the late modern period, it was a socialist republic with
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a single-party system, while postmodern Serbia has been characterized by an ongoing process of transition toward a democracy. Since
the October changes in 2000 and especially since 2006, when it officially became the Serbian Armed Forces, the Serbian military has gone
through numerous changes in terms of its organizational structure, the
establishment of a system of democratic and civilian control, and the
definition of new missions. The emphasis has been on transforming
the military, first and foremost on reducing its numbers, abolishing
conscription, allowing women access to military education and voluntary military service, introducing religious service into the military,
adopting the Code of Honor, etc (Rokvic et al. 2013). These changes
were made in conformity with relevant regulations and by legitimately
elected government bodies. Research on civil-military relations in Serbia has shown that Serbia “cannot be considered a completely consolidated democracy” but that it “is on its way to completing the transition
process from a complete lack of democratic control to civil-military
relations such as exist in developed countries with consolidated democracies” (Rokvic et al. 2013: 689). On the other hand, Ejdus states
that the “image of the democratic soldier put forth by the Serbian government largely conforms to the postmodern military model” (Ejdus
2012: 228). In this paper, we attempt to determine if Serbia, which has
not fully established a democratic system of civil-military relations, has
nevertheless developed the type of postmodern armed forces that exists in advanced democracies.
Since, as Moskos et al. points out, the typology is merely a “guide to
systematize current research findings” (Moskos et al. 2000: 14) we analyzed the literature on civil-military relations, legal documents, reports,
survey data, the data provided to us by the Ministry of Defense of the
Republic of Serbia, as well as the research and publications examining
modern and late modern armed forces for the purposes of this study.
With regard to research in the field of civil- military relations in
Serbia and available data the following sections analyze some of the
variables, such as: perceived threat; force structure; major mission definitions; dominant military professionalism; public attitude toward the
military; women’s role and conscientious objection throughout the
three periods (the modern period, the late modern period, and the
postmodern period), with special emphasis on the postmodern era
and the Serbian Armed Forces.
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2. From Traditional to Asyimetric Security Threats (The Perceived
Threat)
As was stated by Moskos et al. “the key difference between Modern
and Postmodern societies lies in the character of the threats they face
and the ways they perceive them” (Moskos et al. 2000: 16) In the modern period (pre-Cold War period) the major threat was enemy invasion
which gave way to the fear of nuclear war in late modern period (Cold
War period) and asymmetric threats (terrorism, ethnic violence…) in
the post-Cold War period.
In the modern period, the main threats to Serbian security were that
of an attack against it and of territorial conquest; apart from such an
attack, in the late modern period there was also the threat of a possible
confrontation between the Western and Eastern blocs as well as the
threat created by the strained relations with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). The West was perceived as the principal threat to
security and a doctrinal document titled “General War Service” stated
that “Victory over the enemy in contemporary warfare is achieved by
means of decisive offensive operations successfully combined with defensive operations – depending on the circumstances, as one cannot
attack anytime and anywhere. By combining offensive and defensive
actions, as dictated by the situation, and performing skillful maneuvers
and surprise attacks, it is possible to defeat larger and better-equipped
enemy forces even in the most difficult circumstances” (Opšta ratna
služba 1955: 10). A new document, “The Doctrine of Defensive War”,
was adopted in 1958 and efforts to implement it continued until 1968.
This doctrine determined the character, configuration, and purpose of
a war that Yugoslavia could enter, defining it as “a defensive, just and
historically progressive war aimed at liberation…” (Vučinić et al. 1989:
100) The Third Arab-Israeli War (1967) and the military intervention
in Czechoslovakia (1968) brought about a change in the viewpoint that
the danger of a foreign aggression against the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) came from the West alone and led to the
realization that the East also represented a source of threats against the
SFRY at that time, which had a significant impact on the adoption of
the doctrine of “total national defense”.
The threat of an armed aggression against Serbia is considered to be
significantly reduced in the postmodern period. Other threats to Serbian security include separatism, terrorism, armed conflict, organized
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crime, corruption, national and religious extremism, uneven economic
and demographic development, and the unresolved status of refugees
and exiles (National Security Strategy of the Republic of Serbia, 2009:
9 - 14). The 2010 Doctrine of the Serbian Armed Forces emphasizes
that an act of aggression against the Republic of Serbia is unlikely and
that it could arise from a global or regional armed conflict provoked
primarily by the conflicting interests of great powers or other countries in the region. The Doctrine underscores that an armed rebellion
fuelled by separatist tendencies for the purpose of changing internationally recognized borders by force represents a particularly serious
threat to security in the Republic of Serbia, while the most significant
threat to Serbia’s defense interests is posed by Kosovo and Metohija’s
unilateral declaration of independence, which could turn the crisis and
the potential escalation of violence in this area into a source of longterm regional instability (Doktrina Vojske Srbije 2010). However, as
Ejdus states, “the security dilemma created by the secession of Kosovo
is no longer a military dilemma and the Serbian political elites do not
regard the Kosovo issue as a problem that should be dealt with in military terms” (Ejdus 2012: 228). The raising of the negotiations between
Belgrade and Priština to the highest political level, which resulted in
the signing of the Brussels Agreement, simply confirms that the issues
surrounding Kosovo and Metohija can be resolved by political and diplomatic means alone and serves as an indicator that “Serbia desires to
promote peace and stability in the Balkans, and also that the military is
under the control of the democratically elected authorities” (Rokvic et
al 2013: 684).
Taking into account the above data, we can conclude that the perceived threats against Serbia have changed. An attack against Serbian
territory is considered unlikely but separatism, terrorism, armed conflict, organized crime, corruption, national and religious extremism,
and so forth, have been identified as the new sources of security threats.
As the perceived threats changed, so do the major missions and force
structure to deal with it.
3. The Major Military Mission
The major mission of the armed forces, in line with the perceived
threats, was to defend the state’s territory, sovereignty and independence
in both the modern and the late modern period. In the postmodern
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period new missions as an operation other than wars (OOTW) has
been established. These missions “reflect a fundamental shift in the
emphasis of armed forces from defence of homeland to multinational
peacekeeping and humanitarian missions” (Moskos 2000: 17).
The main mission or task of the Yugoslav People’s Army (YPA) in
the modern period was to “defend the Homeland and support the rule
of law in the country” (Ustav Socijalističke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije 1963: čl. 2). In the late modern period, the YPA was designated
as the basic armed force of Yugoslav national defense that protected
the independence, the constitutional order, and the inviolability and
integrity of the territory of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (Ustav Socijalističke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije 1963: čl.
255). Territorial defense represented the main strategy of the YPA and
of the Territorial Defense Force as its component. The military doctrine of Total National Defense from 1968 emphasized this approach
and represented the basic concept for the structure and strategy of the
YPA up until the 1990s. This doctrine „rests on the premise that small
and medium-sized states must be self-reliant in defense if they are to
maintain their sovereignity and can, with will and appropriate institutions involving the entire citizenry in national defense, successfully
resist external attack“ (Johnson 1971: 3). In the late modern period, the
YPA had an important role in peacekeeping operations as well – from
1956 until 1993, the members of the YPA served in five UN missions
(UNEF I; UNYOM; UNIMOG; UNTAG UNAVEM I and II). In the
UNEF I mission in the Sinai alone, 22 rotations of 14,265 YPA members took place.
Territorial defense has remained the first and basic mission of the
Serbian Armed Forces in the postmodern period. According to research conducted by Ejdus, one of the basic motives for pursuing a
military career is patriotism (together with the social factor and professionalism) (Ejdus 2012: 239). Research on the attitudes of the Military
Academy cadets carried out in 2012 showed that 90% of the cadets embraced the virtue proscribed by the Code of Honor4 of all the members
of the Serbian Armed Forces, which states that loyalty to the Serbian
homeland represents the military ideal of the members of the Serbian
Armed Forces.5 The Serbian Armed Forces also have two new missions.
4 The core values defined by the Code are loyalty to one’s nation, professional dedication,
devotion, courage, discipline, solidarity, humanity, dignity, sacrifice and respect.
5 In October 2012, within the “Military Culture” project, professors from the University of
Belgrade – Faculty of Security Studies have researched the attitudes of Serbian Military
Academy cadets (282 cadets) on significant aspects of military culture.
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The second mission of the Serbian Armed Forces is to participate in the
establishment and preservation of peace in the region and worldwide,
while the third mission refers to the support provided to civilian authorities in countering security threats.
Given that an armed attack against the Republic of Serbia as a security threat is unlikely, the Serbian Armed Forces mostly fulfill their role
through the other two missions. 336 members of the Serbian Armed
Forces are currently serving in ten multinational operations (MONUSCO, MINUSCA, UNIMIL, UNOCI, UNFICYP, UNFIL, UNTSO,
EUTM Somalia, EUTM Mali and Operation ATALANTA). However,
the Serbian Armed Forces have not been internationalized as Serbia
declared military neutrality with regard to existing military alliances
in 2007.6
The Serbian Armed Forces actively participate in the realization of
the third mission. Since 2007, the members of the Serbian Armed Forces have been engaged in multiple efforts to mitigate the damage from
natural disasters (floods, earthquakes, wildfires, etc.), providing aid to
vulnerable populations, road and bridge repairs, humanitarian blood
donation campaigns, and providing medical assistance to the residents
of rural areas (the “Military Physicians in the Countryside” campaign).
During the winter of 2012 alone, more than 9,177 members of the Serbian Armed Forces were deployed from January 8 until March 7 due to
heavy snowfall and low temperatures which had led to the declaration
of a state of emergency. During the floods in May 2014 the SAF mobilized a large number of human and material resources. Between May
14 and 24 a total of 10,949 members of the Ministry of Defense and
the Serbian Armed Forces were deployed on a daily basis, 802 of which
were cadets of the Military Academy. In other words, the daily average
number of SAF members deployed was 912, making this the largest
SAF deployment since 2006 (Vlada Republike Srbije 2014: 41).
Taking into account the above data, it is possible to conclude that
the although territorial defense remains the main task and mission of
6 National Assembly Resolution on the Protection of Sovereignty, Territorial Integrity
and Constitutional Order of the Republic of Serbia of December 26, 2007 contained a
paragraph on military neutrality of Serbia. The said paragraph reads as follows: „Due
to the overall role of NATO, from illegal bombing of Serbia in 1999, without a UN
Security Council resolution, to Annex 11 of the rejected Ahtisaari Plan, which stipulates
that NATO be the final body of government in an independent Kosovo, the National
Assembly of the Republic of Serbia hereby declares the military neutrality of the Republic
of Serbia towards existing military alliances until a referendum is called in which the final
decision on the issue will be brought“ (Narodna skupština Republike Srbije 2007: čl. 6).
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the Serbian Armed Forces, their members actively participate in peacekeeping operations, as well as in providing assistance to the civilian
population.
4. The Downsizing of the Armed Forces (The Force Structure)
The force structure undergoes significant change as well: from mass
conscript army in modern period to professional small military in the
postmodern period. In the modern era, military service was universal
and the available data shows that the Serbian army had 145,225 officers
and soldiers at its disposal in 1918 and 190,000 officers and soldiers in
early 1919 (Bjelajac 1988: 56). In the late modern period, or rather at the
end of World War II, that number rose to 800,000 (Nikolić 1989: 19).
After the demobilization of 1947, the Yugoslav People’s Army (YPA)
had a standing army of 387,000 men, while in wartime this number exceeded one million people, making it the third largest regular force on
the European continent (Vučinić et al. 1989: 106). The YPA mostly relied on draftees who would complete their compulsory military service
and then enter the YPA reserve forces or become members of the Territorial Defense Force (TDF). By the end of 1968, the TDF had 1,200,000
personnel (540,000 in TDF units, 75,000 in the services, 360,000 in
youth corps, the rest serving in police and civil protection units that
constituted a part of the TDF in wartime) (Vučinić et al. 1989: 237).
In 1990 and 1991, the YPA had 180,000 soldiers, over 101,000 of
whom were conscripts. Significant changes in the number of personnel
took place after the dissolution of the SFRY and the number of YPA
members dropped by 70,000 after 1992 (see Table 2).

Table 2: YPA Force structure 1992 – 1994 (Pietz 2005: 13).
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From 1995 onward, the number of personnel was reduced (51,233
members) and this trend continued until the Serbian Armed Forces
were fully professionalized. The number of personnel has remained
virtually unchanged since 2010. According to the data from Military
Balance 2013, the Serbian Armed Forces have the following number
of personnel: 28,150 active and 50,150 reserves (The Military Balance
2013: 170).
However, there is great interest in voluntary military service and
the Reserve Officers’ Training Course; in March 2013, the number of
candidates who applied (3042 candidates) exceeded the number of
planned enrollments by six times. Such strong interest might be explained by the fact that the Serbian Armed Forces represent one of the
most trusted institutions in Serbia.
We can conclude that significant changes have taken place in the
force structure of the Serbian military, from mass armies with compulsory military service to small professional armed forces where military
service is regulated on a voluntary basis.
5. The Dominant Military Professional
In the typology variable “Dominant Military Professional” Moskos
et al. pointed out that “combat leader” in the Modern era gave way
to “manager or technician” in the Late Modern period, and “soldierstatesman and soldier-scholar” in the Postmodern period (Moskos
2000: 19).
The tradition of military schools in Serbia has lasted for more
than 160 years. In the modern and late modern periods, soldiers were
schooled and trained for combat leaders, while the postmodern period can be separated into two stages. During the first phase, cadets
were still being trained for commanding officers, as confirmed by the
curricula of the Military Academy. Until 2006, the Military Academy
implemented the curriculum from 1997. According to that program,
the aim of the Military Academy of the Yugoslav Armed Forces was “to
educate and prepare students for the vocation of the professional officer, to provide skills for initial duties within one’s branch and to shape
the character of future officers so that they possess the proper military
expertise and moral and physical capabilities needed for the successful
command over units in peacetime and in wartime in accordance with
the defense doctrine and offensive strategy of the country” (Nastavni
plan i program Vojne akademije Vojske Jugoslavije 1997: 11).
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During the second stage – since 2008 – the Academy has been implementing new programs (Management in Defense, Military Mechanical
Engineering, Military Electronic Engineering, Military Chemical Engineering, Military Aviation, and Defense Logistics). They have been
designed to provide future officers not only with a sufficient level of
competence and skills for the successful command over units and the
effective employment and maintenance of military technology in the
missions and tasks of the Serbian Armed Forces, but also with managerial skills for tasks in the defense system. After graduation and during
their military career, officers are provided with opportunities for further academic and professional development in graduate education for
the purpose of obtaining higher-level degrees, as well as with access to
courses such as STANAG 6001 foreign language courses and computer
courses (the ECDL certificate).
We can conclude that a dominant model of technicians and managers has emerged from the changes in the curricula for officer training
in the postmodern period.
7. The Public Attitude Toward the Serbian Armed Forces
Despite significant fluctuations in the postmodern period, the public has always had a great deal of trust in the Serbian military. From
1992 until 2000, public trust in the military varied from 43% in 1997
to 83% in 2000. The first deviation occurred in 1992 when the rather
large number of those who trusted the military (46%) was equal to the
number of those who distrusted it. In the following two years, the trust
in the armed forces grew, first to 55% and then to 62%, only to drop
to 51% in 1996; in 1997, the percentage of those who distrusted the
military (46%) exceeded the number of those who trusted it (43%) for
the first and final time (Hadžić and Timotić 2006: 167). The period of
the decline in trust (1996–1998) coincided with the implementation
of the Dayton Accords, the consequences of war, the slow process of
the depoliticization and professionalization of the armed forces and
the financial difficulties of the Yugoslav Armed Forces. According to
research carried out by the Centre for the Study of Alternatives in 1999,
public trust in the military rose after the NATO aggression, when only
5% of those interviewed stated that they had “no trust” in the Yugoslav
Armed Forces (Milošević, 2000).
From 2003 to 2005, the Centre for Civil-Military Relations conducted research on the public attitude toward the military, which showed
that trust, or distrust, in the armed forces is susceptible to situational
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changes. For example, after the death of two guardsmen in the Topčider
barracks (December 2004), public trust in the military dropped. Nevertheless, the armed forces remained among the institutions with the
highest level of public trust.
In November 2010, the Ministry of Defense unveiled the results of
a poll conducted by the European Fund for the Balkans and the Gallup
agency. It found that 73% of Serbian citizens have the most faith in the
army, out of all institutions. That means the military has surpassed the
Serbian Orthodox Church -- for years the most trusted institution in
Serbia -- in terms of public confidence Balkan Monitor 2010: 26). And
in a survey conducted by the Belgrade Centre for Security Policy in
2012, citizens designated the Serbian Armed Forces as the state institution that they trusted most (BCPB 2012).
Based on the data presented here, we can conclude that the public
has always had confidence in the armed forces, with certain fluctuations
that were obviously influenced by social and political circumstances,
and that the Serbian Armed Forces are currently the most trusted institution in Serbia.
8. Gender Equality in the Serbian Armed Forces (Women’s Role)
The women’s role in the armed forces undergoes significant change:
from no role at all (excluded from the military) in the modern period
to full integration in the postmodern period.
In the modern period, women had no role in the Serbian armed
forces, although they actively participated in both world wars. During
World War II alone, around 100,000 women served in the National
Liberation Army and Partisan Detachments. After the end of the war
and the adoption of two laws on demobilization which contained special provisions on the demobilization of women, however, only 10,230
women remained in the military in 1945 (Nikolić 1989. 19). The implementation of these laws saw all the women who did not serve as officers, sergeant majors, senior political staff, in the medical corps, and
so forth demobilized. At the end of 1947, total demobilization was carried out and the number of women was reduced even further: according to available data, there were a total of 1,406 women (officers and
employees in military services) actively serving in the YPA in 1952.
From 1953 to 1969, no records were kept of the number of women in
the status of active personnel. During the 1980s, a pilot project for the
voluntary training of women for service in the YPA was launched. Al83

though 5,290 women applied at the beginning of the project in 1983,
the number significantly dropped the following year when the number of applicants was 1,053. In 1985, the final year of the project, there
were only 372 candidates. At the end of 1985, there were only 479
women on active duty (Loncović and Živković 1989: 168). It was only
in 2007 that women obtained, for the first time, the right to military
education when they were accepted to the Military Academy; after
the first round of applications for admission into professional service
in 2008, 220 women were enrolled in 2009.
In 2012, 172 female cadets were enrolled at the Military Academy,
which is 21.66% of overall number of cadets and as from 2014 for the
first time in history girls can enrol into Military High School. According to data from the Military Duties Department of the Human Resources Sector (Serbian MoD) from June 2012, after adoption of Decision on Dismissal of Conscription, from March 2011 to March 2012,
1,684 recruits engaged into voluntary military service, out of whom 230
women (13.6%). From 230 women engaged into military service, 25
were sent to the Reserve Officers School, which is 10.8% (Ministry of
Defence 2012). In second yearly report on implementation of the National Action Plan for UN SC Resolution 1325 in Serbia, it is stated that
in relation to overall number of women employed (see Table 3) in the
MoD and SAF, women are underrepresented on the following duties:
(1) in the officer category – commanding duties at the high level, pilot,

Table 3: Share of women in total number of MO and VS staff, by staff
category (Odanović and Bjeloš 2012: 19)
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etc.; (2) in the non-commissioned officer category – commanding duties, driver, etc.; (3) in the civilian category – management duties at the
higher level, mechanic, operator, etc. (Ministry of Defence 2012).
9. Conscientious Objection
As previous typology variables conscientious objection has also
changed, from prohibition in the modern period to subsume under
civilian services in the postmodern period.
In the Serbian modern period, conscientious objection was not
permitted. Or rather, the first constitution that addressed this issue
was the constitution of 1901 which stated that “the freedom of
conscience is unlimited” but that “Serbian citizens cannot shirk their
civic and military duties on account of what their religion prescribes”
(Ustav Kraljvine Srbije 1901: čl. 33), while in the modern period this
category did not even exist.
In the late modern period, the constitution of 1992 introduced
conscientious objection as a legal category for the first time, stating that
“a citizen who, on account of religious or other reasons of conscience,
does not wish to fulfill his military duty under arms shall be given an
opportunity to perform military service in the Yugoslav Armed Forces
unarmed or in alternative civilian service” (Ustav Savezne Republike
Jugoslavije 1992: čl. 137). Conscientious objection, as defined in this
article of the constitution, was regulated in more detail in the provisions
of Articles 296 through 300 of the Law on the Yugoslav Armed Forces
(Zakon o Vojsci Jugoslavije 1994). These provisions were, however, not

Table 4: Number of draftees on Civilian Service from 2003 to 2010
(Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Serbia).
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implemented in practice. It was only after the establishment of the state
union of Serbia and Montenegro (2003) that draftees were allowed to
exercise the right to conscientious objection and to perform military
service in civilian institutions; the Law on Civilian Service which
regulated this right in detail was adopted in 2009. From 2003 to 2010,
90,023 persons performed alternative civilian service (Table 4).
Conclusion
This paper focuses on the changes in the Serbian military that have
taken place since the beginning of the twentieth century. By applying
the typology developed by Charles Moskos and analyzing indicators
(such as: perceived threat; force structure; major mission definitions;
dominant military professionalism; public attitude toward the military;
women’s role and conscientious objection) throughout three periods in
the development of the armed forces, we attempt to evaluate whether
the Serbian Armed Forces can be categorized as postmodern armed
forces such as those that exist in advanced democracies.
While the basic threat to security in Serbia in the modern period
and the late modern period was an attack against its territory, new
threats to Serbian security have been defined in the postmodern period. The force structure has also undergone changes, having transitioned from a model of mass conscription with compulsory military
service to a smaller, professional army with a voluntary draft system in
the postmodern period. The mission of the armed forces has also shifted from traditional combat missions to non-traditional missions. The
main mission of the modern and late modern armed forces was the
defense of the country; in the postmodern period, two new missions
have emerged: peacekeeping missions and civil-military cooperation in
the country’s territory. In the first two periods, soldiers were schooled
and trained to be military leaders, whereas the dominant model in
the postmodern period has been the model of the solider-technician
and soldier-manager. As far as the attitude of the public is concerned,
we can conclude that the armed forces have always had a great deal of
public trust, with certain fluctuations brought about by social and political events; in the postmodern period, the Serbian Armed Forces are
the most trusted Serbian institution. As regards women in the Serbian
military, we can conclude that they constituted a large component of
the military in the late modern period and that they constitute a much
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smaller component in the postmodern era. Women had no role in the
modern military and their partial integration into the system began
in the late modern period. In the postmodern period, it cannot yet be
said that the integration of women is complete, but we feel that it will
soon be achieved. Finally, conscientious objection was not allowed in
the modern period. In the late modern period, it became legal but it
was not being implemented in practice. The right to conscientious objection has finally been realized in the postmodern period.
Given that, as Moskos et al. says, “the term Postmodern as applied
to the armed forces must imply some significant departure from Modern forms of military organization” (Moskos et al. 2000: 1), we can
conclude, based on the data that we have presented, that the Serbian
Armed Forces belong to the postmodern armed forces.
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Abstract
The subject of this paper is the impact of electoral system and other factors
on high fragmentation of the Parliament in Serbia. Party system in Serbia is still
not institutionalized, even after 25 years of the introduction of the multiparty
system. Two-round majority system was applied in the first multiparty elections, and since 1992 the proportional system with the threshold of 5% and
D’Hondt formula has been in force. Since 2011 Serbia has closed electoral lists
and mandates are allocated by the predetermined order. However, after the last
elections in 2014 the Parliament in Serbia will have around 20 political parties,
unions and other organizations. These stakeholders appear on the electoral lists
of the major political parties or in pre-electoral coalitions without graded electoral threshold and after entering the parliament form a separate parliamentary
group, or distinguish themselves with their own identity, which leads to indirect
parliamentarization and fragmentation of the parliament. This reflects on the
complexity of the process of (coalition) government formation, but also on the
functioning of the parliament. Frequent blackmails from the smaller political
parties or changes in the behavior of actors reduce the predictability of actors’
actions and slow down the consolidation of democracy in Serbia.
Keywords: electoral system, fragmentation of parliament, party groups.

Electoral system strongly influence other political institutions. In
Serbia, the two-round majority electoral system was applied only in the
first multiparty elections of 1990. Since 1992, the proportional electoral
system has been used in all elections carried out so far for the Assembly
of Serbia (1992-2014). All the time the threshold has been 5% of votes,
whereas the transformation of votes to seats is calculated in accordance
1 Associate professor
slavisa.orlovic@fpn.bg.ac.rs
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with the D’Hondt formula. The most recent change of the electoral system in Serbia was made in 2011. Proportional electoral systems (PR,
proportional representation, or party-lists systems) are considered to
be more favorable for smaller parties as they facilitate their entry into
the parliament and provide for a better social representation, in the
same time leading to the parliamentary fragmentation. These advantages however have their price. The question is raised to what extent
a better representativeness of a parliament reflects to the efficiency of
its functioning. This is often interpreted as trade-off, i.e. shall there be
enough representative parliament and government or a strong and stable government; it is difficult to obtain both in the same time.
Election turnout is higher where the proportional electoral system
is used in comparison to the states using the simple majority system
(Gallagher 2008: 557). The proportional system stimulates more parties to get as many votes as possible, therefore influencing the mobilization of voters and increase of participation. In electoral systems of
simple majority (non-proportional systems), an average turnout (not
including the countries with compulsory voting) is 68.2%, while in
proportional systems an average turnout is 70.8% (Farell 2001: 204).
In Serbia, an average turnout for the period 1990 – 2014 is 62.58% (see
Table 1).
Semi-direct or semi-indirect elections. In proportional electoral
system, also known as party-list system, it is possible that the order on

Table 1:

the list is fixed and unchangeable. These are the systems with non-preferential, i.e. closed or blocked lists. Another group consists of preferential systems, with open or unblocked lists. From 1992 to 2011, electoral
lists in Serbia were closed for voters and open for parties. Since 1992,
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when Serbia replaced the two-round majority electoral system with
the proportional system, one third of MPs was envisaged to be elected
in line with the predefined order on the list, whereas the remaining
ones were to be allocated by the submitter, i.e. party. The year 2000
saw the introduction of a news not characteristic for proportional systems. The submitter of the list was free to define who shall attain the
seat irrespective of the ordinal number on the list and without clear
criteria. In that way the directly expressed will of voters was violated as
the political parties mediated between the voters and the parliament.
This means that „voters vote, however in essence do not elect, as parties are those who nominate and allocate“ (Jovanović 2011: 26). Parties, i.e. submitters of the lists, compile the lists and define the order of
candidates before the election, whereas after the election they decide
who shall win the mandates and enter the Parliament, Article 84 of the
Law on Elections of Members of Parliament („Official Gazette of the
RS“, No. 35/ 2000). Upon insisting of the Venice Commission and the
European Commission, amendments were made to the Law on Elections of MPs of 2011, stipulating that electoral lists become „closed“.
Law on Altering and Amending the Law on Election of MPs („Official
Gazette of the RS“, No. 36/11) was adopted on May 25th, 2011. Mandates are allocated according to predefined order on the list. Pursuant
to the recent amendments, the Republic Electoral Commission shall,
not later than ten days from the date of the publication of the complete
election results, „allocate all attained parliamentary seats to the candidates on the electoral list in line with the order of the list, starting with
the first candidate on the list“ (Article 13). The composition of electoral lists in accordance with the new rules bears both intraparty and
interparty consequences. It is not easy to meet the criteria for the list to
represent high officers, one third of women, territorial representation
of municipalities, cities and regions; on the other hand, how to award
local politicians who achieve good results and can attract the largest
number of votes. According to these rules, it is difficult to maintain
party discipline in the parliament. The problem becomes even more
complex in case of pre-electoral coalitions. There is another issue the
parties face with. If more respectable persons are candidates, they have
more chances to attract votes; however, they are more autonomous and
less disciplined. If candidates are the loyal ones, they are disciplined,
but with less chances to attract votes.
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The effect of electoral system on party system. The electoral system significantly influences the character of the party system (Orlović
2011: 40-58). In accordance with the „Duverger’s law“ and „Duverger’s
hypothesis“, generally speaking, majority electoral system with oneround voting tends to favor a two-party system, proportional electoral
system tends to a multiparty system, while the two-round majority
principle tends to a multiparty system being alleviated by alliance of
parties (Duverger 1964: 217). A change of electoral system does not
automatically lead to a change of party system. Forty years after formulating his hypothesis, Maurice Duverger reformulated his „law“ for
the first time: „Proportional system tends to formation of several independent parties. Two-round majority system tends to formation of
several parties in coalition. Majority system of simple majority leads to
a two-party system“ (Duverger 1986: 70). Majority electoral systems reduce the number of parties, whereas the proportional ones increase it,
i.e. the more proportional electoral system, the more fragmented party
system. During the 1990s (1990–2000) in Serbia, on one hand, there
was the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS – the successor of the League of
Communists of Serbia, SKS) as a dominant party, and a fragmented
opposition on the other. That was a party system with a (pre)dominant party. According to the Sartori’s criteria (Sartori 2002: 120–127),
after the political changes of the year 2000, the party system of Serbia
had the features of a polarized pluralism (2000–2006). After the year
2006, the party system of Serbia has not any longer been the system of
polarized pluralism, but somewhere between polarized and moderate pluralism (2006–2012). The limited or moderate pluralism stands
between two-party system on one hand and extreme or polarized pluralism on the other. This refers to a party system of some 3-5 relevant
parties. The main characteristic of moderate pluralism is a coalition
government. The bipolarity of the party system in Serbia is one of the
consequences of the system of direct election of president of the Republic, where two candidates of the strongest parties enter the second
round, bringing further strengthening of their parties as a feedback. In
Serbia, presidential elections use two-round majority electoral system
(of absolute majority). Most often, candidates of the strongest parties
enter the second round, which reflects to strengthening of their parties. Smaller parties are motivated to have own candidates, although
the chances for their election are small - they can, however, negotiate
the redirection of support in the second round with the parties having
the second round candidates, or with the candidates themselves. After
the year 2012, the party system of Serbia became a party system with a
(pre)dominant party (Serbian Progressive Party).
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Effect of electoral system on intraparty relations. In proportional
system, parties play the key role because of voting for lists, i.e. party,
in difference from the majority system where there are no lists but the
candidate is the one being voted for. Closed lists are the only ones where
electoral rules play no role in allocation of seats to candidates (Shugart
2008: 39). This influences the intraparty relations as well. In closed lists
it is voted for parties, while in case of open lists it is voted for candidate. When the system is candidate-based, the party relies more on its
relation with the constituency and intraparty democracy is higher, i.e.
intraparty structure is more decentralized, and vice versa.
----------

DIVISION AND MULTIPLICATION OF PARTIES IN SERBIA
DS – SLS (1990) – Serbian Liberal Party (Nikola Milošević)
DSS (1992) – DHSS (1997) – Christian Democratic Party of Serbia (Vladan Batić)
DC (1994, NGO, 1996, party) – Democratic Centre (Dragoljub Mićunović)
NDS (2001) – People’s Democratic Party (Slobodan Vuksanović)
LDP (2005) – Liberal Democratic Party (Čedomir Jovanović)
New party - (2013)
SDP (2014) - Social democratic party
Together for Serbia (2014)

------

SPO – SNS (1994) – Conciliar People’s Party (Slobodan Rakitić)
SPO – Together (1997)
NS (1998) – New Serbia (Velimir Ilić)
NS – Pravda (2000) – People’s Party – Justice (Borivoje Borović)
DSPO (2005) – Serbian Democratic Renewal Movement (Veroljub Stevanović)

-----

SRS – RSS (1993) – Serbian Radical Party
SRS – Nikola Pašić (1994)
URSS (1996) – United Radical Party of Serbia
SNS (2009) – Serbian Progressive Party

------

SPS – SDP (1992) – Social Democratic Party
DA (1997) – Democratic Alternative (Nebojša Čović)
DSP (2000) – Democratic Socialist Party (Milorad Vučelić)
SSP (2000) – Serbian Social Democratic Party (Zoran Lilić)
SNP (2002) – Socialist People’s Party (Branislav Ivković)

--

GSS – SDU (1996) – Social Democratic Union (Žarko Korać)

Table 2: Splitting and division of parties in Serbia

The parties which have united were GSS and LDP, NDS and DSS,
and SSJ and SRS.
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The larger is the constituency and the lower is the threshold, the
higher is the proportionality. This tendency also yielded the subsequent
ones, such are high fragmentation of party system, strengthening of
parties and party discipline, fractioning, splitting and division of parties. Radicalized intraparty conflicts result in division of parties and/
or formation of new ones (Orlović 2008:450-459). Almost no party in
Serbia since the introduction of multiparty system was immune to that
„disease“ (see Table 2).
Effects of the party system on the parliamentary structure. One
of the most important issues of electoral systems is the level of proportionality of number of votes obtained at the election and the number
of the attained seats. In average, the outcome of proportional electoral
systems is more proportional when compared to majority (non-proportional) electoral systems. This means that the distortion between
the number of votes won by a party and the number of seats attained in
the parliament on the basis thereof is smaller. Proportionality of electoral system bears a consequence of a more proportional transposition
and higher representation of minority parties, smaller parties, as well as
the fragmentation of party system and an unavoidability of a coalition
government. This means that the electoral will of voters is not transferred to the government immediately upon elections, but coalition
majorities are to be formed not so easily and not so fast. Apart from
having a coalition potential, small parties often have a blackmailing potential as well. The higher is the proportionality of the system, the more
fragmented is the party system and higher are the tendencies towards
more numerous, i.e. broader coalitions.
There is a general agreement that the highest effect on the level of
proportionality is exercised by the DM –District magnitude, i.e. how
many representatives are elected per constituency. Rain Taagepera and
Mattew Shugart consider this variable a „decisive factor“ (Taagepera
and Shugart 1989: 112). The majority and the proportional electoral
systems are both influenced by the DM, however with opposite effects.
In majority systems, the more representatives are elected in constituency, the higher is the disproportionality and higher are the benefits
for larger parties. In proportional systems, the higher is the number of
representatives being voted to, the lower is the disproportionality (and
higher the proportionality) which is particularly favorable for smaller
parties. The lower is the number of representatives being elected in a
constituency, the higher is the percentage of votes necessary for a party
to win the seat(s) (Nohlen and Kasapović 1997: 12). The higher is the
number of representatives being elected in a single constituency, the
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Table 3: Effects of electoral system in Serbia
* With coalitions
1 The data on the number of municipalities without MPs from: Milan
Jovanović, (2008), Narodna skupština – Deformacije teritorijalnog predstavljanja, godišnjak Fakulteta političkih nauka Univerziteta u Beogradu,
year II, No. 2, December 2008, pp. 117–132
2 The data on the disproportionality index from: Dušan Vučićević,
Lajphart’s Conceptual Map of Democracy: The Case of Serbia, Serbian Political Thought, p. 50

higher are the chances of smaller parties. Proportional elections do not
contribute the creation of a parliamentary majority, majority electoral
systems do not lead to a fair representation (Nohlen, 1992: 89). An insight into the changes of electoral system in Serbia since the shift to
the proportional electoral system show the changes in the number of
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constituencies. A trend can be observed, of a reduction of disproportionality, i.e. increase of proportionality (Table 3 – Disproportionality
index). The number of constituencies in Serbia was fluctuating as follows: 1992 – 9; 1993 – 9, 1997 – 29, 2000 – 1, 2003 – 1, 2006 – 1, 2008
– 1, 2012 – 1, 2014 – 1. (Table 2, the column referring to the number of
representatives elected per constituency ). Since 2000, the DM in Serbia
amounts to 250, as that is the number of MPs being elected in a single
constituency (the entire country). Considering that since 2000 Serbia is
a single constituency, the electoral system has been extremely proportional (See Table 2). This proportionality has partly been reduced by
implementation of the D’Hondt system, which is one of the least proportional electoral formula in the proportional system (Lijphart 1994),
and also by the 5% electoral threshold. An increase of the number of
constituencies should reduce the proportionality, and therefore also the
fragmentation of the party system. One of the explanations for this not
being done are the elections at the territory of Kosovo and Metohija,
where it would be more difficult to carry out the elections with more
constituencies (Goati 2011: 13).
Electoral threshold. In an intention to prevent the fragmentation
of party system, the post-communist states introduced a slightly higher threshold in relation to other European countries, or a two-stage
threshold. Hungary has the threshold of 5% for independent lists and
15% for coalitions of four and more parties. Romania - 5% and 8–10%
for coalitions, Poland 5% for independent lists and 8% for coalitions.
Out of the post-communist states, Macedonia is the only one without
an electoral threshold. The threshold in Turkey is 10%, Poland 7%. In
the Czech Republic, the threshold is 5% for single parties, 10% for two
parties, 15% for three parties, and 20% for four parties. Since the introduction of the proportional electoral system, Serbia has been using the
5% threshold. Due to the fear that small parties cannot reach the 5%
of votes (in Serbia, depending on the turnout, this amounts to about
200,000 of voters), small parties shelter to pre-electoral coalitions or
appear on the larger parties’ lists.
The fragmented parliament. The party fragmentation in a parliament occurs, primarily, because smaller parties avoid the threshold effect in the elections, appearing on larger parties’ lists and then separating their own parliamentary groups afterwards. In parliamentary elections of 2008, the 574 parties registered until that moment submitted
22 lists. Five lists passed the threshold, whereas the natural threshold
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for the minority parties was passed by three parties only. Nevertheless,
in 2010 the Assembly of Serbia registered ten parliamentary groups
and two independent MPs, or 23 parliamentary parties in total. This
speaks about an indirect parliamentarization – smaller parties attain
seats on the lists of the larger ones, to later separate a parliamentary
group and fragmentize the party system. The parliament fragmentation can be resolved by preventing the parties from separating their
own parliamentary groups or the parties from the lists which the voters put their trust into, or to make the number of MPs required for the
establishment of a parliamentary group higher than the present five.
Four majority and two minority lists obtained less votes than the signatures necessary for candidature. One of the possibilities is the introduction of a deposit (introduced since 2011), to be returned if the number
of obtained votes is less than the number of the collected signatures.
With the adoption of the new Law on Political Parties of 2009, 87 parties have been registered until the year of 2012. The Law on Political
Parties („Official Gazette of the RS“, No. 36/09) entered into force on
May 23rd, 2009 and started to be implemented on July 23rd, 2009. This
trend continued after the parliamentary election of 2012, as about 44
parties, trade unions and other organizations reached the parliament.
After parliamentary elections 2014. Assembly of Serbia registered ten
parliamentary groups and tree independent MPs, or 19 parliamentary
parties in total. The fact of the smaller parties being in tow on the lists
of the larger ones confirms that pre-electoral coalitions can be very expensive for the larger parties which give a significant number of seats
to smaller parties with an uncertain amount of the votes to be brought
in (or took out). This shows that pre-electoral coalitions are not only
expensive for citizens, but also not cheap for parties. If an event of a
threshold lower than 5%, the fragmentation of the party system would
be even higher, and if it is higher or staged, it would reduce the number of parties. The amendments of the electoral system in 2003 abolished the electoral threshold for minority parties. The so- called natural
threshold (or so-called positive discrimination) have been introduced.
This means that the total number of voters who participated in the
election is divided with the number of seats in the parliament (250) in
order to obtain the number of votes borne by one parliamentary seat.
In relation to that number, minority parties obtain as many seats as is
the result of the division of the number of the votes they won by the
number of votes borne by a single seat. For example, if the number of
voters at the election is 3,750,000 and that number is divided with the
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number of seats in the parliament (250), the result is 15,000, meaning
that one parliamentary seat bears this number of votes. If a minority
party wins 30,000 votes, this is divided by 15,000 and this party attains
two seats in the Assembly.
Parliamentary fragmentation becomes obvious in formation of
parliamentary groups in the parliament. Parliamentary groups are
formed from the ranks of MPs of one political party, other political
organization or group of citizens having at least five MPs (Article 22
of the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly of the Republic
of Serbia). The elected representatives – MPs have a dual role. They
have been elected by citizens and by their own parties, and take care
both of the citizens’ and of parties’ interests. These two roles overlap,
however not being always identical. The main task of the heads of
the parliamentary groups is to maintain the party discipline in voting. An extreme example of party discipline was recorded in 1993 in
Ireland when the parliamentary group of the largest Fianna Fail party
decided that any MP who would vote contrary to his/her party’s attitudes on any issue whatsoever will be expelled from the parliamentary group. Another important source of control available to the party
oligarchy is candidacy of its human resources in the next occasion,
either for the parliament or for the government. The loyal ones are to
be rewarded whereas the disloyal ones are to be punished, either by
repeated candidacy for parliamentary election or by positions in the
government. It derives from the above that MPs have a strong initiative to vote in line with their party attitudes.
Weak geographic (territorial) representation. One of the problems with a single national-level constituency is that there is a danger of a higher concentration of representatives from urban environments, whereas the representation of other environments is lacking.
A solution applied in the Netherlands stipulates the lists to be composed at the regional level. The Assembly of Serbia is characterized by
an excessive territorial non-representation. After the parliamentary
election of 2008, the MPs from Belgrade ad Novi Sad prevailed in the
Assembly of Serbia, whereas a large number of self-governance units
– 98 (out of total 150 municipalities, 23 cities and the capital Belgrade) had no parliamentary representatives at all (Orlović 2010:89).
In four convocations of the National Assembly, from 2000 to 2014,
about 100 municipalities in average were without representatives. In
the same time, 39.2% MPs came from the territory of Belgrade and
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Novi Sad, although 26.9 % of voters are from these two cities. This is
the „metropolization“ of political representation. As many as 17 municipalities had no representatives in either of the eight convocations
of the parliament. This primarily pertains to underdeveloped regions
(Jovanović 2008: 128). This is one of the tendencies of the electoral
system in which the entire state is a single constituency; however, this
was also contributed by the parties themselves, by their decisions on
people from the electoral lists who should enter the parliament, not
taking care about an even territorial representation. The parliamentary election of 2012 was followed by an excessive lack of territorial representation in the parliament. 111 self-governance units do not have
their representatives in the parliament. After parliamentary election
of 2014, 94 self-governance units do not have their representatives in
the parliament.
Transfers of MPs from one party to another enabled some parties to
become parliamentary parties without elections. Non-electoral representation means that a party became parliamentary although it did not
attain seats at an election, or even didn’t exist at the time of election. As
emphasized by Mirjana Kasapović: „Non-electoral parliamentarization
and de-parlamentarization are rare in stabile democracies with consolidated party systems, whereas much frequent in new, unconsolidated
democracies“ (Kasapović 2003: 242). According to this author, nonelectoral parliamentarization is under the influence of legal-political
and structural-political reasons; electoral systems, parliamentary rules
of procedure which, among else, regulate the manner of establishment
of parliamentary fractions, structure and organization of political parties and party system. Serbia recorded several examples of non-electoral parliamentarization. In a non-institutionalized party system, politicians often change parties, which is the case in Serbia as well.
Effects of party system on MPs‘ behavior. Different party systems
produce different responsibility of MPs. The “personally elected” MPs
behave in a more autonomous manner as they received their mandate
directly from citizens, while those elected on the party lists, i.e. indirectly elected by parties, keep more in line with the party discipline and
show a higher level of loyalty to their parties. Open lists depend on personal support of voters, and therefore imply weaker relations with the
party, and therefore a weaker party discipline (Gallagher 2008: 557).
Closed lists lead more towards the dependence of candidates on their
parties.
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Connection with the constituency. One of the problems of electoral
system with a single national-level constituency is that it reduces the
contact between elected MPs and voters. Undoubtedly the strongest
connection between MPs and voters is in majority electoral systems
(simple majority) with single-mandate constituencies, and the weakest
is in proportional electoral system with closed lists and a single constituency. Politicians elected on open lists show higher level of commitment to the voters in comparison to the ones elected on closed lists
(Carter and Farell 2010: 38). The same is true for campaign performance. When a whole country is a single constituency, as is the case in
Serbia, the connection between MPs and voters is weak(est).
„Identifiability“ of the government. Electoral system influences the
identifiability, i.e. the capacity of voters to identify options offered to
them in the elections (Powell, G. B. cf., Gallagher and Mitchell 2008:
21). In proportional systems, the identifiability of options is lower,
while in non-proportional systems it is higher. When the options are
not entirely clear and visible, i.e. in an event of poor identifiability of
options, the voters vote “in darkness“ (Gallagher 2008: 563). Therefore
the question of who wants or do not want to enter the coalition is often
speculated. Identifiability is high in majority electoral systems of simple
majority. Voters have a more clear choice and already in the aftermath
of the election it is usually known which party should form the government. In proportional electoral systems parliamentary majorities after
election are rare, and more frequent in majority electoral systems of
simple majority. Blais i Carty (1987), in their study of 510 elections in
20 countries, show that such majority is composed in 10% of elections
in proportional system (Blais and Massicotte 1996: 71–72). In Serbia,
identifiability of options offered to voters is poor due to unavoidability
of coalition governments and multitude of actors and options. This is
partly reduced by bipolarity of party system.
Effects of electoral system on formation of government (single
party or coalition government). It is a general position that there is
a strong connection between the electoral system and the manner of
formation of government. Proportional electoral system leads to coalition governments, whereas majority system, of simple majority,
leads to single party governments (Britain and Canada). In majority
electoral system of simple majority, voters in fact themselves elect their
government, while in proportional system government is to be decided
after the election, on the basis of post-electoral agreements (Orlović
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2010b:97-125). In states applying proportional electoral system, it is
rare that a single party can compose a government, so that coalitions
are unavoidable. This reduces or at least blurs the responsibility of such
government, as everybody is hiding behind somebody. In that manner,
pre-electoral promises given to voters are usually neglected. Serbia had
a single party government only after the first multiparty elections when
majority two-round system was applied. Since 1992, when proportional
electoral system has been introduced, all governments were coalition.
Two governments were minority, in the years 1993 and 2003.
Conclusion
The parliament plays a very important role in the process of democratic transition and consolidation. As commented by Sodaro, „English parliament is the historical paradigm of how institutions can play
the role of „incubator of democracy“ (Sodaro: 2004: 208). The Serbian
parliament in recent years was exactly the one of weak points of democratization. The National Assembly of Serbia is an excessively party
fragmented parliament. Personal and party composition of the parliament are often been changed; certain parties became parliamentary
even without elections; quite frequent “mandate trade-off ”, i.e. transfer
of MPs from one party to another, or changes of parliamentary group,
are also present.
One of the most important institutional reasons for fragmentation
of party system and particularly fragmentation of the parliament is the
electoral system and certain solutions being implemented in Serbia.
Electoral system can influence the manner of running campaigns, behavior of voters, politicians and MPs, the very nature of party organization, options placed before voters, manner of election of MPs, number
of parties in the parliament, nature of parliamentary representation,
representation of certain social categories in the parliament (number
of women, ethnic groups, minorities), manner of formation of government – single party or coalition. There are several criteria for assessment of electoral systems (such is the representation of diverse groups
– minority, women; social interests and political opinions). None of the
electoral systems can meet all the requirements. Meeting one requirement (a function to be fulfilled) leads to negligence of another. Frequent
changes or anticipations of changes of electoral system can deprive
from its long term effects. Sometimes the goals are non-connectable or
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priorities are not established in terms of which requirements are necessary and should be fulfilled. Fragmentation of party system can be reduced with threshold grading or with introduction of a sort of majority
or mixed electoral system. Increase of number of constituencies would
reduce the proportionality and therefore the fragmentation of party
system. There are several grounds for reconsideration of effects and
performances of electoral system in Serbia and for its change, primarily
towards personalization of election. This means the introduction of a
certain kind of mixed, i.e. personalized proportional system. Expression of citizens’ preferences for a certain candidate would increase the
responsibility and autonomy of elected MPs and reduce the influence
of parties, which would in the same time reform them from inside. The
effect would also be the reduction of partocracy which slows down the
consolidation of democracy in Serbia. Klaus von Beyme poses perhaps
an essential question: “Could parties be more democratic than the system in which they fought for power?” (Beyme 2002: 127). Non-institutionalized party system and fragmented parliament are one of the
obstacles for consolidation of democracy in Serbia.
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Abstract
The question of accountability of the European Regulatory Agencies (ERAs)
has been the subject of the interinstitutional debate within the ‘institutional
triangle’ of the European Union, but also the subject of the theoretical deliberations. In this paper the author is expounding two prominent standpoints
in respect to the accountability of ERAs – the delegation of powers (principalagent) and public accountability (actor-forum) models. The aim of the paper is
to present the assessment of the EU agencies’ accountability through the lenses
of these models, and to point out the troublesome accountability of the account
holders. Finally, the author concludes that the two models are not mutually exclusive in assessing the EU agencies’ accountability, but that the actor-forum
model provides a better framework for the implementation of the accountability mechanisms.
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Introduction
The European Regulatory Agencies (ERAs) encompass the bodies
established within the former First and Third pillars of the European
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Union (EU), and the ones established after the Treaty of Lisbon came
into force (when the pillar structure was abolished). Unlike the previous founding treaties, where there was no explicit provision of the agencies, the Lisbon Treaty places the agencies within the EU institutional
framework (comprising of “institutions, bodies, offices or agencies”3).
However, despite the various provisions regarding the agencies, they
still lack the single legal base in the Treaty. The lack of explicit mention
of the agencies in the previous founding treaties and no unique legal
base for their creation placed the agencies in the middle of the interinstitutional debate between the Council, the Commission and the EP,
in the so-called ‘institutional triangle’. One of the major issues for consideration by the ‘triangle’ is the question of accountability of the European Regulatory Agencies – to whom they are accountable and how?
Despite the lack of the formal definition of the ERAs4, for the purpose of this paper they will be designated as the independent EU bodies founded by the Council, the European Parliament (EP) or the Commission, governed by the management boards (comprising of the representatives of EU member states, the EP and the Commission as well
as other stakeholders), managed by the director (or chairperson), and
subjects to various accountability obligations. The account holders in
respect of the EU agencies are: the institutions within the ‘institutional
triangle’, the Court of the EU, the European Ombudsman, the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) and the European Court of Auditors.
Additionally, one of the most important accountability relationships is
established between the agencies and their management boards.
Apart from being the subject of the interinstitutional debate, the
question of EU agencies’ accountability was brought to the attention
of various scholars. Two prominent standpoints were singled out with
regard to EU agencies’ accountability – the delegation of powers (principal-agent) model and public accountability (actor-forum) model.
3 It is worth noting that the German version of the Lisbon Treaty doesn’t contain the
explicit mention of the agencies (Meškić, Samardžić 2012: 126).
4 Some of the authors whose work was used for the purpose of this paper are referring
particularly to the European Regulatory Agencies, especially the authors within the actorforum model. However, some of them are considering the phenomenon of EU agencies
in a broader scope, without distinguishing the regulatory from the non-regulatory ones
(including the executive EU agencies and those within the former Second pillar, and
now included in the Common Foreign and Security policy framework). Therefore, the
term “EU agencies” will be used hereinafter, to avoid the inevitable confusion over the
distinction each time when someone’s findings are delivered.
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The findings of some of the scholars following one of those models
will be presented hereinafter. While the list includes the names of Dehousse, Curtin, Saurer, Keleman, Thatcher and Stone Sweet following
the principal-agent model, and that of Bovens, Busuioc and Scholten
following the actor-forum model, it is far from being exhaustive in the
ever-expanding theoretical deliberations between the two models.
The paper is organised as follows: the first chapter outlines the models of accountability of EU agencies; the second chapter enumerates the
most important classifications of EU agencies’ accountability; the third
chapter presents the assesement of EU agencies’ accountability along
the ex ante, ongoing and ex post lines; and finally, the fourth chapter
raises the question of accountability of the account holders.
1. Models of Accountability of EU Agencies
1.1. Accountability of EU Agencies within the Delegation of Powers
(Principal-Agent) Model
The principle-agent (p-a) theory is based on the relationship between an actor (or a group of them) called the ‘principal’ and another
actor (or a group of them) called the ‘agent’ in which an agent undertakes an action on behalf of a principal. The principal may make decisions to affect the incentives of the agent who is taking an action, having as a result the contract between the two of them. Rather than being
a single theory, the p-a can be perceived as a “family of models” (Gailmard 2014: 91). While widely labeled as ‘agency theory’, the p-a model
is also known as the ‘delegation’ theory. The principal is relaying on
the agent to act on his (principal’s) behalf, thus producing delegation
(Curtin 2007: 525).
The adapted p-a model developed in the American literature to
analyse the delegation of powers by the Congress towards administrative agencies is being used to assess the establishment of EU agencies
(Dehousse 2008:790). Primarily used to explain the mere creation of
EU agencies (Dehousse 2008: 793; Coen, Thatcher 2008: 52-54), it
contains limitations regarding the explanation of the post-delegation
behaviour of the agent.
The ‘principal-agent’ analysis is the most commonly used to explain
the delegation and accountability in political systems. While the EU is
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a political system, and according to the Lisbon Treaty is founded on
representative democracy (Art. 10(1) of the Treaty of the EU (TEU)),
it is not a parliamentary democracy which can be understood as “a
chain of delegation and a chain of accountability (running in opposite
directions)” (Curtin 2007: 525) from the voters to the policy makers
with various stages (links) of delegation from the principal to the agent.
However, at EU level there is no unbroken chain of delegation from the
voters to EU administrative actors. Moreover, there are often multiple
principals (Curtin 2007: 525; Dehousse 2008: 795).
The p-a theory recognises the possibility of multiple principals
(‘common agency’) as a system based on the assumption “that each
principal is doing its best, with whatever tools it has, to induce a favorable reaction from bureaucratic agents, taking as given that each
other principal is trying to do so as well” (Gailmard 2014: 100). In the
EU context, there are various possible answers to the question of who
makes the principal (having EU agencies as an agent). Thatcher and
Stone Sweet use the term “composite principals” to mark a principal
comprised of multiple actors, which can produce the competitiveness
among the principals and induce the parceling out of the initial act of
delegation. “The linkages between the principals’ policy preferences,
the agent’s performance, and the principals’ capacity to control the
agent may be diluted” (Thatcher, Stone Sweet 2002: 6).
We can identify at least four political principals in the EU: member
states, the Council, the Commission and the EP (Saurer 2009: 468-469;
Keleman 2002: 94-95). The member states are the primary external
principal, while the EU institutions represent the internal principals
(Saurer 2009: 475).
By tailoring the definition of delegation made by Thatcher and
Stone Sweet (Thatcher, Stone Sweet 2002: 2), Curtin offered the understanding of delegation to non-majoritarian institutions in the EU
context. Delegation represents “an authoritative decision, formalised as
a matter of public law, that (a) transfers policy making authority away
from the established, representative organs (those that are directly or
indirectly elected, or are appointed by elected politicians) to (b), a public non-majoritarian institution)” (Curtin 2005: 91). The representative
organs are the EP (directly elected) and the Council and the European
Council (indirectly elected). The Commission is a “putative principal”
in the chain of delegation, because it is appointed by the representative institutions. The non-majoritarian institutions are entities which
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“spend public money and fulfil a public function, but exist with some
degree of independence from elected politicians” (Curtin 2005: 92).
The principals (the Commission, the Council and potentially the European Council) are the institutions using “their authority to establish
non-majoritarian institutions through a public act of delegation”. The
agents are “those who govern by excercising delegated powers” (Curtin
2005: 92).
Given the number of principals, we can note at least three problems
in applying the p-a model to EU agencies as an analytical framework:
1) the delegation of powers is not necessarily done by EU legislative
institutions; 2) multiple principals are often involved in establishing
agencies; and 3) the ‘delegated’ tasks may originate from the member
states, instead from the formal principals (Curtin 2007: 528-529).
In the EU context, there is no guarantee that the agents will be held
to account. The principal might also not be held to account in a further
link in the ‘chain’ (Curtin 2007: 525).
1.2. Accountability of EU Agencies within the Public Accountability
(Actor-Forum) Model
The designation of accountability as an actor-forum (a-f) relation
was made by Mark Bovens, and followed by the contribution of several
other authors, who used this model to study different aspects of EU
agencies. Contrary to the broad understanding of accountability as an
evaluative concept which should “qualify positively a state of affairs or
the performance of an actor”, there is a narrow definition of accountability, which is related to concrete practices of giving account. In this
sense, accountability represents “a relationship between an actor and a
forum, in which the actor has an obligation to explain and to justify his
or her conduct, the forum can pose questions and pass judgement, and
the actor may face consequences” (Bovens 2007a: 450). In the accountability relationship, the actor could be and individual or an organisation, and the forum could be a specific person or an agency (Bovens
2007a: 450).
The advocates of the a-f model embrace the multi-level character of
the EU governance, implying the need to answer whether new forms
of governance (multi-level in the case of EU) require setting up new
forms of accountability beyond the accountability arrangements at the
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national level (Bovens 2007b: 105). The ‘traditional’ accountability is a
vertical one, and it is being established between the people and elected
bodies, following principal-agent (top-down) model. However, the
hierarchical relations (embedded in vertical accountability) are being
replaced by ‘new’ accountability (horizontal and diagonal), characterised by the pluralistic set of accountability relationships, where the
‘recipients’ of account are administrative forums, citizens, clients and
civil society. In the case of EU governance there are also tides between
national and European fora which then form multi-level accountability networks. The examples are the Court and European Ombudsman
which are cooperating with national counterparts (Bovens 2007b: 109113). It is interesting to note that the ‘new’ forms of accountability in
EU do not enhance popular control, because most of the ‘new’ forums
are not democratic ones. However, OLAF, European Court of Auditors
or European Ombudsman may indirectly contribute to democratic
control if their reports reach national parliaments or the EP. The same
conclusion is valid for the accountability to media, citizen panels or
civil society organisations, which are not the substitute to democratic
control (Bovens 2007b: 115-117).
Following the a-f model, we can assess accountability from three
different perspectives. The democratic perspective (assuming the p-a
model – S.M.) reflects the popular control through the accountability
chain. Citizens are at the end of the chain, thus making public accountability an essential condition for the democratic process. The constitutional perspective is focused on providing ‘checks and balances’, enabling not only voters, parliament and political officials, but also other
public institutions to request rendering account, thus preventing the
corruption and abuse of power. The learning perspective is enchancing
government effectiveness by keeping the agents effective in delivering
the promises they made. The emphasis is on the process of learning, in
which the actors are motivated to find ways to organise their business
better (Bovens 2007a: 463-464).
The theoretical debate over the accountability of EU agencies focused on two problematic assumptions. The first one refers to the
‘organisational divorce’ of the agencies from the Commission or the
Council, during which they were supposed to gain significant degree of
independence, raising the question of their control. The second is the
contradictory relation between independence and accountability, having as a consequence that the desirable level of control over the agencies
can be achieved at the expense of independence (Busuioc 2009: 601112
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602).5 These assumptions are problematic, because there are no clear
definitions of independence, accountability and control of EU agencies
on a normative level. While ‘independence’ is perceived as identical to
‘formal institutional separation’, ‘accountability’ is often replaced with
‘control’ (Busuioc 2009: 602). Although the agencies were formally institutionally separated from the Commission or the Council, in some
cases the real decision-making power of agencies is below the formal
scope of authority delegated to them. In order to tackle the issue of accountability, the question whether the agencies benefit from the independence formally granted to them has to be raised, because accountability precludes direct control. Control encompases a range of mechanisms aimed at directing, steering and influencing decision-making
and behavior of controlled agents. Therefore, control is necessary contradictory to independence, while accountability is not (Busuioc 2009:
604-605).
2. Typology of the EU Agencies’ Accountability
The accountability of EU agencies can be classified even without
resorting to the p-a or a-f model, placing it along political, judicial, financial, administrative and public accountability lines (Andoura, Timmerman 2008: 14-15). However, EU agencies’ accountability is extensively classified using Bovens’ theoretical framework of accountability,
although it was not initially set for the EU agencies.
Bovens asked a set of questions regarding accountability within the
a-f model: 1) to whom is account to be rendered; 2) who should render
account; 3) about what is account to be rendered; and 4) why the actor
feels compelled to render account (Bovens 2007a: 454-455).
The first question concerns the types of the fora. We can identify: 1)
political accountability (towards elected representatives, political parties, voters and media); 2) legal accountability (towards the courts); 3)
administrative accountability (towards auditors, inspectors and controllers); 4) professional accountability (towards professional peers);
and 5) social accountability (towards interest groups, charities and
other stakeholders) (Bovens 2007a: 455-457).
5 For the wider explanation of how accountability problems of EU agencies (and the
US agencies to which they were compared) are not caused by their independence, see:
Scholten 2011.
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The answer to the second question is related to the actors. The key
issue in determining the actors which should be held accountable is
related to the question of who in particular should be deemed most
responsible for the conduct of the actor. If the actor is a public organisation, especially if it is a large one, the question of accountability should
be asked both concerning the organisation as such and its individual officials. Bovens specifies four dimensions of actor responsibility, the first
being focused on the organisation as such, and the remaining three on
the officials: 1) corporate accountability; 2) hierarchical accountability
(one for all – along the lines of ‘chain of command’); 3) collective accountability (all for one – choosing any member of the organisation
and holding him/her personally accountable for the organisation as a
whole); and 4) individual accountability (each for himself – based on
personal contribution) (Bovens 2007a: 457-459).
Bearing in mind that the actor is obliged to explain and justify his
conduct, the answer to the third question (about what the account
should be rendered) is associated with the particular aspect of a certain
conduct, usually the most dominant one. The classification deriving
from this question can coincide with the classification made according
to the type of the forum (Bovens 2007a: 459).
When it comes to the fourth question – why an actor should render account to a forum, the answer can be found in either the actor’s
obligation or voluntary decision. If the actor is forced to account to the
forum, we call it the vertical accountability. Horizontal accountability,
which is on the opposite side of the spectrum, exists when an actor answers to a forum without formal obligation to do so. The term can also
be used in the case of mutual accountability of bodies which are not in
hierarchical relation. Apart from these two, we can also identify diagonal accountability, emerging in administrative accountability relations,
where administrative forums (such as ombudsmen, auditors etc.) cannot enforce compliance of public organizations, but due to their obligation to report to ministers or parliaments, they gain informal power
(Bovens 2007a: 460).
Busuioc embraced Bovens’ definition on accountability in its narrow meaning (Busuioc 2013: 46), and made the classification of the
accountability of European agencies: 1) vis-à-vis the management
boards; 2) political accountability (vis-à-vis the European Parliament
and the Council); 3) financial accountability (internal audit, external
audit performed by the European Court of Auditors and the discharge
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procedure); 4) judicial accountability (before the Court of the EU); and
5) extra-judicial accountability (before the European Ombudsman).
Scholten focused on the political accountability of EU agencies,
defining it in institutional terms as “accountability of executive institutions, such as EU agencies, before representative institutions, which
usually implies parliaments, although it includes both the Council and
the European Parliament in the EU context (Article 10 TEU)” (Scholten 2014: 8). She identified five dimensions of political accountability:
1) creation of agencies, and delegation to them by representative bodies; 2) appointment/removal of unelected officials of the agencies by
representative bodies; 3) statutory regulation of accountability aspects
in the operation of agencies; 4) financial oversight; and 5) parliamentary scrutiny of agencies (Scholten 2014: 10).
The various classifications of the EU agencies accountability represent a framework for assessing the real scope of their accountability in
practice. It will be presented in the following chapter along the “temporal dimension” (Busuioc 2009: 606) by pointing out some of the most
important accountability obligations of EU agencies along the ex ante,
ongoing and ex post accountability lines. Due to the limited space, only
the most important accountability relations will be presented, encompassing EU agencies’ relationships towards the institutions of the EU
‘institutional triangle’, and the accountability towards the management
boards as a central element of the ongoing control.
3. Assessment of the EU Agencies’ Accountability
The p-a model is comprised of the ex ante, ongoing and ex post control of the principal over the agent. On the other hand, the a-f model
focuses on the ex post analysis, because the forums are not the principals. Instead, the forums are establishing social relationship with the
(administrative) actors, and there is no need for the relationship of delegation between them. The ‘public’ moments of accountability which
are not tied into the p-a model are in correlation with the inclusion of
the EP in the institutional design of the agencies (Curtin 2007: 531).
The ex post accountability within the p-a model exists if two sets
of requirements are met: 1) monitoring and reporting; and 2) catchall category (institutional checks and balances). The need for ex post
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accountability is determined depending on the ex ante mechanisms.
If the agent is without discretion in comparison to the principal, the
need for accountability mechanisms is reduced, because there is the
ongoing control of the principal over the agent. Such control would
be provided ex ante in the scope of the institutional design of the
agent. The ongoing control is necessary in order to control the real
level of agency discretion, by pointing to the informal aspects of
agencies’ work. While control exists in the p-a relation, the a-f relation is characterised by the existence of accountability.6 The combination of the two approaches, with the existence of multiple principals
makes the agents who have been given delegated powers subjects to
multiple accountability fora apart from the direct principal. The fora
can encompass third parties of institutions with partially opposing
mandates (Curtin 2007: 525-526; Busuioc 2009: 606-607).
Ex ante control of EU agencies consists in delimitating the boundaries of agencies’ autonomy of action by drawing up available actions
for accomplishing the delegated tasks. It can be established in founding regulations of agencies and other legal documents (financial regulations, fees and charges, etc.). The mechanisms of ongoing control
lead to the decrease of original discretion of the agencies, which affects
their decision-making autonomy through direct interference of their
principals. Ex post control encompases budget discharge and hearings of agency directors (before the European Parliament), financial
accountability to the Court of Auditors, Ombudsman’s role and various reports (Busuioc 2009: 606-608). Ex ante and ex post control over
the agencies refer to their formal obligations to give account, but they
do not provide the insight into the daily operation of the agencies
and control over it. The central accountability relation providing the
ongoing control over the agencies is their accountability vis-à-vis the
management boards. Being generally mandated to monitor performance of the agencies and to hold their directors to account, boards
have an advantaged position in comparison to other accountholders (EU institutions) due to their formal position as highest steering organs, proximity, access to internal documents, involvement in
decision-making of the agency, and powers to undertake punitive
measures and enact consequences (Busuioc 2012: 720).
6 Gailmard expressed the opposite view – that the core ingredient of the p-a theory is
the “specification of who is (or is supposed to be) accountable to whom” (Gailmard
2014:91).
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Within the ‘institutional triangle’, the Council and the EP can be labeled as ‘Union Legislators’, ‘EU Budgetary Authority’ and also the ‘EU
Political Accountability Forum’. The first two powers are formalised
in the Lisbon Treaty, but the former is not treaty regulated. Instead,
Art. 14(1) TEU reserves the political control only for the EP. The only
treaty-based powers of EP upon the agencies include power to conduct
investigation and to give the discharge. The EP and the Council have
additionally engaged in appointing and removing agencies’ top officials and scrutinising the agencies’ performance, which is foreseen in
the agencies’ founding acts (Scholten 2014: 30-31). The lack of formal
rules generated the development of informal practices of scrutiny by
these two institutions. Clear laws and established practices can only
be noticed in relation to financial oversight within the annual budgetary and discharge procedures with the help of the Court of Auditors
(Scholten 2014: 152). The ex ante control of the Council and the EP
is performed through appointment hearings7, the ongoing by the parliamentary committees and the Council’s lower structures, and the ex
post control takes the form of the discharge procedure and parliamentary investigations. The sanctions which the Council and the EP can
impose upon EU agencies can be: 1) personal (during the processes
of (re)appointment and removal of agencies’ directors); and 2) institutional (postponement/refusal of discharge, cut to the agency’s budget, and reconsideration of the mandate and existence of an agency)
(Scholten 2014: 154).
Within the Commission the central steering role over the agencies is
played by the Directorates General (DGs). In the newest development
of the interinstitutional relations towards the EU regulatory agencies,
the Commission revealed its intention to closely integrate the DGs and
‘their’ agencies. The Commission is using the labels ‘partner’ and ‘parent’ DGs when presenting the relationship of DGs towards the agencies. The term ‘partner’ “suggests a more equal role between the agencies and the Commission while ‘parent’ advises a more superior role of
the Commission vis-à-vis EU agencies” (Egeberg, Trondal, Vestlund
2014: 9). The EU agencies are framed as integral to Commission activities, rather than being perceived as “free-floating bodies” (Egeberg,
Trondal, Vestlund 2014: 12).
7 The hearing obligations regarding the agencies can be threefold: 1) before the appointment
of the director/chairperson; 2) before the reappointment; and 3) on the performance of
the agency.
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The assession of the political accountability of EU agencies can be
made by following the ‘formula’ of accountability: “Political accountability = availability of accountability mechanisms ensuring the three
stages of accountability8 + their design (specificity of accountability obligations and interplay of accountability mechanisms) + their practical
application” (Scholten 2014: 13).
When it comes to the availability of accountability mechanisms,
Scholten noticed the diversity of obligations of various agencies. The
implication of this is the avoidance of accountability obligations of certain agencies (Scholten 2014: 153).
The design of accountability mechanisms consists of the specificity
of accountability obligations and the interplay between obligations in
a way to promote accountability. While the accountability provisions
are specific, they are used inconsistently. The interplay between obligations is not promoting accountability, because an institution may hold
an agency to account in one aspect, but lack the mechanism in a related
aspect. The multi-principal environment in which the EU agencies operate can produce situations in which albeit the mechanisms to ensure
accountability are present, they may not exist in relation to the same
representative institution (Scholten 2014: 160-162).
The practical application of accountability provisions represents the
third element of the political accountability ‘formula’. The challenges
in ensuring the three stages of accountability are twofold: 1) the challenges in ensuring the information and discussion stages; and 2) the
challenges in ensuring the rectification stage. Ensuring of the information stage is done by reporting, which all agencies are obliged to provide. Apart from the annual reports, the EP and the Council can receive
various evaluations of the agencies and their programs. The question
of whether the EP is actually informed depends upon the organisation
of the oversight by the appropriate parliamentary committee, which is
conditioned by the formal powers of the EP in regards to particular
agency and the EP’s legislative power. On the other hand, the EP’s Rules
of Procedure failed to specify how to hold an agency accountable, so
different committees have developed different practices. Above all, the
8 Scholten followed Bovens’ definition of (political) accountability (Bovens 2007a: 451) to
distinguish three stages: 1) information stage – the actor is justifying his/her conduct;
2) discussion stage – forum can pose questions, and the actor has to explain/justify his/
her conduct; and 3) rectification stage – the forum passes judgment, the actor faces
consequences (Scholten 2014: 8).
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EP and the Council have too many agencies to oversee. It is quite unclear how the Council is performing the scrutiny over the agencies, but
it is being done probably by its lower structures. The prominence of the
agency and its presence on the Council’s and EP’s agenda is also related
to the scrutiny. The quality of the oversight is also related to the weak
check upon the Council and the EP, due to their accountability weaknesses (Scholten 2014: 163-165). The challenges in ensuring the rectification stage can be both personal and institutional. The personal challenges are: 1) no collective accountability of the management boards;
2) the lack of removal provisions regarding the individual members
of the boards in agencies’ founding acts; 3) difficulty in assessing the
performance of individual members of the boards; and 4) the lack of
removal clauses regarding the agencies’ directors, or the autorisation of
the EP to remove the director for malperformance despite the director’s accountability for the implementation of the budget. The institutional challenges are also complex. While the agency’s budget may be
cut, it could have negative impact on its function. The EP’s authority
to conduct investigations using temporary committees of inquiry and
temporary specialised committees may not be properly applied to EU
agencies, and the scrutiny is more likely to take place within the permanent specialised committees. In practice, even the reconsideration
of the existence of the agencies can be placed among the institutional
sanctions (Scholten 2014: 165-166).
4. Troublesome Accountability of the Account Holders
An important question regarding the EU agencies’ accountability
should be asked – is there a possibility to hold to account the principal(s)
and the accountability fora to which the agencies are rendering account? The three institutions from the ‘institutional triangle’ and the
management boards of the agencies have troublesome accountability
in relation to the agencies, which needs to be assessed in order to determine whether they can hold agencies to account.
The accountability of the management boards can be assessed in
three dimensions: 1) democratic accountability of national representatives; 2) democratic accountability of the board’s members designated
by the Commission and the EP; and 3) the issue of the collective accountability of the board. Two questions regarding the national representatives’ accountability are: ‘for what should they be held to account?’
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and ‘how?’ can that be achieved. Similar questions are raised regarding the Commission’s representatives, which could probably be held
accountable internally within the DGs. The Commission as a whole
is politically accountable before the EP (Art. 17(8) TEU). The EP’s
Conference of Presidents adopted a decision in 1998 and regulated
the designation procedure for agencies’ boards therein, and since 2004
the permanent specialised committees are responsible for holding the
nomination hearings of the candidates for the boards. The boards are
not being held accountable collectively (Scholten 2014: 82-86).
The question of specific accountability of the Commission or the
Council acting as principals regarding the agencies can be asked in the
cases where these institutions exercise ongoing control over the agencies, indicating that the agencies don’t have the de facto decision-making autonomy. The burden of accountability of such agencies should be
shared with their principals, because in those cases next to the accountability deficits at agency’s level, there are also deficits at principal’s level
(Busuioc 2009: 614-615).
The institutional design of the ‘EU Political Accountability Forum’,
i.e. the Council and the EP, may have implications on the accountability of EU agencies. These implications can be observed threefold: 1)
their troubling accountability may affect the accountability of the bodies being held to account; 2) the political accountability forum has to
be transparent in order to perform scrutiny over other entities; and 3)
there has to be a correlation between interinstitutional development of
shared functions between the Council and EP and the exercise of those
functions. The later has several features: 1) mutual ‘power struggle’
against the Commission; 2) defence of common position regarding the
adopted acts before the Court; and 3) holding agencies to account as
the latest challenge to interinstitutional relationship between the two
EU institutions (Scholten 2014: 33-42).
Conclusion
The standard delegation of powers (p-a model) with its unbroken
chain of delegation from the people to administrative actors is not suitable for the explanation of the complexity of EU governance within
which the EU agencies operate. The adapted p-a model used for explaining the delegation of powers to American agencies was further
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adjusted in order to be applied in the EU. It was primarily done by
designating multiple principals for the certain agent. However, as was
noted, there is no compliance over the principals for the EU agencies.
Although there is concurrence over the principals from the ‘institutional triangle’, there is a disagreement over the role of the EU member
states. Even if that problem is resolved, two additional problems of the
p-a model emerge: 1) the issue of mainly procedural (institutional) demands for accountability and 2) the lack of questioning the accountability in the post-delegation period of the functioning of the actor.
The public accountability model is complementing the p-a model,
above all by pointing to the accountability chains beyond the formal
principals, and acknowledging the European and national fora, thus
moving EU agencies closer to the citizens, the ultimate accountability
holders. On the other hand, the a-f model focuses on the ex post accountability, making it necessary to resort to the ex ante and ongoing
mechanisms, used to a greater extent in the p-a model.
Hence, the relation between the two models regarding the accountability of EU agencies is not ‘either-or’. The p-a model adjusted to the
EU governance includes multiple principals, which moves this model
away from the merely vertical and hierarchical relation. The a-f model
is including the p-a model as a necessary part of the a-f relation, and
supplementing it by the multiple accountability fora. The a-f model
seems to be more suitable in assessing the various aspects of EU agencies’ accountability, providing the better framework for the implementation of the accountability mechanisms.
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Abstract
“The End of History” that Fukuyama predicted did not mean only the final
triumph of liberal democracy, but also the final triumph of the Western civilization. Western values are transferred through the Culture of Megalopolis. This
Culture aims to be globally accepted, universal and therefore able to assimilate
all Poleis that exist in the world. However, it has been shown that traditional societies do not accept the Culture of Megalopolis because of the perception that
it would lead to gradual political, economic and cultural peripherization. This
is how the Culture of Polis, as an element of geopolitical positioning of regional
powers is formed.
Keywords: Culture of Megalopolis, geopolitics, Polis, regional powers, The
End of History, postmodernity.

Introduction
Transition between two centuries brought a dramatic quake in the
international politics. The consequences of this are also visible in the
field of international security (Fukuyama 1989: 3-18).2 According to
the Fukuyama’s opinion at the time, there was no adequate opposition
to liberal democracy and what was waiting in the future of humanity is
not a renewal of the old conflicts, but rather focus on solving the world’s
economic and social problems (Fukuyama 2002). In the wider context
of speaking, for him the end of ideological evolution of the mankind
has brought The End of History in the form in which we knew the
1 prorokovic@yahoo.co.uk
2 The significance of this quake is described best by the title of Fukuyama’s book “The end
of History and the Last Man”, published in 1992. The essay by the same title was published
in the magazine “The National Interest” three years earlier.
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historical science until now. Although twenty five years later he preserved the same idea that all countries will sooner or later accept the
liberal-democratic form (“all countries will ... get on that escalator”),
Fukuyama is less of an optimist than before (Fukuyama 2014).
Alexander Dugin states that Fukuyama’s settings are “theoretically
flawless” and that “all in all he was right” because “after winning the
competition with fascism and communism, and was first to make the
transition from modern industrial into the next, post-industrial era,
liberalism was left alone with itself. /.../ All that turned out to be nonmodernity– by its shape or even by its deep unconscious content – classified as politically incorrect, forever yesterday, outdated” (Dugin 2009:
26-27). However, the question remains whether the triumph of liberal
democracy is also “the end of history”.
Dugin warns that we live in a historical period in which the breakdown of paradigm occurs. This is a situation comparable to the one
when so-called New Age (modernity) replaced traditional societies
(pre-modernity) (Dugin 2009: 23-24). Modernity “as a paradigm that
was given birth by the Western Europe in the New Age, represented a
rejection of traditional society. It is an alternative concept brought forth
by the anti-traditional and post-traditional society that has developed a
system of criteria in which science, experience, technical development,
rationalism, criticism and individualism replaced theology, collectivity, faith, dogmatism, holism, intuition, ontologism of the traditional
world” (Dugin 2009: 23).
Western dominance over world politics during the period of modernity resulted in a relationship often described as “the West and the
Rest” or “the West against the rest” (Ferguson 2012; Hantington 2000).
During entire period of modernity West has influenced the overall development of countries and societies across the globe. However, the
difference in relation to the time of the “crash of paradigms” is that the
“West” undoubtedly shows itself as dominant, but not as the only one,
the universal.
Western civilization has influenced other civilizations, but the results of these effects were different in different parts of the world. Nikolay Danilevsky used agricultural terminology and descriptions to explain the process of transferring values from one civilization to another.
He concludes that this can be done in different ways: by transplanting, by fertilization and by grafting (Danilevski 1994: 109-113). The
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rich historical heritage and solid traditional base of other civilizations
were important fact in determining whether in the encounter with the
West’s “fertilization or grafting” of their values, new and special (hybrid) values and moral norms were to be created. This process resulted
in one way in China, in a quite different way in India, and in something
different in Japan.
The triumph of liberalism over communism in the Cold War did
not just mark the final victory of one over the other ideological and
theoretical concept, but a “final” victory of the West. Ever since, the
term “west” is equate to the terms “global” and “universal”. Western
values are increasingly being “transplanted” and rarely “fertilized” or
“grafted” onto other civilizations. Fukuyama’s “the end of history” without a doubt means not only the final triumph of liberal democracy, but
also the final triumph of Western civilization and Western values.
At a time when Fukuyama wrote his work everything indicated that
something like this can happen, because one of the characteristics of
that time was a kind of a “voluntary colonization” in various countries.
This was manifested by a rapid Westernization even in societies that
did not belonged to the West in any way, or had a very limited and oneway communication with the West throughout history.
Post-modernity had its boom with the end of the Cold War and the
collapse of communism. This has left the United States as the world’s
only superpower; assuming a key role in the world. World political system has become unipolar, the time of Pax Americana in which cultural
values of Megalopolis are being spread had begun.
The Culture of Megalopolis
What is the Culture of Megalopolis? As a contrary to the concept
of Polis (by the term Polis here we mean the “great spaces” or “integrated entities” which will be formed around certain regional powers)
that was usually associated with the period of modernity, when the key
factors of international relations were people and nations, with their
cultural heritage, religious and moral values, organizational structure,
national ideas, ideologies and geopolitical objectives in the period of
post-modernity the concept of Megalopolis is being developed. “To
talk from the perspective of Polis means to try to build a collective
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identity of the city to which a soul is attributed /…/ That, of course
does not mean that inside such Polis there are no social stratification,
but it does mean that towards the Other Polis is set as a entity, because
its inhabitants, regardless of the different group and individual identity, when confronted with the Other share the same fate. This presents the main difference between Polis and Megalopolis: for the elite
of Polis (Capital or City) their fellow citizens are considered as human
beings with which they share the place in the same boat. For the elite of
Megalopolis, however, the real residents are just particles of non-individualized bio-mass, and in that way utterly dehumanized: hence in the
concept of Megalopolis there is something truly antihuman /.../ This is
the reason why urban discourse does not want to accept the concept of
Polis or collective identity that simultaneously protects the dignity of
the individual and allows him to communicate with the Other within
that identity and not opposite or against it; allows him to develop his
own creative energy. This concept is a nightmare for urban discourse,
because it exposes its antihuman background and neo-feudal hierarchy
in which money plays a role of origin, the hierarchy which is constantly
seeking to justify and legitimize” (Vladušić 2013: 121)
Megalopolis should assimilate all Poleis in the world as a kind of
a melting pot. A new cultural form would be used to create a single,
global society. This is presented as an urban discourse, the only one
that is capable of ensuring development, technological progress, improvement of living standards and so on. The Culture of Megalopolis
does not imply the existence of the state, nor of the regional powers or
regional geopolitical players. It promotes the unipolar political system,
with a single, global government and the West as a “global metropolis”.
Instead of ideological and theoretical concepts that have existed in
the period of modernity (nationalism, communism, liberalism), an entirely new concept – the Culture of Megalopolis, is being developed
on the foundations of Western liberal universalism! The first step towards the global spread of the Culture of Megalopolis was the inevitable westernization, as a radical split with every kind of traditionalism. The spread of liberal democracy is only a stage in westernization,
which occurs as a precondition for further expansion of the Culture of
Megalopolis.
Alain Touraine properly observes that those who were opposed to
globalization, despite well-founded criticisms, did not realize that it is
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precisely during this period that the multicultural sensibility was established (Turen 2011: 35). Communication between the West and the
rest of the world was a two-way street, so the Western values also went
through some changes. Therefore one can say that Culture of Megalopolis is also shaped by other influences. However, from the point of
view of the “rest”, “the end of history”, as Fukuyama explained it, means
the beginning of unipolarity and Western domination - political, military, economic and cultural. This emphasizes the western dimension of
Megalopolis culture. This is particularly noticeable since the beginning
of the Second Gulf War, when the phase of “abandoning multiculturalism” by the United States came into use, causing an increase in antiAmericanism and anti-Western sentiments in many parts of the world
(Turen 2011: 35-36).
During the 1990’s there was noticeably a rapid westernization in
many Islamic countries. This created the impression that the breakdown of the traditional Muslim society will happen shortly. Fukuyama
remarks that not even Islam, despite its vitality based on a large demographic growth, can resist a liberal democracy and its ideas. He predicts
that the traditional society will suffer defeat even in the Muslim countries (Fukuyama 2002: 69-72).
This phenomenon of accelerated westernization in traditional societies was also noticed in the late seventies by Alexander Zinoviev. He
prophetically warned of the tragic consequences that such a process
can create. In addressing the issue of relationship that traditional societies have towards the “Western values”, he said that the ultimate goal of
“westernization” was not to create economic and social welfare in these
countries or regions, as it was represented (reason why, for the most
part, the others wanted to imitate Western countries and accept “Western values”). According to him the goal of westernization was to bring
these countries to the point where they would lose their capability for
individual development and to include them in the western sphere of
influence, but not as equal and powerful partners but as satellites or
in other words as colonies of the new type. These countries under the
Western rule are intended for the inferior or secondary role (Zinovjev
2002: 308).
In spite of Fukuyama’s optimistic announcements, the practice has
shown that Islamic society is not ready to limit itself to a negligible
role, because of a perception that this would lead to a gradual political,
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economic and cultural peripheralization. Therefore, the resistance of
Muslim countries toward the western liberal universalism grew over
the years, becoming tougher and stronger. This also meant the birth of
resistance towards the Culture of Megalopolis.
A similar process is taking place in other traditional societies (for
example, during 2014, due to the development of the Ukrainian crisis, this became apparent in Russia), although in some cases it is not
so visible. Therefore, with the exception of the western countries, the
Culture of Megalopolis is not becoming a dominant cultural model. In
other parts of the World this culture does leave its imprint and affects
development of forms of social and moral norms, but it is not becoming dominant.
In contrast to the aspirations to spread the postmodern values of
Western civilization, to make the Culture of Megalopolis generally accepted, a policy of Polis is starting to take a leading role in different
parts of the world. Regional powers are being born (in some cases it is
more accurate to say that some powers are making a comeback onto
the world stage), the regional geopolitical players such as China, India,
Brazil, Russia, South Africa, players who have the ambition to transform the structure of the world political system into a multipolar one.
Liberal democracy did win in most of these countries, and in cases
like China, where we cannot speak of liberal democracy, there is at least
liberal capitalism. However, it is noticeable in the actions of these countries that acceptance of liberal democracy and liberal capitalism did not
contribute to their “incorporation” and “integration” into the unipolar
world. Just the contrary, it has created diametrically opposite tendency.
Just like in the case of Islamic traditional society, many other traditional
societies did not want to limit themselves with the peripheral role.
Strategic striving of regional powers toward creation of a multipolar
world is shaped within new economic trends that are manifested in
time of unipolarity. In a number of countries and regions, the unipolar world, westernization and entering into the world of global liberal
capitalism did not bring any economic improvement, on the contrary,
it caused stagnation or even led to some new economic problems. In
the mid-seventies Immanuel Wallerstein distinguished four spheres
of the world economy: metropolis, semi-periphery, periphery and the
rest of the world (Wallerstein 1974). Controlling “symbolic economy”
and financial flows allowed metropolis to direct entire world economy
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leaving regional powers, in the best case, with the possibility of becoming semi-peripheries. The post-Cold War period was marked with the
explosion of so-called financial or symbolic economy, as opposed to
the “real” economy. Instead of trade of goods and services the motor
of the global economy became the constant flow of money. According
to Alexander Zinoviev in the sphere of the world economy “real” and
“symbolic” economies became significantly independent of each other
(Zinovjev 2002: 87-88).
The outcome is that in the first decade of the XXI century we can say
that the members of BRIKS, Mexico, Turkey and Indonesia... belong to
the economic periphery. Wallerstein remarks that what was effective
for the economic metropolis (western metropolis, wider center of the
unipolar world) turned out ineffective in the economic periphery and
economic rest of the world.
The global liberal capitalism, through which postmodernity was
manifested, was not geopolitically neutral, but aimed at establishing
a clear hierarchy and a long-term preservation of unipolar structure
of the world political system. Disagreements, and even open conflicts
between the sole superpower and regional geopolitical players do not
come out of ideological reasons but out of reasons such as: the interests
of big capital, security issues, interests concerning energy security, control of key trade corridors and resource potentials (water, arable land,
minerals and energy).
Geopolitics of Polis
The Culture of Megalopolis, seen from the perspective of regional geopolitical players, could also be understood as an instrument to
conquer the regional powers. The postmodern Culture of Megalopolis “highlights projects of: globalization (globalism) - against classic
bourgeois state; planetary cosmopolitanism - against nation; complete
indifferentism or individual myths creation in the context of neo-spiritualism - against strict guidelines on secularity; arbitrariness of establishing their own relationships with others by each individual - against
humanistic strategy of human rights“ (Dugin 2009: 35).
Just as modernity was focused on overthrowing identity of pre-modernity, the post-modernity is trying to destroy the identity of modernity. Culture of Megalopolis is encouraging the creation of a system in
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which the West would be the “global metropolis”. The West is the center, the functioning core that defines and transmits paradigms of values, economy, etc. These paradigms are becoming “globally accepted”.
According to Thomas Barnet, the rest of the world is divided into three
zones: the zone of connectedness, the not-integrating gap and the zone
of disconnectedness (Barnett 2004).
To some extent, this thesis overlaps with Wallerstein’s conclusions
about the „metropolis of the global economy“ and three zones with
different degree of integration and development. Certainly, this kind
of a setup also means that the existing collective security arrangements
must be changed, entirely new security system is needed. Consequently, from the perspective of regional powers, one can see a direct link
between the spread of values of megalopolis culture and new security
threats.
This is why even thou the cause of conflict is essentially not an ideological one (or it does not need to be) the geopolitical positioning of
new regional powers-Poleis is based on creating distance from the Culture of Megalopolis.
In a time of collapse of paradigms and disappearance of modernity,
Poleis will try to find their own paradigms and to define new patterns
of behavior. Some values, such as free elections or market principles in
the economy are accepted, but they can be used in a way that would
strengthen their own positions and help them in designing their own
development policy instead of contributing to the spread of cultural
values of Megalopolis. In any case, poleis will try to solve their own
economic and social problems in accordance with their own interests.
Geopolitics implies political and economic interconnection of interest in a particular area, but geopolitical unites must also have a certain
closeness in a sphere of social values and moral forms. Due to the synthetic character and multidisciplinary nature of geopolitics, it can be
concluded that this scientific discipline presents a systematic approach
in identifying zones of control, influence and interest in a particular
area, in order to ensure state security, social development and economic stability. Development of Polis culture provides continual and systematic penetration of regional powers influences in their immediate
neighborhood (in this way zones of geopolitical control are formed)
providing them, in a long term, with a state security, social development and economic stability.
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China, India, Brazil and Russia are already working in this direction, looking for the answer in the Culture of Polis. Therefore, the Culture of Polis arises as a tool of Polis geopolitics, and at the same time,
it must provide the answers to many questions to which the Culture of
Megalopolis does not give a satisfactory answer.
Instead of the primarily ideological struggle that took place in the
Cold War, present confrontation line is established between the Culture
of Megalopolis, as a tool of soft power used by the “global core” and the
geopolitics of Polis. This confrontation will have four dimensions: values, economy, resources and security. Thus there is a conflict between
capital of Megalopolis versus capital of Polis; resources of Polis will resist the possibility to fall into the hands of Megalopolis institutions; the
battle for the strategic positioning in the various points of the world will
therefore follow (control of traffic corridors, important strategic points
for defense or attack, etc.).
Even two decades ago, Samuel Huntington warned about possibility
of conflict between the “global metropolis” or “global core” and regional geopolitical players. However, unlike civilizations, as Huntington
defines them, Polis geopolitics can be developed by a greater number
of regional powers from one civilization matrix. Instead of a single Islamic civilization few regional powers emerged with their own Polis
geopolitics -Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Pakistan, Indonesia... Some of
them have irreconcilable interests in certain areas and very complex
history of mutual relations. Hence there is a violent confrontation between Iran and Saudi Arabia on the one hand and Turkey and the Arab
states on the other hand.
The question that remains open is: how will certain Polis geopolitics
look like? This is a difficult question to answer. To a large extent it depends on the role and intensity of traditional values and patterns, but
also on religious and moral principles already built in different societies
(civilizations). It depends on how much the Culture of Megalopolis will
be able to “fertilize” or “graft” new values to the already existing values
of Polis. In the end, it depends on what kind of relationship will be established between the Culture of Megalopolis and geopolitics of a particular Polis-whether it will be cohabitation, coexistence or it will cause
conflicts on a larger scale. In accordance with the foregoing, it can be
concluded that we live in an unpredictable world, in which conflicts
between different regional geopolitical players can happen relatively
frequently, a world in which there will be frequent earthquakes within
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Poleis. Poleis will be placed under pressure of megalopolis, while attempting to define their own values and norms.
Seen from this angle, Fukuyama’s forecast about focusing on solving
world’s economic and social problems seems too optimistic. Today’s
world is less stable and less predictable than the world that existed during the Cold War, and tomorrow’s world will, presumably, be less stable
and less predictable than the one we live in now. The victory of liberal
democracy and liberal capitalism, therefore, did not mark the “end of
history”, in the context in which it is discussed here.
On the contrary, instead of strengthening of unipolar political
system in a world with the ultimate goal of forming a unified world
government, we are faced with development of different geopolitics
of poleis, which tend to form a multipolar structure of the world political system. A change in the structure of the world political system
has never been without major earthquakes and conflicts. One of the
factors that will now play an important role are Culture of Megalopolis and geopolitics of different Poleis.
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Abstract
A year ago, during the devastating floods that hit Serbia, writings of certain users of social networks, characterized as panic spreading and threat to
security, was met with condemnation of public officials. They were led by the
Prime Minister of the Republic of Serbia Aleksandar Vucic. In this paper, we
are trying to carry out a scientific description of the actions of the government,
especially of the Prime Minister, towards one group of social networks users.
The theoretical framework that we are going to use is the theory of securitization, as a normatively neutral analytical framework. The primary method we
are going to apply is critical discourse analysis. We are going to test whether
the Prime Minister of Serbia securitized the activities of certain users of social
networks in the Republic of Serbia, which is the first research question of this
paper. The starting point of this paper is that the Prime Minister did commit
aforementioned securitization. Bearing in mind the different form compared
to traditional securitizing move, another issue to which this work will seek to
provide an answer is what the reasons that led to the successful securitization
were, despite of certain shortcomings in relation to the purely theoretical model
(primarily in terms of “security grammar”). The paper argues that this is due to
the socio-political and socio-linguistic dimension of the context in which the
securitization was carried out.
Keywords: security, securitization, Aleksandar Vucic, social networks,
flooding, Serbia.

Intoduction
In mid-May 2014, the Republic of Serbia was hit by devastating
floods. At its meeting on May 15, the Government of Serbia declared
1 Teaching assistant
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the emergency in the entire territory of the Republic, faced with the
danger of flooding (Vlada Republike Srbije 2014). The best indicator of the natural disaster’s proportions was the data about its consequences (Narodna Skupština Republike Srbije 2014). According to
the official data, presented at the meeting of the Committee on Defence and Internal Affairs of the National Assembly of the Republic of
Serbia, there were a total of 57 injured persons in the municipalities
affected by the floods, while 31,879 people were evacuated (“MUP”
2014). The anniversary of this tragic event is a good opportunity to
draw public attention (especially scientific) to the need for basic research of this event’s many aspects, by applying methodology and
theoretical knowledge of the science of safety.
In this paper we are going to deal with one the aspects of these
events, which, perhaps quite understandably, remained on the sidelines
of discussions in the period during and immediately after the flood. The
reason for this is the fact that the energy of the public, like rarely in the
past, was focused on solidarity and assistance to the most vulnerable.
Yet today, a year after these events, it has been more than enough time
to take into account the actions of the Government, especially of the
Prime Minister, towards the citizens’ activities on social networks in the
period during and immediately after the flood. This issue has become
particularly topical given the context of some allegations of censorship
at the expense of the authorities in Belgrade, which have arrived from
the domestic and some international addresses, such as from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Freedom of
the Media representative (OSCE 2014) or Human Rights Watch (Human Rights Watch 2015).
This paper does not aim to normatively evaluate the Prime Minister’s
actions. The aim of this paper is primarily scientific description of one
aspect of the past events in Serbia. The theoretical framework that will
be used in the paper is the theory of securitization, as a normatively neutral analytical framework. This work is going to test whether the Prime
Minister of Serbia securitized the activities of certain users of social networks in the Republic of Serbia, which is the basic research question of
this paper. This paper is going to try to show that the Prime Minister did
commit the aforementioned securitization. Moreover, bearing in mind
the different form compared to traditional securitizing move, shown
further on, the paper is going to try to explain what the reasons that led
to the successful securitization in this case were, despite the shortcom134
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ings, primarily in terms of the “security grammar”. The paper argues
that this is due to the socio-political and socio-linguistic dimension of
the context in which the securitization was carried out.
The paper’s first part outlines the basic concepts of the theory of
securitization, which are going to be used. In the second part, by applying the scientific methods of discourse analysis, it is tested whether
the Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic securitized the activities of certain
users of social networks in Serbia as a threat to the security of the state
during major floods. In the third part, we are going to try to explain why
the securitization was successful, despite of certain securitizing moves’
shortcomings. The concluding section is going to look back once again
on the key findings of the paper and point out the questions that future
research should process further.
Securitization theory
Securitization theory is intellectually “a child” of the Copenhagen
School of Security Studies, and the key author in the formulation of
the theoretical paradigm was Ole Weaver. According to this theory,
the concept of security is essentially of intersubjective nature (Buzan,
Waiver, de Wilde 1998: 30-31). Whether something is going to be labelled as a security threat, depends on whether there is a speech act by
an actor (mostly political elite), by which such meaning is attached to a
particular phenomenon. When an issue gets the label of security threat,
common game rules in the political process cease to apply to it and it
becomes an issue of “special policies or above politics” (Ibidem: 23).
This whole “process that includes speech construct of security threats
as well as taking special measures to repel them” is called securitization
(Ejdus 2012: 107).
Theorists of Copenhagen School analytically break securitization
into three basic units: 1) reference object - things that are existentially
threatened and whose survival needs to be ensured; 2) securitizing actor
– one whose speech act denotes a phenomenon as a threat to the security of the reference object; 3) functional actor – one that influences the
dynamics of the sector (Buzan, Waiver, de Wilde 1998: 36). In addition
to these units, the essential analytical elements of the securitization process are: audience at which securitizing move is directed by securitizing
actor; special measures, which would not have been applied in the nor135

mal process of political management of certain issues, which are being
used when an issue becomes characterized as a security issue; securitizing move as a speech act that started this process (Ejdus 2012: 107).
In order for this work to succeed in the efforts to respond to its research question, it is necessary to explain two more aspects of the securitization theory. The first one is the criteria for determining the success
of securitization, and the other one is the motives that encourage the
securitizing actor. Evaluating the performance of securitization is based
on proving that there was a securitizing move that legitimized special
measures that will be used against a threat (Buzan, Waiver, de Wilde
1998: 25). Theorists of the Copenhagen School distinguish three conditions for successful securitization: 1) that the speech act adhered to
the “security grammar”; 2) that the actor has a certain social capital; 3)
that the threat presented by an actor is publicly recognized as a threat
(Ibidem: 31-32). Theorist Juha Vuori (2008: 70) points out, in addition,
the importance of the audience to which the actor speaks for successful
securitization.
However, this analytical framework does not take one very important thing into account, and that is the context within which takes place
the process of securitization. Even the concept of security constellations
“which was designed to link across all of the levels and sectors in which
securitizations occur” remained for a long time underdeveloped in Copenhagen School (Buzan, Waever 2009: 256). This paper therefore accepts the importance of socio-linguistic and socio-political context to
which indicates Stritzel (2007: 367), and the importance of the situation
for a successful securitization. Without analyzing the context in which a
particular text appears, it is impossible to understand the discourse and
its effects (Phillips, Hardy 2002: 4). The scientific method, which will be
primarily used is a discourse analysis as a method that seeks knowledge
of the constructive effects of the discourse (the way that it creates social
reality) through systematic qualitative analysis of the text (Ibidem: 4).
The paper is going to analyze Aleksandar Vucic’s text or speech about
the activities of certain users of social networks and their integration
into the security discourse.
Social networks and floods in Serbia 2014
In this section of the paper we are going to try to determine whether
the Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic (as securitizing actor)
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made a securitizing move, which labelled the activities of individuals
(who wrote about the large number of casualties in Obrenovac during
the flood) on social networks as a threat to the state of Serbia and its
citizens (the reference object), and whether special measures have been
implemented to repel this threat. If all these conditions are fulfilled, that
constitutes a successful securitization.
On May 16 in the morning, after water had leaked in the power substations, Obrenovac remained without electricity (“Poplave u Beogradu”
2014). Due to the inability to recharge their mobile phones, and breaking of land telephone lines, communication with the residents of Obrenovac soon became extremely difficult. Media teams were not able to
move about independently through the town, because, due to water that
flooded the city streets, moving was possible only by amphibian vehicles
and boats. Finally, on May 20, the press, as well as all other persons who
were not on the list made up by the authorities, were formally banned
from entering the town (Gedošević 2014).
Due to such circumstances, there were no reliable media reports
from Obrenovac and the situation on location could only be learned
through official statements of the state bodies. In such an atmosphere,
there was considerable doubt about the official version of the events and
the circulation of information, inter alia, through social networks, on a
large number of victims in Obrenovac, much higher compared to the
official data. “The government is lying to us. The number of victims of
floods is 1000, not 33”, was one of the phrases that was flying through social networks in this period (“Siniša mali umalo podavio Obrenovčane”
2014). There were many who relied on the evacuees’ confessions, or
the statements of the Gendarmerie, Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (SAJ),
Counter-Terrorist Unit (PTJ), the Army of Serbia... Thus, one Twitter
user claimed, referring a SAJ member as a source of information in the
further conversation: “The disaster that befell Obrenovac must not be
shown on TV. Corpses are floating all over the place, you cannot even
imagine the horror there” (Twitter 2014). Jelena Macic, a makeup artist
with a host of followers and friends on Facebook wrote on her profile
that there were many dead in Obrenovac and that “trucks were transporting corpses ... like in a production line (...)” (Facebook 2014).
Social networks, however, were not the only media through which
such information were spreading. The “Kurir” daily, for example, on the
front page of its Sunday, May 18, 2014 edition, put in very large font
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letters, the following title: “Unprecedented tragedy: Dead bodies float
through Obrenovac” (“Nezapamćena tragedija” 2014). Even Prime
Minister Aleksandar Vucic said, at the open government session, which
was broadcast live: “This is a tragedy unprecedented in the history of
Serbia”, and that the number of victims will not be disclosed until the
situation calms down, adding only that “we have significant casualties”
(Antonić, Vukadinović 2014). However, despite initial statements on
“significant casualties”, which, combined with “tragedy” discourse, left
plenty of room for wide speculations on the number of victims in future
days, Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic responded to the information
on the number of victims in Obrenovac and the alleged removal of the
bodies, which emerged on social networks “from reliable sources”.
The Prime Minister, first, on May 19, 2014 said in Obrenovac that
people who are “spreading falsehoods on the Internet”, on the social
networks, in fact, “wish evil and bad things for their country and their
people” (Nacionalni dnevnik 2014). He pointed to the consequences, i.e.
dangers arising from such behaviour. The Prime Minister said that even
450 teams were sent following 450 reports and that in all cases it was
found that “those were lies”, so that a lot of energy was therefore lost (Ibidem). A little later, on May 28, 2014, the Prime Minister reiterated that
the information on the number of victims and burning the Obrenovac
residents’ bodies in Lazarevac, circulating on social networks were complete disinformation (“Vučić: ne spaljujemo leševe u Lazarevcu” 2014).
He said that such misinformation were provided by the people “who do
not think well of Serbia and its people”. (Jovičić 2014)
We believe that these two statements were a securitizing move by the
Prime Minister as a securitizing actor. Those who by their actions do
not think well, or “wish evil and bad things” for Serbia and its people,
actually are a threat to Serbia and its people. This speech act of the Prime
Minister constructed an enemy (certain users of social networks), whose
action threaten the reference object (Serbia and its people). What, however, was missing, and is otherwise usual for a securitizing move, was a
clear call for the defence, or emphasizing the importance of the reference
object’s defence, or the implementation of special measures against the
threat that endangers it, according to Prime Minister Vucic’s discourse.
Equally, the threat was not explicitly marked as vital.
Soon, the special measures against “those who do not wish good to
Serbia and its citizens” were implemented. First, the Ministry of Inter138
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nal Affairs (MIA), by order of the Prosecutor’s Office, began to conduct interviews with those who were suspected of having committed
the crime of “spreading panic”. For example, two days after the mentioned Prime Minister’s statement, on May 21, makeup artist Jelena
Macic announced on her Facebook profile that she was questioned by
the police about her writings on this social network (Facebook 2014).
Parallel with the other aforementioned statement by the Prime Minister, on May 28, the members of the MIA forces detained three people
on suspicion that they had committed the same offense against public
order and peace (Maglajlija 2014).
Those measures are special in a sense that they mean suspension of
regular “rules of the game”, which allow broad freedom of speech, guaranteed by the Article 46 of the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia
(Ustav Republike Srbije: član 46). Paragraph 2 of the same Article envisages the possibility of suspension of this right, inter alia, in the case
of necessity for protection of the “national security of the Republic of
Serbia” (Ibidem). One of the legal acts of lower legal force that concretized this provision is the Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia,
which in its Article 343, introduces the criminal act of “causing panic
and disorder” (Krivični zakonik Republike Srbije: član 343). In this case,
the Prosecution assessed that there were enough elements to suspend
the normal validity of the rules, in accordance with the Constitutional
procedure, filed an indictment against the three persons for spreading
panic, ordered them into custody, and issued the MIA an order to invite
a larger number of people for questioning.
It is important to emphasize that the Prosecution implemented these
special measures only against specific users of social networks, the group
securitized by the Prime Minister as a threat, as someone “who does not
think well of Serbia and its people”. Other actors who conveyed similar
messages, such as the aforementioned case of the daily “Kurir’s” front
page, or published information on how the water in Belgrade was not
fit for drinking (and thus encouraged irrational accumulation of bottled
water by the non-threatened, at the time when it was needed for the
threatened population) in the daily newspaper “Blic”, were not affected
by these special measures, i.e. they were not accused of spreading panic
(Apostolovski 2014). This fact further emphasizes the importance of the
Prime Minister’s securitizing move in the process of special measures’
implementation.
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We conclude that the process of securitization, in this case, was a
success. Special measures were implemented, preceded by a securitizing
move that legitimized these measures. It should be emphasized that the
securitizing move itself, however, had an unusual shape.
Why Was Securitization Successful?
The question is, however, how did this relatively mild securitizing
move, without the use of all common elements of the “security grammar”, lead to a successful securitization? We believe that the reason for
this outcome lies in the special circumstances in which the statement
was made, i.e. in its context. In order to provide an answer to this question, we are going to analyze whether the theoretically isolated conditions for successful securitization were met in this case.
First, the grammar of security, as already stated, was not explicitly
used, i.e. the Prime Minister’s speech contained no such words as “point
of no return, existential threat, survival, heavy but necessary steps (...)”
(Ejdus 2012: 108). The Prime Minister did not explicitly called for the
use of special measures, despite the fact that such practice can often be
found in his discourse . However, these ideas are implicitly included and
legible in the Prime Minister’s speech, especially if we take into account
the context in which these words were said. The very mention of some
entity whose actions bring evil and bad things to Serbia and its citizens
means it is a threat to the country and its citizens.
The socio-political context in which this implicit statement was made
was the emergency, thus almost the entire state but also significant social
resources were used in the fight against the devastating impact of the
floods and other associated natural disasters, such as landslides. Therefore, the Prime Minister’s explanation of the harmful consequences of
such behaviour, which leads to a “loss of energy” of the state (at the time
when its full capacity is needed to protect the lives and property of the
citizens) implicitly but clearly, gives this threat the character of an existential one.
The socio-linguistic context was such that in this period the use of
security grammar descriptions dominated in a part of the authorities.
In their analysis of the Prime Minister’s speech at the first session of the
Serbian Government’s Emergency Headquarters, which was broadcast
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live on television, Slobodan Antonic and Djordje Vukadinovic (2014)
pointed to the use of descriptions such as “disastrous”, “cataclysmic”,
“horrifying”, “unbelievable”, “not for people”... The whole period since
the beginning of the flood was dominated by the security grammar and
the discourse of disaster and struggle for the vulnerable Serbia. In this
situation, each new threat or risk is considered as particularly dangerous, bearing in mind that the reference object (Serbia and its citizens)
have already reached an exceptional level of threat.
Therefore, taking into account the Prime Minister’s discourse
throughout the period of the flood, it was not necessary to emphasize
the vulnerability of the reference object, which was now threatened by
“those who do not wish well” on the social networks and who spread
panic, in addition to all the other challenges, risks and threats it faced in
this period. Using constructs that someone “does not wish well to Serbia
and its citizens”, and that they wish “evil and bad things”, established a
connection with broader socio-linguistic and discursive context, which
carried a bunch of emotions and associations of Serbia’s suffering in
the days of floods, and that connection compensated for the lack of the
aforementioned constructs that are common for a securitizing move.
The second condition, the securitizing actor’s social capital, was
completely fulfilled. The Prime Minister has indisputable political legitimacy, as the head of the executive, further reinforced by the fact that
he is the president of the party which, only two months before the flood,
achieved landslide victory in parliamentary elections. In addition, the
Prime Minister pretends to supplement his legitimacy by specific expertise, i.e. by self-confident expression of possessing knowledge in different areas, such as in emergency situations, which perhaps was best
manifested with the statement that he would explain to the Chief of
the General Staff how to defend Sabac (“Sednica Republičkog štaba za
vanredne situacije” 2014). These factors made Vucic by far the most important actor in Serbia endangered by the floods.
It should be noted that in the specific socio-political context due to
the emergency situation, the Prime Minister’s words gained even more
importance. His statements were transmitted more often than usual, especially during the emergency, bearing in mind the changes of certain
television program schedules and concentrating on reporting in relation to the events surrounding the flood. Therefore, the media gained
further importance as a functional securitization actor in this situation.
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This is a circumstance that is also in favour of the successful securitization in this case.
Finally, the third condition, that a threat is accepted as such by the
public, and that “threatening associations must be related to something
for it to be securitized”, was partially fulfilled (Ejdus 2012: 108). The condition of enormous vulnerability of the reference object (Serbia and its
citizens), has already been considered, and in such a situation, each new
threat is potentially very destructive and raises a bunch of association,
regardless of the nature of the threat. However, it is difficult to determine
precisely to what extent the threatening associations were connected in
public with the statements that spread panic on social networks. Social
networks are, first of all, a new phenomenon, so these challenges and
issues have not been dealt with in crisis situations in Serbia. However,
this does not mean that there was no mention of this kind of threat in
the public. Criticism of spreading false or partial information came to
the front pages of certain newspapers, such as the “Politika” newspaper
(Apostolovski 2014). The threats of “disinformation, especially on the
Internet media” were mentioned by other relevant actors, such as the
Defence Minister Bratislav Gasic, who said that all the time during the
flood “the fight against misinformation was also led” (“Gašić: Vodili smo
borbu i protiv dezinformacija” 2014). This state’s need to “fight” with
misinformation suggests the use of security discourse in connection
with this issue by other actors, not only by the Prime Minister, which
certainly affected the performance of his securitizing move.
However, there were a large number of those who did not agree and
did not accept the legitimacy of labelling the writing on the social networks as a security threat. The Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and the Ombudsman have expressed doubts about the
justification of the prosecution’s case (Spaić 2014: 3; Vučenić 2014). The
Independent Association of Journalists of Serbia offered free legal aid to
the “panic-raisers” (“Gašić: Vodili smo borbu i protiv dezinformacija”
2014). Numerous civil society organizations, such as the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights (YUCOM) publicly and openly took the side
of protecting the right to freedom of speech, and against punishing individuals for allegedly spreading panic (Bujošević 2014). Some intellectuals even appealed to the prosecution of the Prime Minister, for the
same offense (Bećković 2014a). Finally, part of the Internet community
reacted, among other things, to these events, by launching the campaign
“In the face of censorship” (Gligorijević 2014).
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It cannot, therefore, be said that the threat was accepted by the entire
general public. However, as already mentioned in the theoretical part, all
citizens are not always the audience or the target group of every securitizing move. It is possible that in this case the primary target group was
the one that fosters distrust, and perhaps even fear of social networks as
a form of communication, not the users of social networks or human
rights experts. This does not mean that the securitizing move was not
intended for other citizens, but it is likely that this was the primary audience for the securitizing move that could lead to the formation of the
attitude that it was really necessary to implement special measures and
punish those who by their actions threatened Serbia and its citizens.
Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the conditions for the successful securitization still existed. Although not all elements of security
grammar were used, they were used in a “mosaic”, but still recognizable sense. Bearing in mind the context, this more implicit vocabulary
was sufficient for the effective securitizing move. Exceptional social
capital of the securitizing actor led to this act being extremely successful
in the speed of implementing the special measures, for which he had a
solid and fertile ground in the perceptions of a part of the population.
However, special measures were limited in scope (eventually only three
persons were indicted and detained) and time (they were soon released
from custody). The reason for this was probably the reaction of many
actors, such as independent administrative authorities, the Commissioner and the Ombudsman, who undermined the legitimacy of the use
of these measures. However, the proceedings against the so far accused
will be conducted, and the Prime Minister subsequently reiterated in
the National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia that “nonsense and fictions” that “inflict so much damage to Serbia” cannot be attributed to
the freedom of speech, thus once again underlining the legitimacy of
the state bodies’ acts against the performers of such actions (Bećković
2014b).
Conclusion
This paper concludes that Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic
performed securitization of individual actions on the social networks
that talked about a large number of victims and the removal of victims
from Obrenovac. By his statements of May 19 and 28 the Prime Min143

ister performed securitizing move and marked this group as a threat
to the security of Serbia and its citizens. They discursively legitimated
special measures against these groups, first as the questioning, and then
apprehension, custody and indictments for writing on social networks,
which in usual circumstances (absence of threats) would not be legitimate. What stands out as a special conclusion is a remarkable capacity of the Prime Minister, bearing in mind his social capital, as well
as the usual discourse he uses to act as a securitizing actor. The securitization moves in his case may be, as in this example, implicit and
“mosaic”, but still producing the same effects.
This research leaves plenty of room for the future researchers of
this topic. First of all, it would be very useful to make a comparative
study of the other speech acts of the Prime Minister in this period,
which have the elements of securitizing moves, such as, for example,
the securitization of the water level of the Sava near Sabac, for which
were used special measures of calling a large number of volunteers
from Belgrade to help, despite the large number of the residents of
Sabac (“Sednica Republičkog štaba za vanredne situacije“ 2014). Determining the motives and goals of this securitization would be also
a major undertaking, which would require the full engagement of researchers and adequate resources available in order to reach reliable
primary sources about the motives of the securitizing actors in this
process. Finally, it would be very useful to empirically determine the
degree of the Prime Minister’s inclination towards securitization and
riskization in his activities, by the analysis of his discourse from the
moment of his coming to power. It would also be useful to examine the role of the media, as the functional agents in the processes
in which the Prime Minister was the securitizing actor. All such researches would have undoubted scientific and social justification, and
this work can serve as a basis for the work of the future researchers of
these topics, which depart from this theoretical paradigm.
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Abstract
The socialist welfare states of Serbia and Montenegro have been gradually
developing in the post War period. Despite the new, Marxist paradigms, the
welfare states were embeded in the previously existing social “infrastructures.”
Therefore, the paper starts from the institutional theoretical framework and
especially, path dependence concept, with a view to exploring the trajectory
of changes in the welfare states from capitalism to socialism. The focus of the
paper is on social insurance principle and welfare providers. While there was a
path reproduction regarding the social insurance, there were variations regarding the welfare providers.
Key words: labourers, social insurance, socialism, welfare state.

Introduction
The year of 1929 denoted two negative developments for the Kingdom of Yugoslavia: the end of a liberal political system due to the abolition of the Vidovdan Constitution by the King Aleksandar Karađorđević
and the introduction of his autocratic rule as well as the end of its economic development due to the world economic crisis which literally
destroyed the Yugoslav’s fragile industrial growth. Clearly, the econom1 Professor
ana.cekerevac@fpn.bg.ac.rs
2 Assistant Professor
natalija.perisic@fpn.bg.ac.rs
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ic and political contexts of welfare provision were highly unfavourable,
while the governing ideology on social policy was based on positivist
views which were in favour of reforms with a view to alleviating social problems within the existing systems. Contrary to that, the labour
movements were inspired by socialist values and therefore primarily engaged in solving social problems of labourers and poor farmers.
Their activities were motivated by a radical and more rapid improvement of living and working conditions, however without a developed
and consistent theoretical framework of national scholars.
The end of the II World War denoted the beginning of the development of the socialist society, which required changes in the then existing
political, economic and social structures. The ideological fundamentals
of reforms were contained in the Marxism, with subsequent modifications by a specific socialist self–management concept, which resulted
in the so–called soft socialism or socialism with a human face. During
the socialism, the welfare state programmes were defined extensively in
terms of their (at least declarative) orientation toward the totality of living and working conditions of the population (Lakićević 1991). Albeit
the welfare state was based on Bismarck’s principles of social insurance,
it was redefined by the elements of redistribution and equality, with the
dominant role of the Government and Communist Party in the welfare
provision and monopolistic position of public agencies.
The main intention of the paper is to research into the quality of
changes in the welfare state, i.e. to contrast and to “contrast” capitalism
against socialism and to find the connecting points and linkages, as
well as the differences, between the two of the abovementioned phases.
In doing so, the authors structured the paper into four sections. The
first section is focused on the path dependency theory, in order to provide for a basis for the understanding of obstacles and opportunities
for the developments in the welfare sector in the period from 1929 to
1956. The second section presents the views of national social policy
of impact on the social policy creation and practice during the time.
It is followed by the analysis of the evolution of welfare institutions in
the mentioned period in the societies of Serbia and Montenegro in the
third section. The final, fourth section brings to the focus the dominant
welfare providers, their main activities and vulnerable groups.
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1. Theorizing Path dependence concept
This section highlights the path dependence concept, one of potentially applicable frameworks to the development of welfare institutions
in Serbia and Montenegro in the period from 1929 to 1956. Although
analysts are inclined to invoke this concept, its clear definitions are rare
(Pierson 2000: 252). Outside the world of social sciences, research on
economics of technological change highlighted some of the circumstances conducive to path dependence, the most persuading examples
being the QWERTY keyboard and VHS videotape format. Along with
that, mathematics of probability offered another argument in favour of
path dependence concept, presented with the Paul Pierson’s use of the
“Polya Urn” (Pierson 2001; Greener 2002; Harrison, Dowswell, Pollitt,
Bal, Jerak–Zuiderent 2008).
In the common interpretations related to political science, path dependence means that current and future states, actions and decisions
depend on the path of previous states, actions and decisions. The adoption of the looser definition helps us to avoid a strong determinism,
and at the same time, provides us with a useful knowledge of causal relationship between present and past measures. But, on the other hand,
it seems too loose for the practical application and barely mirrors common belief that “history matters”.
James Mahoney criticises vague definitions of path dependence
that say little more than “history matters”. To define the concept only
as a form of ’path analysis’ does not demonstrate why path-dependent
patterns and sequences merit special attention, he claims. Instead, Mahoney defines path dependence specifically as “’historical sequences in
which contingent events set into motion institutional patterns or event
chains that have deterministic properties’. This implies that the identification of path dependence involves both tracing a given outcome back
to a particular set of historical events, and showing how these events
are themselves contingent and cannot be explained on the basis of prior
historical conditions. In consequence, since contingency cannot be established without theory, the specification of path dependence is always a theory-laden process, meaning that ’deviant case studies’, which
analyse cases where an outcome predicted by theory did not occur,
offer one interesting form of analysis of path dependence” (Mahoney
2000: 507–8).
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There are, however, narrower and stronger interpretations that insist on the fact that the proceeding steps in a particular direction induce the further movement in the same direction (Pierson 2000). This
view is reflected in the approach of Paul Pierson, whose interpretation
is “more or less mid–way between strong and weak path dependence”
(Timonen 2003: 25). His increasing returns argumentation, as summarized by the author, is such as follows:
“Specific patterns for timing and sequence matter; starting from
similar conditions, a wide range of social outcomes may be possible;
large consequences may result from relatively ‘small’ or contingent
events; particular courses of action, once introduced, can be virtually
impossible to reverse; and consequently, political development is often
punctuated by critical moments or junctures that shape the basic contours of social life” (Pierson 2000: 251).
Based on Brain Arthur’s argumentation, Pierson offers a four–dimensional explanation to this “behaviour”: large set–up or fixed costs,
learning effects, coordination effects and adaptive expectations (Pierson 2001: 415), tending to have lock–in implications.
Path dependence can be positioned at different levels, from the
institutional, to the cultural and the socio-economic levels. Pierson
mainly concentrates at the institutional and socio-structural levels, explaining that there are three characteristics of politics, which makes it
susceptible to increasing return processes: density of institutions, collective actions problems and complexity of political processes (Pierson
2000). Policies and institutions are naturally highly resistant to changes
and history often has a very strong influence on future developments.
There is a strong inertia within the political organizations that represent an important barrier to change, and significantly contributes to
drawing from pre-existing solutions, rather than considering the new
ones (Pierson 2000). The very issue is often what North calls “the interdependent web of an institutional matrix” (North 1990) which produces massive increasing returns. This implies that the probability of
further proceeding along a particular path increases with time as the
benefits of doing so increase, or the costs of exit become more prohibitive (North 1990). The path dependent process will often be the most
powerful not at the level of individual organization or institutions, but
more at the macro level that involves complementary configurations of
organizations and institutions.
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This does not mean that changes are impossible, “but that it will be
bounded change” (Pierson 2000: 265). The world is not static, major
breakthroughs are realistic and Peter Graefe brings into the arena the
question of “how social forces intervene to re–articulate institutions in
order to make new trajectories possible” (Graefe 2004: 7). Here, Ruane and Todd’s requirements for the demonstration of actual existence
of path dependence are useful. They required a clear identification of
three sets of factors: a phenomenon that is claimed to be path dependent; a “critical juncture”; and mechanisms in support to the lock-in
effect (Graefe 2004: 7). Having in mind the complex nature of each of
the factors, one can confront numerous methodological problems in
the analysis driven by this concept. It means that in order to understand the welfare state restructuring and reforms, among other things,
the mayor “critical junctures” have to be identified. The term has been
subjected to wide interpretations. Certain scholars interpret them in
terms of “brief and small events that occur at the very beginning of
the temporal process under examination” (Cheiladaki-Liarokapi 2007:
9–10), contrary to others thinking of them as “important events such
as wars, natural disasters or economic collapses” (Spiker 2013: 325).
While it seems that their “magnitude” is not that important, their essential characteristic is “their ‘openness’ and ‘permissiveness’ compared
to the ‘closed’ and ‘coercive’ nature of the later stages” (Pierson 2004:
51). Competing views in the interpretations of other of the abovementioned factors brings into the arena additional difficulties in the analysis. Still, many developments in social policy have been placed satisfactorily into the context of the path dependence concept. The most
frequently presented example of path dependent development is of
pension policies. The end result of the argumentation is that the public
pillar will be very hard to be reformed, contrary to recently introduced
other pillar(s) (Cousins 2005: 165).
2. Theoretical background to national social policies
At the beginning of the period in question of this paper, but also for
longer, social policy theory in Serbia and Montenegro was existent to a
limited extent, within the broader underdevelopment of social sciences in the two societies in general. What’s even more, the reflections of
the theories and evidence to social policy practice (i.e. regulations and
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measures) were also limited, if any. First of all, the scholars dealing with
social policy were rather rare and second, their theoretical contributions were fragmented. Unsurprisingly, they frequently agreed on the
facts and the need to take social policy measures, however, with differences on the types of measures to be implemented, depending on their
acceptance of classical civil theories or Marxist views on society. In the
text that follows, theoretical contributions of Dragoljub Jovanović, Ilija
Perić, Ivan Vujošević and Slobodan Vidaković are to be presented as an
illustration of the social policy topics debated by theorists more or less
prone to Marxist ideas in the societies before the Second World War.
Dragoljub Jovanović placed the focus of social policy on those who
are socially weak, defined as “all those whose survival or development
is jeopardized due to their weak economic position […] and social
policy is therefore a defence of economically and socially weak from
capitalists and capitalism […] conceived as a sum of public efforts and
measures with a view to protecting socially weak from the exploitation
by socially stronger and making them capable for the economic and
overall fight in the life” (Jovanović 1931: 2-3).
Jovanović’s left and activist position is clear from the above statements, but it is even more pronounced in his thoughts on the roles
of social policy in capitalist and socialist societies. He starts from the
claim that the social policy is much more compatible with the aims and
values of a socialist order, to conclude that
“the social policy looks very much like socialism. Therefore many
say: realize social policy to its ends, and you will have socialism. Other,
less prone to such an idea say: who is in favour of social policy, he works
on behalf of socialism, intentionally or unintentionally” (Jovanović
1931: 24).
Within the context of capitalism, Jovanović was especially interested
in the role that social policy had in its transformation as a consequence
of the Great economic depression. He thought that the crisis from 1929
to 1934 brought the liberal capitalism to an end and that it calls for the
state interventions in economy and social policy. The argumentation
for this, he found in the US New Deal Package under the President
Franklin Roosevelt (Lakićević 1976: 26).
Ilija P. Perić put a lot of his efforts into the definition of social policy
and analysis of social regulations. He classified social regulations in two
types: the narrow one and the wide one. Social regulations in the nar154
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row sense relate to the labour legislation, i.e. labour relations, safety at
work and social insurance, while the social regulations in the broader sense relate to the protection of the poor, materially deprived and
those incapable of work, elderly, handicapped soldiers and children
(Lakićević 1978: 262-263). Perić was interested in social policy practice
as a form of an applied social policy “presenting a sum of all those measures taken by the public authority or individuals under the auspice of
the public authority, with a view to spiritual enriching and economic
protecting of the population as wide as possible” (Perić 1931: 5-6).
Ivan Vujošević used the term of socially weak as the focus of social
policy, however with significant modifications to its meaning, compared to Jovanović. An “innovation” is that the socially weak also include “those who are not economically weak […], i.e. those who could
have better life than they currently have, but who cannot or do not want
to make it better” (Vujošević 1940: 5). He thought that the state should
not be the only, but that it should be the main welfare provider. The
state should transfer some of its obligations to the local communities
(municipalities and duchies) and functional communities (social insurance services and employment services), but also to the humanitarian organizations (which were conceived as public-private institutions
of that time).
Slobodan Vidaković compared the characteristics of the national
social policy during the period before and after the First World War to
conclude that the social policy of the 1930s clearly reflects the consequences of the crisis. Contrary to its low visibility prior to the crisis, it is
“no longer a political décor, nor party nobles, but the basic and obligatory state wisdom par excellence” (Vidaković 1932: 43). He found the
reasons for that in aggravated social problems and increasingly stronger
labour movement. The position of the children, especially of labourers
and of the poor, he saw as the most striking social problem in the society, along with the position of apprentices (Lakićević 1976: 37).
In his introduction to the characteristics of Social Policy Thought
between the two wars in Yugoslavia, Dušan Lakićević writes that
“underdeveloped and without significant heritage from the national
level, and therefore, mostly inspired by the practice and thoughts out
of the country, especially of Western European countries, social policy
thought of ex-Yugoslavia reflected social and economic conditions and
intellectual climate in the country, while the different interpretations
resulted from different ideological orientations of the scholars, with
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divergent thinking of the contents, roles, aims and methods of social
policy” (Lakićević 1976: 9).
However weak, the impact of Jovanović, Perić, Vujošević and
Vidaković, but also of other scholars, was not confined only to the
period before the Second World War. It was reflected in the period
after the War to the extent of the presence of Marxism-like premises
in their views on social policy.
Another, more striking characteristic of the national social policy
theory in the post-War period (all the way until the end of the period
in the focus of this paper) is an absence of national scholars, but dominant, if not exclusive presence of the thoughts of Karl Marx, Friedrich
Engels and Vladimir Ilic Lenin, albeit within the interpretation of the
Communist Party, personified by Josip Broz Tito, the President of Yugoslavia. Unsurprisingly, all of the mentioned translated into a coherent,
Marxist theoretical background, with consequent rejection and negligence of any of the alternative views, most notably in the 1940s, but also
at the beginning of the 1950s. This period was characterized by strong
resilience to any of the modifications of the hard core Marxism in the
Party’s interpretation. This is reflected, among other things, when taking into the perspective the society’s planning and development fundamentals (and activities). The period after the War was characterized by
the Soviet-type, the so-called administrative (central) planning, which
lasted until 1950. The national position was made somewhat softer
already after the Tito-Stalin split in 1948, which strongly reduced the
impact of the Russian doctrines in all spheres of the society, and also in
social policy. The second phase started with the introduction of the labourers’ self-management concept in 1951-52 to be amended with the
global planning from 1953 to 1965 (Lakićević, Gavrilović 2012).
Another characteristic of the post-War period was that the practice
was much more in the spotlight, than the theory and evidence. One of
the illustrative views of the social policy immediately after the War was
that of Tito:
“Social policy measures taken […] can be comprehended per se,
since the labour class, first by taking into their hands the power, and
then the production means, has been implementing their economic
and social provision and at the same time liberating all labourers, without conquering anyone. Social policy measures are an instrument of
such liberation” (Lakićević 1978: 317).
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This directly reflected one of the three fundamental values of Marxism, that of freedom and liberation, the remaining two being equality and solidarity (Nedović 1995: 101-113). Somewhat paradoxically,
social policy (and social work) were seen in the first post-War years
as incompatible to the socialist order. “Although social work, health
care and family policies may look humanitarian – and those employed
within such services are invariably well-intentioned – they help to drive
an economic system where everything is judged according to its market value” (Fitzpatrick 2011: 139). However, their role was justified in
terms of the national society in transition from capitalism to socialism,
with social policy in need to solve the social problems inherited from
capitalism, which will disappear once the socialism becomes reality.3
Therefore, the governing ideology became social automatism – summarized in the analysis of Vlado Puljiz in the following words: “It was
thought that there is a salvation formula for all problems, a sort of a
panacea, and that is ‘the development of the socialist order’” (Puljiz
2008: 22). In connection to that, starting from the requirement on the
so-called dialectic development of the society, Marxism was principally
in compliance with the public welfare system, as an instrument for the
realization of ideological aims, and not the aim per se (Dixon, Hyde
2001). Regarding the equality, the same as the liberation, it requires a
revolutionary change of the society: abolition from private property
and class divisions based on it. Furthermore, it is connected to the principles of: “from each according to their abilities” and “to each according
to their needs.” Finally, solidarity is objective per Marx, existing out of
an individual: “from the individual and human, through the ideological and political-cultural, the idea of solidarity is brought to the level
of class solidarity, strived to be interpreted by Marx as the ‘objective
solidarity’ of the labour class and expressed in the principle – call ‘Labourers of the world, unite!’” (Nedović 1995: 112).

3 Darja Zaviršek explained this shift toward the introduction of education for social work
from the aspect of the ideological rift with the USSR. “When the Yugoslav communists
ended their close relationship with Stalin, they were forced to find other political allies,
and linked themselves with the United States in the social field” (Zaviršek 2008: 739).
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3. Welfare institutions from capitalism to socialism
The welfare legislation was first enacted at the end of the XIX and
the beginning of the XX century. However, only at the beginning of
the 1920s it was supposed to become regulated at the state, and not at
the local levels, with the view to encompassing increasingly more and
numerous “categories” of the population.
Generally important for the welfare states of Serbia and Montenegro of that time is that they accepted Bismarck’s doctrine and set up
and subsequently arranged their welfare institutions around the social
insurance principle. It resulted in the construction of the welfare state
oriented towards benefits and not services, covering basic social risks
in cases of old-age, disability, unemployment and poverty, with strong
reflections of someone’s status on the labour market, i.e. to put it into
Esping-Andersen’s description of corporatist regime: “rights were attached to class and status” (Esping-Andersen 1990: 27). At the same
time, it led to the creation of the male-breadwinner model, due to the
orientation toward the employment of more productive labour force.
It was the Law on Insurance of Labourers of May 14, 1922 that introduced the state-wide social insurance rights for all employees, including volunteers; students in industry, in the workshops of public teaching institutes and vocational schools; sailors, persons working abroad
and persons dealing with handicraft at their homes. In general, the Law
was “relatively progressive for the period of its enactment” (Puljiz 2008:
14). However, there are two important specifics, i.e. limitations of this
Law. First, it did not cover two huge categories of that time: farmers
and miners (albeit the latter were covered by a special Law specific of
this industry, based on the mutual societies inherited from the previous
period). Therefore, the centralized principle of social insurance was not
implemented to the fullest extent, due to the existence of mutual societies with their own funds. Second, the general note, its implementation
was delayed and actually started as late as on June 1, 1937 (Zavod za socijalno osiguranje 2015) or alternatively September 1, 1937 (Lakićević
1976). Two developments were in connection with the delay of the Law
implementation: 1) employers refused to pay contributions for old-age
insurance, for the sake of “in case of the implementation of the rule on
contributions, the state would confront the economic collapse” and 2)
“the state itself practically jeopardized the centralist rule by exempting
from the payment obligation all civil servants” (Lakićević 1976: 95-96).
According to Puljiz’s interpretation, the state did not have powers to
effectuate the collection of contributions at its territory (Puljiz 2008).
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Therefore, all the way until 1937, the social insurance principle was not
actually implemented in the country as a whole and there were no insurance based benefits paid out.
The insurance based rights of the Law of 1922 covered the risks
from the old-age, disease, disability, work injury and death, and not
unemployment. They were supposed to be financed from the contributions of employees and employers, while the state would not have the
financing role.4
Regarding the risk of unemployment, it was covered by the Financial Law of 1927/28 which stipulated “the protection of unemployed in
terms of granting cash benefits to those who stay without a job and also
one lump sum benefits and travel allowances” (Vuković 2009: 176).
This area was not covered by social insurance per se, but it had more of
the characteristics of social assistance, or social care, to use the term of
the time it was enacted. Ilija Perić qualified them as “a combined system based on intervention self-help, i.e. self-help of a forced character
for certain groups of labourers” (Perić 1931: 310).
On the other hand, social care was regulated by the Law on Miserable, Elderly and Weak of 1922 which proclaimed the public care on
them. Apart from the proclamation, little was done by the state. The
legal regulations were rather vague, conferring high discretionary powers to the local communities. There were no actually rights to social
care, but the only possibility of its effectuation. This is demonstrated
by the description of social care activities in Belgrade, the capital of
Yugoslavia:
“The municipality of Belgrade, even though it seems it had the best
developed social care service, could not solve even the most acute problems […] ‘The problem of social care in the municipality gets increasingly worse and severe … So, Belgrade, the town with the strongest
economic activities, becomes to get the image of a town of absolute
poverty’ […] In 1935 there were in total 6 180 absolutely poor families
with the total number of 19 784 members (the number of inhabitants
of that time was 305 176). Only 765 families were granted with certain
benefits” (Lakićević1976: 74-75).
4 Health insurance contributions ranged from 34% to 42% of the daily wage of an insured
person per week, depending on the health risks to employees, while the pension insurance
contributions amounted to 18% of the daily wage of an insured person per week, i.e. 3%
per day (Lakićević 1978)
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During the Second World War the acquired rights were retained, at
least declaratively. The vivid activities of the Communist Party and the
People’s liberation committees during the War and especially towards
its end, along with the establishment of the Trustee for Social Policy
in 1943, resulted in enactment of the Law on the Implementation of
Social Insurance in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia already on May
2, 1945 which unified the social insurance system in the country. It enabled the creation and adoption of regulations which broadened the
eligibility criteria, by covering farmers and coast-transport labourers,
enactment of the Rule on Obligatory Insurance of Public Servants and
the Rule on the Reorganization of Health Care within Social Insurance.
The Law on Social Insurance of the following year (1946) introduced
a country-wide system, based on contributions paid by employers and
employees with the state as a guarantee for the rights. The amount of
benefits was conditioned by “the duration of the period of paying contributions, severity of work and average salary of insured person” (Zavod za socijalno osiguranje 2015).
The introduction of the mentioned laws was followed by the enactment of the Constitution of Yugoslavia in 1946 with strong reliance
on the USSR Constitution which made an obvious discontinuity with
the previously valid Constitution of 1931 and enabled enactment of the
Constitutions of the Republics and subsequent changes into the social
insurance legislation.
Contrary to the Constitution of 1931 which guaranteed very narrow social and economic rights, practically only the right to freedom of
work and contract (article 23, Ustav Kraljevine Jugoslavije, 1931), the
new Constitution of Serbia, illustratively, comprised of a wide palette of
social and economic rights. On the one hand, it reflected the socialist
values and an effort to construct a socialist society. On the other hand,
they incorporated the social security provisions of the declarations of
the International Labour Organization. Consistently with the promotion of the value of labour, the Constitution provided for the following:
“the state will protect those in wage employment, especially by guaranteeing the right to association, limited working hours, paid annual
leave, controlled working conditions, care of housing situation and social insurance” (article 21, Ustav Narodne Republike Srbije 1946). In
relation to that, also a provision on the equal treatment of women and
men was introduced with an impact on all areas of their lives, as well
as the right to an equal pay for the equal work. A special protection of
women in employment was envisaged and “the state especially protects
the interests of mothers and children, by establishing maternity hospi160
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tals, children’s homes and kindergartens, as well as the right of mothers
to a paid leave before and after the delivery” (article 25, Ustav Narodne
Republike Srbije 1946).
Regarding the legislation on social insurance, the beginning of the
1950s brought a reverse trend. They saw the amendment to the social
insurance principle and the meanings related to it. The Law on Social
Insurance of Labourers, Servants and their Families of 1950 ended
with the payment of social contributions. Namely, the Law stipulated
the prohibition of burdening the salaries with the social insurance contributions and transfer the financing to the state from the general accumulation as per Marx (i.e. profit). As summarized by Mihajlo Stupar,
the effects of the Law were such as follows:
“a) the state becomes a direct and immediate manager of social insurance […] b) completely free of charge insurance is introduced for
labourers and servants […] c) the level of protection for labourers is
increased so as to be equal to the level of protection for servants […]
the rights are to be effectuated before identical bodies, all the insured
persons have the same rights and under the same conditions […] d)
the eligibility is mainly conditioned under the principle of: more benefits for more labour” (Stupar 1963: 282-3)
On the one hand, this meant allegedly the practical introduction of
Marxist values of solidarity and equality. On the other hand, already
in 1952, the Law of 1950 was substantially changed so that the social
insurance contributions became to be paid out by companies, state institutions and other employers for all their employees.
In 1952, along with the introduction of the first law on employment,
certain forms of cash benefits for those who stay without a job were
installed, which meant the introduction of a separate insurance branch,
that for the case of unemployment (Vuković 2009: 177). The mentioned
laws were the last regulations for the period in the focus of this paper,
and the subsequent changes were introduced during the 1960s.
4. Welfare sectors between the formal and informal spheres

The production and provision of welfare in Serbia and Montenegro
during the period covered by this paper were, to a varying extent, a
shared competence among the sectors.5
5 In theory, welfare sources are generally taken so as to include three to five types of sectors.
State, market and the family have been traditionally taken into account by authors in their
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The role of the state sector was conceived to be the most prominent,
however, with significant differences in terms of the scope and
responsibilities during the time. After the establishment of the Kingdom
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians of 1918, there were many difficulties for
the state to become the main welfare provider. Before the unification,
the constituting countries (among which also Serbia and Montenegro)
had sporadic roles in social policy, with the churches and humanitarian
organizations, as well as local communities, as the main welfare sector.
The then country was highly characteristic of an agricultural production
and late embracing of capitalist production, with subsequent reflections
to the characteristics of the families, and so on. Therefore, the enactment
of the labour legislation in the Western Europe coincided with the
enactment of the regulations on family cooperatives (both in Serbia and
Montenegro in 1844) and guilds (in Serbia, a Rule on guilds was enacted
in 1847) (Lakićević 1978). Consequently, the main welfare providers
were informal sphere, i.e. the families and solidarity groups for those
who belonged to them, which is important for the understanding of the
welfare provision also after 1929.
The state was supposed to have the supervising role in social
insurance but, as presented in the text before, due to the implementation
failure, it was actually a highly fragmented system, under the auspice of
solidarity groups for the longer period. As an illustration, there were
4 pension funds for private employees, 4 major guild coffers for the
insurance of miners (with 73 branches), Central Administration of
humanitarian funds for the insurance of the state transport employees
and Supporting Fund for the civil servants. There were also around 200
health and pension funds for the civil servants (Stupar 1963). However,
there was also the Central Office for the insurance of labourers with its
head seat in Zagreb, Croatia, as the main social insurance institution,
with 17 branches and 3 special state guild coffers. It had the status
of the highest rank body and the only institution for the obligatory
insurance of labourers, comprised of the representative of labourers
and their employers. Furthermore, in 1927 the Labour Market Office
was established as the public, state run organization with the view to
considerations of welfare distribution. Different solidarity groups, classified by certain
authors (e.g. Paul Spicker) are sometimes taken as to represent a separate welfare sector.
Finally there exists a wide range of non–governmental organizations in welfare provision.
Most frequently, authors argue in favour of existence of four welfare sectors and those
are: public (i.e. state), private (i.e. market), informal (i.e. family) and voluntary (i.e. non–
governmental organizations) sectors.
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mediating between unemployed and employers (Lakićević 1976). Its
coverage was universal at the territory of the country.
Therefore, during the pre-War period, the role of the state as
the welfare sector was practiced mainly at the local level. The local
communities had their roles in welfare provision, delegated by the state
with the state as a somewhat of a “unifying” agent. Albeit the obligation
of the duchies to transfer the funds for social care to the municipalities,
there were no evidence of such activities at that level of the state
authorities.
The absence of unique rules for the country resulted in a great variety
of the activities at the local level. The local communities were active in
the field social care, which comprised of the welfare activities directed
toward the children and the poor (materially deprived and incapable of
work), as well as housing conditions and public health. Bad economic
situation in the local communities resulted in that this area was subjected to informal, i.e. family care and the activities of humanitarian
organizations. The care of children without parental care was also in
the private sphere, most generally, within the local communities. Also
homes for children and kindergartens were under the auspice of the
private care, i.e. humanitarian organizations. Even though not exclusively directed toward the child care, still the dominant number of the
humanitarian organizations was established with a view to protecting
abandoned and poor children.
The activities of the municipalities became more vivid after the establishment of the Association of the Towns of Yugoslavia (in 1927)
and the Union for the Child Protection (in 1933). The first mentioned
was dealing to the most part with the alleviation of housing problems
in the towns, with a view to accommodating small hygienic apartments
for labourers and the poor while the latter one comprised of 187 different units in charge of social and health care of children.
A special position was held by the Red Cross of Yugoslavia, which
has been establishing the kitchens for the poor, collecting and distributing food, clothes and fuel for the poor, organizing camps for the children with tuberculosis, and so on. Finally, the activities of Foundations
were especially supported by the state. Some of those in the welfare field
were the Foundation of Jovice Barlovca aimed at the protection of poor
children; the Foundation of Mihailo and Agnija Srećković, directed toward the realization of specific social care and schooling aims, similar
to the the Foundation of Cvetko and Stefan Jovanović; the Foundation
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of Dimitrije Naumović which was supporting girls from the poor families; the Foundation of Nikola Spasić aimed at building hospitals and
homes for unable bodied; the Foundation of Marija Trandafil which
supported children without parents, etc.
Labourers’ organizations were acting along traditional lines. On the
one hand, they were fighting for the introduction of legal regulations
aimed at the protection of labourers and their implementation. On
the other hand, they were undertaking numerous social actions with
the view to alleviating the material deprivation of labourers and their
families. The Communist Party of Yugoslavia was the initiator and organizer of solidarity actions, mainly through the labour unions. It was
also an organizer of the Red Help (established in 1922), an organization with the similar agenda, on top of which, as of 1929, it started to
provide legal support to the members of revolutionary movements and
their families in the cases of arresting and torturing, staying without a
job, etc.
During the Second World War fragile welfare institutions have been
hardly surviving, with families being burden to the highest extent for
the care of their members. The situation has becoming increasingly
better toward the end of the War and in the free territories in which
the Communist Party organized various kinds of social support to the
population.
In the post-War period, the role of the state sector in welfare has
been gradually increasing. The state’s increasingly control function
was justified by „underdeveloped production means and the necessity
to change and develop them rapidly, which thougth to be expressed
in centralization of the system“ (Pejanović 2004: 257). Already in the
middle of 1945, the Government established (and actually reorganized
the existing) Central Office for Social Insurance in Zagreb, as an umbrella organization in social insurance, which encompassed all existing
offices for social insurance. This evolved into the State Office for Social
Insurance in 1946 to be reversed four years later when the system of
offices for social insurance was abolished and the state became the direct “manager” in social insurance. This shift was in connection with
the abolition of the social insurance principle and translated into the
granting competencies to the bodies of public administration (bodies
for social care), with the transfer of certain competencies to companies and institutions. Because of inefficient work of such system and
returning back to the principle of social insurance, such a design was
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abolished and the Office for Social Insurance was established in 1952,
with a series of branches. Numerous Rules were enacted with a view
to implementing the principle on the transfer of social insurance from
the state auspice to the institutes for social insurance, established in the
Republics, resulting in the monopolistic position of extremely bureaucratic public agencies in welfare provision.
The most important welfare provider in the social care was the local
level with the specialized services at the Republic and Federal levels. If
not totally, social services were predominantly public and exceptionally these were organized by the state companies or Foundations. Their
forms and types were numerous, but always on the basis of the principles of state management and later self-management concepts.
This period experienced a tremendous impact of the labourers’ organizations, which practically extended to all spheres of life. The key
promoter of the social policy was the labour class and therefore, the
practice saw over-protection of employed and yet inadequate care of
those on the margins of the society. “All welfare legislation, as legislation and measures in other spheres, privileged the socialist part of
the society, while the other, non-socialist part, was neglected, under
pressures, along with the prediction that it is soon to disappear in the
socialist development. The dual character of the state, therefore, was on
the scene” (Puljiz 2008: 21).
For that reason also, there was no need, from the point of view of the
Government, to have other welfare providers except for the state. Private market, in either of its forms, ceased to exist in the welfare provision. The involvement of non-governmental organizations was reduced
to the lowest extent, enabled by strict legal regulations, in the context
of the Government’s aspirations to exercise control over the total social
policy sphere. The exception was the Red Cross which activities have
been under way throughout the whole period in question, directed primarily toward the poor in the traditional sense of the word. However,
ever since its establishment, the Red Cross has had a specific status,
in terms of that it has been a humanitarian organization with strong
elements of a public service. The Orthodox church ceased to be the
welfare sector provider of any importance, which had to do with the
marginalization of the religion in the society in general.
The roles of informal sphere, i.e. family, were reduced to certain
extent, from the point of the socialist’s doctrine that the family’s posi165

tion should be facilitated in order to “make the family and family relations stronger and therefore to transfer their obligations to the social
care system, to establish day care system for children, to employ social
workers, to grant them cash benefits, etc.” (Stupar 1963: 257).
Conclusion
The studies on socialism, and especially and even more in socialism,
have frequently started from the premise on the fundamental changes
socialism brought into the then existing systems in the society (or to
use one of the socialist key words: bourgeois order), primarily in terms
of an immediate break down with the past and rapid rise of the socialist
state. While this is of course very much the truth, at least two precautions should be made, that bring somewhat different perspective into
the interpretation of changes.
The first one is out of the scope of this paper and it refers to the varieties of socialism. There was no one, single, socialism however strong
efforts of Marxists worldwide were for the socialism to be as similar
as possible (to the Soviet type socialism). Normally, there were many
“deviations” from the ideal type, even though they could be presented
in terms of variations around the same principle(s).
The second one deals with the characteristics of the situation “in
the field.” It refers to 1) (in)compatibilities between the aims and outcomes of the systems in the place and those to be put into motion, and
equally to 2) ever missing resources for the changes that are (not) necessary to be introduced. However, the factors in favour of changes are
those in connection with the changed reality, i.e. new circumstances,
new needs and new demands and so on. The period considered in the
paper (1929-1956) was very dynamic period. Therefore, the changes
were (and have been) the only constant in the societies, and also in its
public policies (and consequently in the social policy). The question is
the character of a change, its scope and reach.
In Serbia and Montenegro, the socialist ideas on the national social
policy did not exist in a vacuum independent of such a reality. And that
reality was to see social policy in one track, as defined by the pre-War
decision makers.6 However, the socialist social policy was not either
6

This paper is focused on social insurance and social care programmes and therefore in
the text that follows there will be references only to this part of the welfare state.
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isolated from the governing socialist policies and ideologies regarding
the economic and political life. Those policies were rather radical compared to the period that preceded. In the sphere of economic life, they
largely meant the abolition from the private property, its expropriation
from “those who had more than they needed for their individual needs”
and the introduction of the state property. In the sphere of political life,
they introduced one-party system.
Therefore, as in any other situation, the socialist welfare state has its
emerging “space” within the context of 1) the existing welfare structures, 2) the newly proclaimed welfare aims and 3) emerging political
and economic systems. Of course, many other factors were deterministic in terms of colouring the opportunities and obstacles ahead of the
socialist welfare state.
This paper brings into the focus the question of continuity in the
welfare states of Serbia and Montenegro during the period in question, clearly divided to pre-War and post-War periods in the governing
ideological terms. The paper is focused at the level of state policies and
legislation. The statement of continuity, i.e. bounded change, however,
can be contested to a high level primarily due to a short period of existence of social insurance system. Namely, the implementation of the
social insurance principles was postponed almost until the beginning
of the Second World War and even then it was not state-wide system,
but a patchwork system within the organizations of mutual societies.
Therefore, the legal regulation was hardly put into force when the War
started, and in terms of that there was no much of existing. However, it
presented a framework or umbrella system which was kept also under
the socialism and not abolished.
First, the beginnings of the development of the welfare state of Serbia and Montenegro at the end of the XIX and the beginning of the XX
century in general were in the connection with the requests of labourers, and their rights, in terms of the legislation for their protection and
social insurance. It could be reasonably argued that the emerging of
the welfare state in Serbia and Montenegro in the first place had the
characteristics of a development at the so-called periphery, with the late
modernization impulses. To a certain extent, when we look at the reasons for the original decision, this is socialist by its nature or very close
to socialism, albeit the motives behind the introduction of such clauses
differ between the ideologies. When the welfare states obtained the so167

cialist label and when they became the labourers’ countries, without
the class struggle, naturally the labour right and welfare saw enormous
extensions.7 However, the extensions were within the existing tracks,
i.e. social insurance, and not its abolition, and the logic of the welfare
system remained rather similar compared to the previous period, with
significantly increased coverage and level of protection. Mihailo Stupar
made the following comment on that:
“Social insurance is the most developed form of social welfare in our
country, both in terms of engaged material, financial, organizational
and other resources and the number of protected people, quantity and
quality of the protection offered to the citizens” (Stupar 1963: 255).
The Law on the Implementation of Social Insurance in the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia of 1945 which unified the social insurance system in the country was actually conceived during the War and later
contributions were abolished, but temporarily (in the period from 1950
to 1952) after which their was the social insurance path reproduction. In
the explanation of the reasons for the maintenance of the social insurance principle, we cannot call ideology for help, since it fundamentally
changed in the post-War period. The socialist ideology itself is even
of a varying importance. Its connecting with a public encompassing
welfare system in which everybody shares the same rights, despite their
position on the labour market, still did not result in the introduction of
the so called universal welfare systems. Another thing is whether the
economies of Serbia and Montenegro would enable the introduction
of such systems. Therefore, the plausible explanation of mechanisms
in support to the social insurance principles would need to take into
account the economic performances and demographic situation in the
socialist societies of Serbia and Montenegro.
Here, once again the reference to the labour class and their ideology
along with the exclusion of the others seems important. The concept
of social insurance clearly reflects the position on the labour market
and makes the labourer a deserving citizen, contrary to those who are
not employed. This is surely a departure from the Marxist principle of
equality, however, it was remedied through the extension of the sector of social assistance, as per the principle of solidarity, which was enabling arguably average living standard to those unemployed, i.e. less
7 Some authors claimed that the social rights presented a compensation for underdeveloped
political and civil rights.
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deserving. This would need to take into account another perspective,
that of the socialist flagship of full employment (high level of employment), but it is out of the scope of this paper. Furthermore, as already
mentioned, the preferences of labourers for social insurance can be derived from the middle and long-term benefits for them, contrary to
universal systems.
This explanation, to a certain aspect, brings into the focus the notion
of informality. Namely, the changes in the welfare sector providers were
by and large more fundamental. In theory, and also in the practice, the
welfare economy is a mixed one and none of the sectors acts alone and
in isolation from each other. The situation is quite opposite and the
relationships between the sectors are of competing and/or complementary nature.
The mentioned sectors had different roles in the production, organization and consumption of welfare, with subsequent advantages
and disadvantages. The role of the state was the most prominent, in all
times, with strong variations. In the pre-War period, the state’s role was
more residual to transform in the post-War period into increasingly
extending and finally all encompassing, totalitarian and paternalistic
(and arguably some kind of an institutional “violence”). Unsurprisingly, the role of the pre-War welfare state was decentralized and loosely
administered, contrary to the post-War period. However, the intention
of the state to be in the position of the main welfare provider can be
demonstrated throughout the period in question. The post-War period saw disappearance of the private sector, but also of the voluntary
one. The role of the family was also substantially changed, both due
to some objective and some subjective reasons. The objective reason
stemmed from the declared full employment, which required from the
both partners to be in paid employment which had consequences on
the informal sphere of work and concerns about the day-care of the
children during their parents’ working hours. The subjective reason
was that of ideology, which wanted to change the position of the socialist family compared to the Western societies. Paradoxically, social
policy measures were interpreted in terms of the care about the citizens’
welfare exercised by the state, and the role of citizens was intentionally
neglected (Čekerevac 1999).
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to be an obvious process also at
the beginning of the 21st century. In a globalised, post-Cold
War and multi-polarised world
and a period of supranational and
transnational processes, a question arises as to what the position
of Serbia and role of its cultural
diplomacy is in international relations. Issues related to narrative
structures and reconsideration
of the actual politics, a symbolic
position of Serbia and the manner in which it has been presented
in the world have been raised in a
new manner by the book Cultural
Diplomacy and Identity of Serbia.
The book author, Ljiljana Rogač
In the long historical processes, Mijatović, an expert associate for
the importance and role of culture scientific research and develophad been changing, which seems ment at the Institute for Theatre,
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Film, Radio and Television of the
Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade, is also a lecturer at the Interdisciplinary Master Studies for
Cultural Politics and Management
and at doctoral studies for Theory
of Arts and Media of the University of Arts in Belgrade. The book
Cultural Diplomacy and Identity
of Serbia was printed as part of
a joint publishing venture of the
Faculty of Dramatic Arts, Institute for Theatre, Film, Radio and
Television and CLIO publishing
company, and is a partly altered
and extended result of a doctoral
dissertation which the author defended in 2012 at the University
of Arts in Belgrade.
The book Cultural Diplomacy
and Identity of Serbia is divided
into 4 chapters as follows: Cartography of Cultural Diplomacy;
Culture, Identity and Diplomatic
Tango; Serbia: Story of a Nation
in the 21st Century; and Cultural
Diplomacy of Serbia. In a methodological respect, the author
has chosen a multi-perspective
approach to the subject, through
which she strives to consolidate
social and political theory, international relations and cultural
analysis, philosophy, political
studies, culture and communication studies, as well as some of
the aspects of culture management. Through both analytical
and critical approach, the study
is not limited only to interpreta174

tion but it also raises normative
questions such as is the challenge
of overcoming eurocentrism and
ethnocentrism of international
cultural relations and/or the issues of human rights and state
sovereignty. At the same time, by
intersecting different areas of research and practices of the study,
Cultural Diplomacy and Identity
of Serbia seeks to outline cartography of cultural diplomacy and
to establish its precise interpretation. In a complex, theoretical
research field, the author tries to
point to the problems of defining the concept and dimensions
of international cultural relations
in line with the altered political
priorities in a multi-polarised
world. Particularly elaborated are
the facts of equating international
cultural relations and cultural diplomacy or state foreign cultural
mission and international cultural
politics, as well as observations of
cultural diplomacy as a synonym
for public diplomacy, which is redefined as a new source of the soft
power for governments.
With the intention to form cartography of cultural diplomacy,
Ljiljana Rogač Mijatović analyses
the creation and development of
the concept and practices of cultural diplomacy. An overview of
developments of international
relations paradigms in a historical perspective is shown through
examples from the cultural his-

tory of Europe and the world,
from cultural nationalism and
internationalism to cultural propaganda and the Cold War „battle
for hearts and minds“. The end of
the Cold War and political changes (the collapse of communism
and socialism, the changes in the
Eastern Europe and the breakup of the Soviet Union) brought
cultural relations to the fringes of
national interests in certain states,
and along with it, led to a variety
of cultural initiatives by citizen
associations and small organisations. Immigrations have influenced the changes in the culture
of the Western European cities in
the form of multicultural transformation, while the field of cultural
cooperation has been shaped by
the European Union as a supranational institution as well. With the
new technologies and creation of
networks, state and international
bureaucracies are bypassed and
new stakeholders appear who collect and distribute the information
of a possible cultural cooperation,
identify potential partners and
potential project funds, which
bring key changes into the sphere
of international cultural relations,
as noted by Rogač Mijatović.
The increase of public awareness on the importance of culture affects both the expression of
identity and power and a degree
to which relations with others are

developed. Shifts in the structure
of distribution of power lead the
author of Cultural Diplomacy and
Identity of Serbia to detect ways in
which modern questions of culture become „high-risk identity issues“ and causes for which culture
became one of the „cultural battlefields“. Complexity of the context
and process relating to culture and
politics are considered, as well as
the effects of globalisation on the
existance of national state and
identity. Ljiljana Rogač Mijatović
observes the issue of establishing political identity based on a
clearly defined attitude towards
values and their structure as one
of the most significant challenges
facing modern societies. Together
with traditional forms of diplomacy new forms are developed:
economic diplomacy and nation
branding, „paradiplomacy“ – regional diplomacy, urban diplomacy – the rule of metropolis and
city branding, sports diplomacy,
global spectacles and national heroes as well as citizen diplomacy,
which is the concept of average
citizens engaging (randomly or
intentionally) as representatives
of a country. In her study, Ljiljana
Rogač Mijatović rightfully also
raises the issue of digital diplomacy and its reach, the influence
of fast flow of information on the
internet, social networks and the
use of IT technologies on cultural
diplomacy.
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Within the chapter of the
study dedicated to building
the identity of Serbia, Rogač
Mijatović starts by analysing historical sources of Serbia’s identity,
whereby she marks the problem
of collective identities as one of
the key Serbia’s problems during
the 20th century. The position of
Kosovo and Metohija, the attitude
towards the legacy of Yugoslavia
and the position of stereotypes
imposed through the media and
popular articles about the Balkans
in the West are the key points in
this analysis of the identity issue
of Serbia. The author sees a new
identity structure in abandoning
the mythical pseudo-realism and
bonding with the spiritual cognation and culture that unites, the
elements of which, as she believes
so, are possible to find in an objective historical and legendary
discourse on Kosovo. Simultaneously, following a short analyses
of few phases of building the Yugoslav identity, in which she paid
particular attention to the period
after the World War II, the author
designates the term Yugo-nostalgia as a criticism of the existing
post-socialist reality discourse in
creating politics of memory. Following the mentioned historical frameworks of building the
identity, the author recognizes the
narratives of cultural affiliation to
Europe („return to Europe“, „European culture“, „European iden176

tity“) and raising awareness on a
shared cultural legacy as a longterm aspiration of Serbia as well as
other Western Balkan countries.
Concluding that the current
strategies of auto-identification
(self-determination) and autoself-representation (self-presentation) follow formerly established
patterns on stereotypes about the
Balkans as an undeveloped area
in terms of civilization and the
Serbs as an aggressive and primitive people, the author places the
position of Serbia’s image in the
world between positive hyperbolizing and pejorative contestation. Rogač Mijatović has also
dedicated her attention to the existence of division into 2 Serbias,
putting it into the framework of
transferring the stereotype from
external to internal arena, which
with the political fragmentation
of the public, led to the division
that has taken its part in structuring the idea about Serbia and
the Serbs. In addition to the importance of the role played by the
media in improving the image of
Serbia in the world, she highlights
the role of tradition and opposes
the rejection of the past. Still, she
advocates for a more objective
consideration of order of values,
whereby the Balkan historical and
cultural and geographical legacy,
as well as the Yugoslav legacy,
despite all the complex and ambivalent characteristics, are seen

by the author as an advantage in
accepting all phases and levels of
identity. The author leaves open
the issue of how Serbia would face
the stereotypes about Serbia in
the world, although she does express her view that it takes a critical evaluation of the image concept of Serbia itself in relation to
identity, or lighting up myths and
prejudices, as well as stereotypes,
first internally and then externally
too.
The final chapter of the study
written by Ljiljana Rogač Mijatović
is dedicated to Serbia’s cultural diplomacy, observed through a prism
of political changes taking place
in Serbia in 2000, the process of
transition and Euro-integrations,
as well as the practice of cultural
diplomacy in Serbia from 2000 to
2010. The author emphasises that
Serbia ranked 108th on the list of
world’s “weak states” in 2008 (Index of States Weakness in the Developing World), and that an affirmative version of a scenario on the
future position of Serbia would be
transiting to the level of a „normal
(functional) state“, that deals with
the social and global challenges in
an efficient and democratic manner. Reconsideration of the present
institutional framework of Serbia’s
international cultural relations has
been done through the analyses
of accomplishments made by the
protagonists of cultural diplomacy

(Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Education, Science and Technological
Development, Ministry of Youth
and Sports, Tourist Organization
of Serbia and Agency for Foreign
Investments and Promotion of
Export of the Republic of Serbia).
At the same time, the attention
has been dedicated to bilateral cooperation, agreements on cultural
cooperation, Culture and Information Centre of Serbia in Paris
and the language department for
Serbian language and literature.
Serbia’s cultural politics is also observed through multilateral cultural cooperation, activities carried
out within international organisations and associations (UNESCO,
Council of Europe, International
Organisation of La Francophonie,
Council of Ministers of Culture of
South East Europe, The Black Sea
Economic Cooperation, Forum of
Slavic Cultures, Adriatic-Ionic Initiative and the Danube Cooperation), as well as through the content analyses of cultural practices
and programmes of Serbia in the
world (exhibitions, stage performance and musical entertainment
programmes, film programmes,
events, festivals, conferences and
working meetings).
In the light of politics of discontinuity and unfinished system of cultural politics, the study
Cultural Diplomacy and Identity
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of Serbia potentiates the need to
redefine the attitudes towards
different social tradition, cultural
matrixes, patterns and identities
that would provide further social and cultural development of
Serbia and its presentation in the
world. A lack of inter-sectorial cooperation of the leading protagonists of Serbia’s cultural diplomacy
has been noticed, as well as a lack
of transparent vision of goals and
final „beneficiaries“ whom the
activities of public and cultural
diplomacy are addressed to. The
author also points out insufficient
visibility of the work of the socalled citizen diplomacy (civil society and individuals). As national
cultural institutes and culture and
information centres are an important institutional support to international cultural relations and
instruments for the promotion of
national cultural identity in different forms, the need is indicated
to stop the discontinuity phase of
the strategy of work, programme
and management of the Cultural
and Information Centre in Paris.
At the same time, the need is intensified to prevent closing down
of the language department for
Serbian language in the world by
forming one body to gather representatives from several national
cultural, scientific and education
institutions. When analysing cultural programmes that are in the
focus of the cultural practices of
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Serbia in Europe and worldwide,
the existence of articulated narrative in relation to present cultural
values and cultural patterns of
identity, dichotomy of Europeanism and traditions expressed
in the Christian and Byzantine
legacy are being questioned, from
which the author concludes that
international cultural relations are
not a clear priority for Serbia.
In her study Cultural Diplomacy and Identity of Serbia, by
mapping practices of cultural
diplomacy and identity crisis of
Serbia, studying and interpreting ideas of Serbia in domestic
and foreign public, Ljiljana Rogač
Mijatović highlights the stereotypes that determine the current
image of Serbia in the world. The
return of Serbia to international
organisations after 2000, in addition to a long-term concern of
the state, and its institutional and
financial support, offers new challenges for cultural diplomacy of
Serbia. In this respect, the importance of UNESCO’s Convention
on Protection and Promotion of
the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, project funding by the International Fund for Cultural Diversity and participation of Serbia
in the Council of Europe’s Cultural Routes Programme (Cultural
routes of the Roman Imperators
in Serbia, Transromanica – Cultural Route of the Roman Heritage
and Fortresses on the Danube).

Simultaneously, problematizing
the new frameworks of cultural
diplomacy action, its factors and
protagonists, the study opens up a
great number of questions related
to the role and reach of cultural
diplomacy, and it strives to answer the question of what image
of itself does Serbia build with
all the different cultural forms it
presents to the public in Europe
and worldwide? With its efforts
to give theoretical and practical
solutions through research of cultural practices of Serbia in Europe
and worldwide, a study by Ljiljana
Rogač Mijatović is to be recommended to the academic public
and state decisions makers. Written in a clear, precise and inspiring style in the form of questions
and answers, it encourages critical
thinking and open dialogue. As a
priority in outlining cultural diplomacy of Serbia, the study lists
traditional values (legacy, language, customs) and those that
connect Serbia to the European
civilizations circle by which it is
opening new questions regarding
the identification of values in the
Serbian society, the way they are
presented and strategy building to
promote culture, cultural heritage
and identity of Serbia.
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Institute for Political Studies from Belgrade has embarked
upon an important endeavor: to
both present and re-position Ser-

bian political science as a distinct
area of social sciences. A means to
that end is the publishing of special issues of the scientific journal
Srpska politička misao (Serbianlanguage counterpart of Serbian
Political Thought).
The first of such issues is dedicated to rational choice theory,
and, specifically, its application in
political science. The possibility
of scientific prediction, provided
by this theory and enabled by the
utilization of such patterns as the
famous “prisoner’s dilemma”, has
made it an ever-attractive tool of
social research for several decades
since it development in the 1950s.
Still, as said before, the purpose of this special issue of Srpska politička misao goes beyond
the mere presentation of rational
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choice theory and its application
in political science: the basic idea,
according to the editors (Đorđe
Stojanović, Institute for Political
Studies and Dušan Pavlović, Faculty of Political Sciences, University of Belgrade) is “to provide a
more complete scientific view of
political problems, using various
scientific paradigms”. Two purposes should be served this way:
firstly, it would be a way of eliminating potential “rivalries” among
various, theories, approaches and
paradigms; secondly, it would signify the reaffirmation of political
science in Serbia to the overcoming of the current crisis situation
by strengthening the position of
science vis-à-vis the political elite
and ruling structures. The journal
editorial also stresses that emphasizing various theoretical paradigms through special issues such
as this one is a way to differentiate
and position political science in
Serbia more clearly in regard to
other social sciences.
The aforementioned crisis of
political science in Serbia is seen
by the editors as the very incentive
for such an enterprise. By publishing theory-oriented special issues
of Srpska politička misao, the
editors actually intend to offer a
threefold solution to the crisis of
Serbian political science. The first
element of the proposed solution
should be the “re-scientization” of
Serbian political science, which
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means the rejection and overcoming of the existing methodological
confusion, vagueness and inconsequence. The second element
should be the “social re-anagnorisis” of political science in Serbia,
as the editors put it in Aristotelian
terms, given that it is insufficiently socially recognized and thus
subject to various external influences and (mis)uses, mostly from
the sphere of politics. The third
element concerns the need for
political scientists to self-identify
through and by their affiliation to
a theory or a paradigm, allowing,
at the same time, the possibility
of other paradigms’ validity; this
element is presented through the
need for “re-triangulation” of political science in Serbia. Publication of more special issues such
as this one might prove to be a
suitable way to engage in the proposed anti-crisis measures in the
field of political science in Serbia.
An important quality of the
volume, the one that has to be
mentioned, is the fact that while
all the contributors have a solid
academic background in political science, they come from diverse research environments:
a public university (Faculty of
Political Sciences, University of
Belgrade), a public research institution (Institute for Political Studies, Belgrade) and a private thinktank (Libertarian Club – Libek).
Also, the theory in question is

approached and employed in a
number of different ways and various topics: Dušan Pavlović (Faculty of Political Sciences) writes
about the application of rational
choice theory in political science;
Marko Pejković and Petar Matić
(Institute for Political Studies) are
exploring the theory’s potential to
explain the issues of fiscal decentralization, through the example
of Serbian autonomous province
of Vojvodina; Milovan Dekić
(Faculty of Political Sciences) applies behavioral game theory in
seeking to answer the question
whether humans are rationally
prosocial; Dušan Vučićević and
Milan Jovanović (Faculty of Political Sciences) write about electoral system reform in Serbia;
the paper by Nikola Mladenović
(Faculty of Political Sciences) is
concerned with the positioning
of political parties in Serbia in
regard to spatial approach to politics; Ivan Stanojević (Faculty of
Political Sciences) approaches the
Eurozone crisis as a chicken game;
Đorđe Trikoš (Libertarian Circle)
analyzes the possibilities for the
change of politics in a multi-party
system.
This 200-page volume is published in Serbian and, as such, it
is mainly intended for Serbian
academic audience. Still, its attractiveness, along the expected future
issues that would cover different
theories from the field of political

science, might induce the publisher to make the most significant
pieces available to international
audience by publishing them in
English, thus sparking a wider,
and also much needed, theoretical
and methodological debate.
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